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This paper Is the result of a request tc obtain Informa-
tion concerning th© laethods used by th© Department of Defense to
inaure conpllance wlt}i its directives. It was not Intended that
the subject be covered comprehensively. Consequently there are
8oae areas which have been omitted or treated vary lightly. The
fcllo^dJig paper Is largely in the nature of a report of informa-
tion gleaned frc^ discussions -^th officials in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, to ^om the author extends his annreclation
for their ^olehearted cooperation and objective evaluation of a
controversial matter.
Since the paper is based mainly on interviews, and since
referenced material is included in the appendiceal no bibliography
is Included,
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Effective operations In any successful enterprise Involve
two basic actions J (1) the formulation and Issuance by top man-
agement of policies and directivea which govern operations, and
(2) corapllancs with those policies and directives by subordinate
groups or individuals. However, since there is great variation
In interpretation and degree of co-.oliance among huoans, it is
almost Invariably necessary, as a corollary action, to institute
•ome system for insuring that appropriate compliance is In fact
being achieved. The purpose of this paper is to exaadne this
area in the Detsartment of refense in relation to policies and
directives Issued by that department to the three military
services.
To provide proper background for such a study, some Icnov?-
ledge of the development of the uniflcetlon machinery is basic to
understanding of the problem. Accordingly, the legal background
together ^ith the growth processes of the Department of Defense
are briefly traced in chapter II*
The actions of the military departments are governed by
a series of policy determinations, aiaong which arej
(1) the Constitution^
(2) Acta of Congress;






(5) overall regulatory instructions of such governmental
agencies as the General Accounting Officei Bureau of
the Budget, Office of Defense Mobilization, other
executive departments, and the Civil Service Commis-
sion; and
(6) Department of Defense Directives, Instructions and
Memoranda
•
Both by precedent of the first Secretary of Defense and by Intent
of Congress, the Office of the Secretary of Defense has intention-
ally reiaained small in eooiparison with the remainder of the
military establishment, and no att«apt has been laade, or should
b« made, to build an organization which would reissue, interpret
in detail, or for:«ally implement the vast majority of requirements
of superior authorities in the Defense Directives System, 'm the
other hand, military departments are responsible to the Secretary
of Defense for coiapliance with any requirements which may govern
their activities.
As a general rule, therefore, the f^eeretary of Defense
Issues his own directives, instructions, and memorandas
(1) when it is necessary to establish his own policies
for govc2»nlng and operating the Department of
Defense;
(2) when governing requirements of superior authorities
are Insufficiently detailed or clear;
(3) when coordination of the three military deptrta^nts
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Is necessary, either for relationships with outside
figenoies or for standardisation of systems and
procedures; and
(4) when it is necessary to interpret intent*
(Refer to Department of Defense Directive $025«1 in Appendix II
for details of the directives system.)
Compliance with directives in the Department of Defense
Is usually determined by use of one or more of three fundamental
systefflss
(1) The reporting systea,
(2) The audit and inspection system.
(3) Budgetary and fiscal review and controls.
Each of these will be treated individually in chapters III| IV
and V.
Any exaainatlon of systems for obtaining cotJipliance would
be incomplete without discussixig some of the problems which cremate
the need for such systems. On the other hand, so many factors
operate to impede compliance that the proportions of this paper
would fall far short of covering the subject in its entirety.
The reasons behind inadequacies and lack of efficiency in various
areas of the armed forces are the subject of recurring reports of
investigative committees and groups. For comprehensive informa-
tion of this sort| the reader should refer to the findings of
such panels as the Flanders Coramitteei the Cooper Committee and
the Hoover CorpMssion. Points covered in Chapter VI of this
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paper are those which were encountered In discussion of the day-to-
day compliance problems of personnel In the Office of the r-ecrotary
of Defense,
Although this paper is approached fron the viewpoint of
the Department of Defense as a irtiole, consideration has been given
to the fact that its content la directed tots«rd comptrollership
personnel. It will be noted, therefore, that discussions center
mainly about directives emanating frora the Afssistant Secretary of
Defense (Caxiptroiler) and the problems of that office in obtaininc
eorapliance.
To facilitate reading and to shorten the overall length of
this paper, the following abbreviations are used whenever
appropriate:
DOD ••«•••••• Department of Defense
Sec Def •..«••• ' ecretary of Defense
OSD ••••••••« Office of the Secretary of Defense
AST) ,..,,,,. Assistant Secretary of De
'
I
OASD Office of the Assistant :c>-. .v,3ry at
Defense
PRSD , Progress Reports Btid Statistics
Division
EISED . y.cmtimic and International Cecurity
Kstiraates Division
(M&P) (:ianpower and Personnel)
(S&L) (Supplies and Logistics)
(VS^l) (Properties and Installations)
Title IV .,..., . Title IV of the National Security
Act Ataendacnts of 1949
Cooper Committee ... Advisory Coraraittee on Fiscal Organ-
Flanders CoBUBittee
isation and Procedures, oeD
• • Preparedness vSubcommittee #3, Com-
mittee on Armed fervices, U.G.
J-enate- 83rd Congress
Hoover Comadssion . , Coamission on OS^eanizatlon of the




Th9 Department of Defense was created and organised as a
result of the National .Security Act of 19^7$ as amended by the
National ''ecurlty Act Amendments of 1949 and Eeorcanlzaticai Plan
No, 6 of 1953 • Its purpose was
t . to provide for the future security of the United
States through the establishment of Integrated policies and
procedures for the departments , atienclesi and functions of
the Governrient relating to the national security « . • • It
was the Intent of the Congress to provide three lallltary d©«
partmentsi separately administered , for the operation and
administration of the Armyi the Navy, « and the Air Force.
with their assigned combat and service cosponents; to isroviae
for their authorative coordination and unified direct! <mi
under civilian control of the Secretary of Defense, but not
to merge themj to provide for the effective strategic direc-
tion of the armed forces and for their operaticai under unified
control and for their integration into an efficient team of
land, naval, and air forces • • • •*
The Secretary of Defense, as the principal assistant to the ?>resi«
dent for fiJLl milSUL V^UtJM Ifi JtiLfi gftmrtfli^fflil? £lL MXgMftt now
exercises iilflsUi^Qf Att£tlS£UZt ^M. gm^fff^l over all elements of
the three subordinate military departments. How these powers \;'ere
developed is one of the basic influences on the degree and manner
of compliance demonstrated by military services in several im-
portant areas of endeavor.
One of the biggest historical issues connected -i^lth ^-nlli-
tapy departments has been the ques?tion of whether the civilian
secretary really exercised control over the military service or
Office of the Director of Administrative rervlces, Office
of the secretary of Defense, f^rl^f 9f \h^ QVrmU^Xim ^Ik^ I"^fig-
tiQPg> Office of the Secretary of Defense ('.Vashinrton^ D. C. I=e-




whether h« wis screened frcaa an organization which reported to him
only through a mllltsry chief of etaff . 1'ven in the Navyi T/here
for many yeara there haa been a customer-buyer relationship be-
tween operating forces under the Chief of Naval Operations and the
bureaus and offices under the civilian secretaries, the Secretary
has often been unable to grasp control of the service tlirough lack
of any real control over the aeans by which the Navy grew and
opera ted# f*rior to 19^5, no service secretery could exercise
effective control since he had little real voice in the seeking or
distribution of annropriated funds. Accordingly, idien James
Forrestal became the first Secretary of Defense, he was armed with
the first step in establishing actual civilian control over the
military services, that of coordinating the budgets submitted to
Congress* Subsequent secretaries have found ccmptrollership func-
tions, including control of funds and development of statistics,
to be of increasing importance to their effective administration
of the Department of Defense, Robert A, Lovett (former recretary
of Defense) recently stated the following in hearings before a
Subcommittee of the Senate Comodttee on Armed Services
i
In the first place, I do not believe a Secretary of De-
fense or the Secretary of any other department of the execu-
tive agencies can operate successfully without facts. The
only way that I know of that he can get facts in the military
establishments is through sane sort of comptroller function,
because his direction, authority, and control must be exer-
cised largely, in my opinion, in tiiat field.
I thinlc that the Secretary of Defense has a special neces-
sity for the entablishment of facts which he can rely on -
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that lS| almost "audited facts." Ee cannot ooerate success-
fully without themi and It lf3 an even greater need| I think,
in the case of the military departments and their secretaries.
He cannot otserate unless he knov/s where he stands today • he
does not knb^ ^hat he can do and he does not know •w^at he
needs unless he kno??s ^^h»t his position Is today,
I oaphaslase this because Inventory, In my opinion, is at
the base of successful operation of the military departments
and knm^ledge of inventory, knowledge of what you have- is a
prime requisite. Based on that, you can then exT>and It Into
what Is needed in a variety of circumstances.
Ke must have an Inventory. The caily way that I Imov of
that he can get that and have It adequately expressed is by
a combination of physical inventory and flnanclal^statoBentsj
that Is, a dollar price tag on many of the items.
It Is not intended to cover the coiapletc history of devel-
opment of control by the Secretary of Defense cfVQv the military
departments. However, it should be noted that the extenslcai of
tueh control was a gradual process. As a result of the National
Security Act of 19^7f the National Military Istabllshment waf
established under a Secretary of Defense T^hose control was limited
(except for budget control) to general direction and coordination
of the activities of the military departments; Secretaries of the
three services were permitted direct access to the President and
Congress and could appeal questions over the head of the Secretary
of Defense. Furthermore, the Secretary of Defense had an Immed-
iate staff limited to three spocial assistants vdth no legisla-
tively defined authority to exercise policy control or to insti-
tute measures to insure compliance lylth his directives. Such a
2
Hearings before the Preparedness Subcommittee No. 3 of
the Committee on Armed Services, U, S. Senate, 83rd Congress,
November 2, 3, 4, 19$3 (U. G. Government Printing office, vagh-
Ingtoni 1954)5 o. 25*
JfldAc
ollmate Invltod open disagreement between the Secretary of Defense
and the three £?erviceg, and — In general — compliance with Bee
Def goals and policies vas placed on a basis of such cooperation
as the Secretary of Defense with his very aaall staff could Induce
by persuasion. Partly as a result of these circumstances the
Katlonal Security Act Amendments of 1949 were passed by Congress
to extend the authority of the Secretary of Defense to authorita-
tive dlrectloni control| and coordination of tho three services
and to more fully subordinate the service secreterles and ffiilitary
ehiefs to his authority* In addltlcm, a Deputy Secretary of De-
fanse was established to provide greater assistance to arwl coordi-
nation of the efforts of the Secretary of Defense, and the three
special assistants were changed to Assistant Secretaries of De-
fense islth assigned areas of authority and responsibility over
policies affecting the three services. The responsibilities of
the AED (Cooptroller) were legislatively defined in Title IV of
the act. Reorganization Plan No. 6 of 1953 farther strengthened
the hand of the Secretary of Defense by changing various boards
and offices to assistant secretaries of defense end by building
up the status of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It
might be added that these changes also increased the compliance
problems of the recretary of Defense and the three services due
to the increasing degree of central dlrectloni complazity of con-
trol, reporting requireaants, and interrelationships between tho
ten assistant secretaries and the military departments.
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Fp«n the beglimlng of the unification venture, one of the
basic philosophies was tl'iat the most important element of direc-
tion and coordination of the services was the control of funds
appropriated by Congress, Under the National Security Act of 19^7|
the Secretary of Defense was given express authority to coordinate
military budgets, but possibly due to the appeal powers of the
military secretaries this control of funds lacked the decisive
strength necessary to provide the substance of unification r?hlch
Congress had Intended, Title IV of the 19*9 amendments, however,
Introduced mandatory adherence to the ccascent of perforraance bud-
l^etlng and the possibility of attaining much more efi'ective com-
pliance by the services with the requireiaents of Sec Dof , the
President, and Congress, The Budget and Accounting Procedures
Act of 1950 further developed the control of funds spent by
government agencies, and the comptrollership concept has not^, in
fact as well as theory, developed into a principal means of Insur-
ing that the nilitary services are complying with directives





Perhaps the nost formal means of Insuring cosjpllanee Is to
provide for submission of reports to requiring snthorities. The
Department of Defense has established a reports control system to
aonitor the licensing| review^ and submission of all OSD reporting
requirements except for a few minor one-time types requested by
individual memoranda. This system is operated by the Reports Bn<A
Control Standards vSection, Office of Progress Reports and statis-
tic s, in OASC (Coraptroiler) and presently involves four persons
for the entire OSD*
Issuance of DOD Directives is controlled through the Ad-
ministrative Secretary to Sec Def. In the case of any directive
which requires a report, PROD is requested to check the require-
ment for the report and a&'sign appropriate reports control symbols.
Memoranda issued by Assistant Secretaries of Defense outside the
directives system aaay request a one-tirae minor report without
prior licensing. In cases where reporting requirements are issued
without obtaining proper control symbolS| the individual services
usually catch the omission and, by agreement, inform the OSD re-
ports control office — partially as a check to insure that the
requirement is properly authorized and partially to determine
necessity for compliance. Most stray reports are thus eliminated.





Upon being requested to license a report, the Reports and
Control ^tandardi Section conducts a review in the following steps
t
(1) Deteroine that there is no uiyiecessary duplication
with other reports or that data Is not otherwise
available.
(2) Determine why Inforiafition of this type is needed.
(3) Determine whether ai^ why all Infonnatlon is needed.
(4) Determine why the stipulated fre^taency of reporting
is required.
(5) Check to see that instructions coincide with the
form or fonast.
(6) Accomplish any changes brought about by discussion
with the originator (clarity, definition, due date,
etc.).
(7) Check on the econoiay of this or alternate reporting
methods.
(8) See whether other offices need to coordinate data
into the reporting requlreraent under study.
Ko DOD Instruction presently exists covering reports end
fofrms control. However, each quarter ASD (Corjiptroiler) issues a
aaawrandum to interested parties giving procedures for licensing
new reports and forms and for discontinuing those for which a
requirement has lapsed.^ This aeaorandum Indexes all approved
2
See Appendix II, Department of Defense Instruction
4000.14, Paragraph I.
^See Appendix III, Index of Aprjroved Office of the Secre-





r«ports and formsi Indicating frequency of submission; whether
submitted by letter, form, or format; and reports canceled.
An annual inventory and revles^ is executed by PBSD c*i all
DOD reports, forasi and directives to cull out lapsed requirements,
to determine new requirements, or to find possibilities for coordi-
nation. However, frequent reappraisals are conducted in specific
areas, and the greatest amount of appraisal is accomplished in
day-to-day businesf? among the various offices of ;Sec Def and among
reports and forma c(Mitrol offices of the military departments. An
eixaaple of such appraisal exists at present in an ad hoc eonimittee
act up by the office of ASD (Supplies and Logistics) to determine
reporting requirements which satisfy their needs. This involves
representatives from reports control offices of both DOB and the
military services as well as personnel Involved in supplies and
logistics. Such devices insure good reports control and tend to
eliminate deadwood.
The control philosophy employed by PRGD is that reports
and forms should be minimized and requirements should not be
issued to the services until other sources of inforaatica are ex-
hausted. Several examples of this Tshilosophy are of interest:
(1) The burden of one-time reports is minimized In many
eases by preliminary coordination with military de-
partments to ascertain information T?hlch Is readily
available and means for obtaining whatever is re-






requirement Is Issued , Interested personnel beeorae
acquainted with objectives, and requiring authorities
do not Issue deiBandfl which are iiapossibl©| too costly,
or overly inconvenient to comply with,
(2) Various OSD offices may ask for inforiaatlon already
available in other forms through PRSD, For Instance,
the recent fistlonal Reserve Plan submitted to Gon-
graaa by ASD (Manpower and Personnel) carried fifty-
three tables of personnel and budget information.
Of these, thirty-seven were already available in
PRSB, two in the budget estimates office, and only
fourteen required joint prepivration, thus relieving
the services of additional burdens of reporting,
(3) If information desired is available at service head-
quarters, delays and printing expenses may be avoided
by prescribing formats Instead of specific forms.
Pormts Instead of forms may also be prescribed in
eases where OSD requires only ij^^rt of the information
presently submitted to service headquarters on thelp
own forms. This eliminates much form-changing and
overlapping.
(A) Reports may be required <hi a one-time or short-term
basis, then terminated. However, prospects for






at Irregular Intervals, In such oaaesi the services
ar« directed to continue to maintain records suffl-
cient to provide required data In the future at such
times as raay be requested.
(5) Attcrapta are made to coordinate the needs of lailltary
departments with thoae of the Department of Defense.
This includes coordination of reporting due dates.
Bjr aaeh means the problents of ^ec Pef in obtaining Inforniatlon and
the problems of adlltary departments In complying are considerably
•ased.
Under a well-developed and executed reportlnf system^
there Is usually enough preliminary coordination and olanning to
avoid a ^reat proportion of defaults due to lack of understanding
or difference In interpretation, especially considering the fact
that military department headquarters are within a few hundred
feet of OSD so that telephoties and personal contacts can easily be
made to clear up gray areas. Consequently, it appears that the
problem of compliance Y/lth reporting requirements is not one of
compliance per sej rather it becomes a problem of timeliness and
accuracy of reporting. In this respect again the telephone and
adjacent office locations enable OCD to obtain fresh Informrition
in a very short time if needed in a hurry.
The reports control system does not cover budget or fiscal
reporting. The reason given is that budget and control inforae-






rlsht and therefore require essentially no outside control or
coordination of criteria by reports control personnel. Thore is
some difference of opinion an this point within the Defense Comp-
troller's office, however, and there are sorae who favor a coali-
tion of fiscal and statistical reporting. It s«e6i8 apparent that
•tatistlcal reporting Implies something different to theae people
than to thosa ivho favor the present system. As the system now
stands, fiscal reporting already carries v/ith it much of the per-
tinent statistical data which combines with or explains the dollar
figures. On the other hand, the statistical information obtained
by PRSD is frequently such that it caimot readily be expressed in
dollars or gives a false iaprassion to dollar figures unless ex-
amined as a set of separate :^acts . In any event, little duplica-
tion could be found in the present system and it appears that
budgetary and fiscal op«r«tl(»is might be further delayed by incor-
poration into the reports ccmtrol apparatus.
To simplify compliance with Congressional requirements
PRSD publishes, standardizes, and coordinates an annual list of
raports required of DOD and the services by Congressional commlt-
teas. These reports in many eases are incorporated into the De-
fense Directives ryst«a, and the Departraont of Defense has suc-
ceeded in legalizing this program through formal adoption by the
Ccmgraas.
One important problem which arises in the reporting field
is brought about by the centra lizf?tIon of authority in orD. i^'or
•^n^^'
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InstanoGi Gectlon 410 of Title IV provides for maintenance of
property records in the milltfiry departments on a quantitative
and acaietary basis. Since the appointment of ASD (Properties and
Installations) there have developed new requirements for reporting
Toluiainous property data to his office-.* Such circumstance.•? eiiK
phaalze the point that reporting requireaents may be in danger of
beooolng overly rigid or too voluminous for the level at which
reported. Personnel In OSD must constantly keep In mind that the
servlees have different missions and that requirwnents cannot
•liwys be fully standardized without Impeding operations. They
ffluat recognize that the militaipy departments are operators ta^ose
requirements must in lar^^e part be determined by themselves.
Sec Def raay prescribe broad patterns but should leave the services
•sse&tlally autonomous as prescribed by law.
A




Tim AITDIT AND IKSPECTIOW SYSTSM
In the prevloue chapter ecxnpliance ims viewed in terms of
reports T^loh offer a ready means of providing facts and data from
reeords available or from surveys aade for a purpose. Audits and
Inspections, on the other hand, may involve adsiinl stration, pro-
cedures , systemSf orgardzation, finance, and any other area which
nay happen to fall within their purview. In addition, audits irAy
be used to validate reporting. It is not surprising, therefore,
that audit has been terraed the natural policing function to deter-
mine coinpliancG.
Under the provisions of the National fecurity Act, iUMi9d«
ments of 19^9 (Title IV), kS'D (Coeptroller) was assigned the
following functionj
Sec. 401 • • • the Comptroller shall • • • establish and
supervise the executicm of
. . .
principles, policies, and
procedures to be follov-ed in connection %vith brganizatlorjil .
and administrative matters relating to
. » . internal audit.-*'
Development of this function was rather limited in the first four
years under the 1949 law* However, with the investigations of the
Flanders Comoittee in 1953 and the Cooper Coamlttee in 1954 have
oone greater attenticai to the audit field, and it is probable that
a positive program will be inaugurated during 1955. At present no
formally expressed audit policy exists in the Defense Directives
Systemi however, a "Preliminary Stat*«aent" <m Department of Cof^enaal
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whieh| with minor changes, will probably be formallaed In the near
future. This policy does not provide for s single iweter eudlt
agenoy reporting to the Secretary of Defense, but Instead requires
that Internal audit (Including contract audit) be established as
ft function reporting to the Assistant iiJecretary for Financial
lUuEiftgttaent In enoh military department* Internal audit as eon-
eelyed In this statement follows quite closely along conventional
business lines. Audit activities would be prohibited In Individ-
ual eoamands except for adarlnlstrative examinations and '^trouble
•hooters" for handling matters closely connected %ith day-to-day
operations and hnusekeaplng. Service Tecretarles would be re-
quired to report the results of their audits to the .'Secretary of
Defense through his Comptroller. Inspectlcms of the type normally
carried on by Inspectors general would not be covered and would
raiBain Batters of internal service concern.
Already In operaticxi is an annual reporting system sum-
nerizing the audit operations of the military departments. This
report furnishes ASD (Cofaptroller) vfith information concerning
time expended, work accomplished, ?!?orkload, and audit results
within each service, and is Intended as an aid in planning and
coordinating the DOD audit effort.^ In addition, audit requlre-
nants may be stipulated as a provision of certain directives such
as those concerning appropriation limitations, imprest funds, and
project orders.
3
2See Ap'^Jendlx II, Department of Defense Instruction 7600. 1»
^Bee Appendix II, Department of Defense Instruction 7200.2
(Paragraph IX) j Department of Defense Directive 7280.1 (Paragraph
VI .B); and Department of Defense Directive 7220.1 (Paragraph XIV).
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It flhoiild not be overlooked, however, that an active In-
forcsal audit of sorts Is continuously carried on by ABV> (Coap-
trollep) through investigations incident to budget and fiscal
cootpols.^ Another factor Is that the Defense Cooptroller, v?hlle
limiting himself to audit policy rather than the actual aechanlcs
of audit, exercises a form of audit control through approval of
accounting, budget, and fiscal procedures promulgsted by the
military secretaries. 5 Compliance with proper riroeedures is sub-
sequently determined by means of reports, controls, special
audits and field inspecticaas by OASP (Goaptroller) personnel when
the necessity arises, and by occasional snot cheeks. During the
extended period of implementation of Title IV there is particu-
larly close exanination of systems and procedures to deternlne
areas of compliance and non-compliance and to improve individual
nethods of achieving the aims of the act. Since the intent of
Congreas was to keep the services auton^aous within the Depart-
ment of Defense, the role of the Defense Comptroller as an audit
policy-maker and coordinator rather than operating auditor appears
consistent with the recent shift of the General Accounting Office
out of the field of detailed audits of govemnsent activities.
Future developments appear to involve standardir,ation of
practices among the military departjaents and building their audit
^See Chapter V.
^See Appendix II, Department of Defense Instruction' 7200.2
(Paragraph VllV? Department of Defense Instruction 7210.1 (Para-




staffs to a point where audits can be executed vith reasonable
frequency and completeness. Another develo^ent should be further
coordination of audita and inspections ^thin services so that
ovarlapping, interference with operations^ Sind resultant conTusiona
ar« reduced to a miniffium. At the present time these functions
only partially meet standards of satisfactory performance, and
detendnations of compliance through audit can therefore assume
only partial reliability.
! ^ *:«?-:.' Xi'Tn f
.
BUDGETARY AND FISCAL REVIE?/ AND COHIBOL
The degree of control exercised by the Secretary of De-
f«n8e or of a military department was eapha sized in Chapter II
bMftuae the necessity for control implies a lack of eonfonalty or
compliance by subordinates with standards of performance which
•re acceptable to the civilian secretaries, the Congress, : nd the
taxpaying public, ^"^hether It be a isatter of miainterpretation, a
reluctance to conform or comply, or outright non-compliance
through neglect or design, review end control functions are a
primary day-to-day means of discovering and correcting malprac-
tices in the military services. Hov^ever, in an organization of
the dimensions of the Bepartraent of Defense, a large amount of the
eontrol process must be delegated to the services. The D^^fense
Coaptroller exercises o^nly general controls and is interested in
fiscal reporting consistent with the extent of control which he
can reasonably exercise. Most of these controls are reflected
through appropriate use of apportionment, justification, and
fiscal accounting reports.
The primary review, control, and Interpretive functions
are centered in the Budget Division, the Economic and Internation-
al Security Kstimatea Division and, to some extent, in the
Progress Reports and Statistics Dlvisican of the ASD (Comptroller).
The major reports used for these purposes are listed as followsi




sal»Bitt«d as required by servioe eooptrollers through
ASD (Coaptroller) to the Bureau of the Budget,^
(2) Standard Foi^ 132 and 132-A (Reapuortioniaont Sched-
ule)! submitted as required through the sane channel?
as S.P, 131.^
(3) Standard Form 133 (Heport on Status of Appropriation
Accounts) I submitted monthly through the aasie channels
as hi^w^ 131«
(4) Standard Forms 3a (Oreen Sheet s, containing analysis
of obligations by activity and object under each
appropriation)! together with supporting documents
such as Summary Distribution of Personal 3ervices,
submitted by service comptrollers through ASD (Comp*
troller) to the Bureau of the Budget with each budget
justification. (Green Sheets themselves are little
used I priisary interest centers In supporting
documents*)
(5) Justification BookSi submitted by sejrvice comptrollers
through ASD (Coaptroller) to the Bureau of the Budget
with Green Sheets | and to Cosigress with the Presi-
dent's budget request.








Activity and/or Project), submitted monthly by
••rrlce comptrollers to ASD (Conptroller).^
(7) W Form 736 and 736-1 (::onthly Report on Status of
Funds by Budget Category), covering funds available
for obligation and funds available for expenditure,
submitted by service comptrollers! to ASD
(Comptroller).
To utilise the reports listed abovei EISBD develops a set of
tables covering a great variety of fiscal inforinatlon but broadly
grouped into summary tables as folloi^si
(3.) ]E^si^D 24^ (Schedule of Apportionments and Reserves,
n
by Appropriation Tltle),'^
(2) EISEP 247 ( Obligations and Obligation Authority of
Current General Appropriations, by Appropriation
Title) .^
(3) F^ICKD 24^ (Monthly Expenditures and Expenditure
Availability, by Appropriation Title).
^
(-*) ElgBD 260 (Status of Funds by Budget Category ).^^
A brief discussion of the use of the above listed tables
and reports is presented in subsequent paragraDha,
]R
,
^ey of the Budget , The submission and review of the
Oreen sheets end Justification Books in support of appropriations
requests is a major initial check point for compliance with lavs,
'f5ee Apoendlx II, Department of Defense Directive 7250.3
(Attachnent),
ee Appendix II, Department of Defense Instruction 7250.4
(Attachraents 1 and 2).





regulations I and policy determine tlons, Confoinaance to guidelines
and the direction of national effort can be ascertained and ad-
justed to bring about the most appropriate degree of balance in
military potential.
The review process Is the subject of extensive disserta-
tions and official docuraents which need not be repeated herG,*^**"
It is sufficient to say that budget reviews and ccmtrols are a
BU1 1 or means of insuring military compliance with civilian alms and
of insuring that military programs coincide with the means to
finance them,
Bini^D 245 ^ One of the principal budgetary controls is
EISP:d 245 (rchedule of Apportionments and Reservesi by Appropria-
tion Title) I based on figures from Standard Forms 131 and 132. If
figures in 3.F, 131 or 132 are inconsistent with approved budget
justifications and programs subssitted to Congress^ investigation
is indicated to determine the reason (such as change In program
eonposition due to new developments or changing circurastancos).
Such eases may result In either partial or ccxjiplete rehearlngs of
the revised budget plans by the Defense Comptroller and/or the
Bureau of the Budget. On the other hand, investigations may be
limited to informal conrerenceS| depending upon the magnitude of
questions arising.
11For development of the review procesj?| the reader may
TBter tot
/« H^^^'f Frederick c. FrgKr^a gu^^K^^to^ yUg9j;y.finf^i Prac"t^ec (Hew Yorks American Book-Stratford Press, Inc.. 1954).
..
Baithies^ Arthur. ?;h?, ,8B<?^?t PrQ<?^gg XT* \h^ VnX\^^






ED 247 1> Probably the most Important fiscal control Is
exercised through the U3« of EISED 247 (Obligations and Obligation
Authority of Current General AppropriationS| by Appropriation
Title), This table is based upon information submitted in Stand-
ard Form 133* As a ccmtrol, it is checked against DD Form 690 to
determine whether there is agre^aent between obligations of appro-
priations in total and the various activities or projects con-
ducted under these appropriations* For example| a recent coinparl-
soQ developed a $600 nillion imbalance In Army accounts supporting
S.F. 133 and DD 690, To find the causes and malpractices v/hich
brought about this situfition eventually required hundreds of
telephone conversations and investigations into Army procedures,
organizations I and interpretations in order to bring about agree-
ment* It may be noted here that such policing is mandatory to
bring about compliance or conformance, but that it may not alleys
b« feasible to go to such great lengths in areas where the cost ir
time and personnel efforts would exceed the benefit. Policing,
therefore, is accomplished only if It appears that conformance
would be desirable, and not with a vlev to achieving perfection*
The figures available in 8.F. 133 ^n& W 690 -sdll also
indicate the degree to which programs estimated in annual budgets
ara being executed. Large deraands of time and effort are involvcc
In the Investigation of variances and the suggestion of correctlv^
actions.
^£i^sth das ^TrriTxej&
"rf^rTPT-^c^s. nvt^Af tt'^fla fto^or'
•JiUl
V;iSW 248 . EISED 2^ (l«ttnthly Fxpendltures and Expendi-
ture Avallabilltyi by Appropriation Title), also bofied on inforoa-
tlon froBi StF. 133, Is a ccaitrol table from which the Defense
Comptroller can determine adherence to budget expenditure estl-
Bates* If inbalanee5! occur beti^een progreraa and expenditures;, the
Defense Comptroller invites the attention of the secretaries of
the allltary departments or the Secretary of Defense to the prob-
l«Bf tLnA say suggest possible courses of action or lines of cor-
rection. If circumstances warrant, the Defense Comptroller may
conduct an Investigation into causes and resedial action for
purposes of roqcsanending solutions to officials in the operational
chain of authority. EI!>KD 248 and its subsidiaries are also used
for purposes of reconciling Department of Defense and Treasury
Department expenditures accounts in order thst the Treasury De-
partment nay provide appropriate debt funding and cash reserves
for disbursement.
^ICsD 2^.)Q^ Another device of great importance in fiscal
control is EISED 250 (Status of Funds by Budget Category), which
is coffipiled froffl DD Forms 736 and 736-1. Through this control
device, functlGOis of the services are broken down into categories
which lend themselves to comparison of similar activities and
davelopcjent of total defense costs in related fields. For
instance, transportr^tion costs in the Aray may be coapared with





Defense trfinaporta tion can be ftccumulated. Comparisons can be
Bade concerning combat vehicles, direct and indirect costs or re-
•eareh and developaient, public works efforts , and relative empha-
sis between major procurement and opar8tionS| to mention a few*
A further development of the budget category mechanism is the
gradual standardization of military appropriation titles ana the
accounting systems set up under them. Budget category breakdowns
will probably also bring about standardised accounting synbols
within and among the ailitary departiaents, thus facilitating the
development of budgets, comparison of costs ^ and control of
•Imilar activities or projects.
example of controls which may be exercised in the rcvim^? of aopor-
tionments is the Standard Form 132A which covers apportionr;ient8
for certain types of project work. Upon submission, these forms
are accompanied by "Footnotes," supporting data which provides
the Justification for the item requested. By use of this form
and its attachments, approving authorities can check (1) agreement
of related accounts} (2) legal basis for the expenditure and for
the project; (3) comparison of total amounts requested for the
project and total funds available} (4) the current estimate of
«08t for the project; and (5) the effect of apportionment trans-
fers, A comparison can also be made with form W 690 (Analysis
of Appropriation Status by Activity and/or Project) to deternine
j^ftrfT
fTTrtfTHMi^ri irniii iTi'iiVffiiyArw^ 'Hi
•»*s«f
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whether or not the project requested is in conformance with the
remainder of the program for the installation. Not all of these
are habitually checked at the Department of Defense level, since
their primary interest is in the status of obligations and expen-
ditures, and the military departments can usually be depended upon
to take care of many of these control checks themselves. On the
other hand, it may hapt:>en that a reapportionment request will be
of such sif^nificance or will represent such an alteration of pre-
vious plans that a complete hearing and rejustificetion will be
required at the Department of Defense and/or Bureau of the Budget
level*
Several other controls of lesser importance are used for
cheeks on reimbursements, MDAP funds, the workings of stock funds
and industrial funds, and relative costs between fiscal years, to
mention a few.-^ From ^11 such controls, useful information can be
extracted from figures which on the surface may seem perfectly
acceptable. It is difficult to describe any exact technique u'hich
is used in all cases in uncovering non-comr)llance. It is said
that most errors of compliance are developed as a result of a
"seat of the pants" sixth sense which sounds a mental alar?n when
one set of figures is inconsistent vlth another, -hen inconsis-
tencies are developed, field inspections by the budget staff fre-
quently are the result. The Defense Comntroller's budget and
fiscal staff spends up to half its time on the road lending large
12
See Appendix II, Department of Defense Directives 2110,5




•«rs and eyes to a concept of eternal vigilance toimrd economic
ate of funds and resources. The principle involved is that it is
healthy for staff personnel to visit operational areas to exchan§;e
views I increase understanding, and to motivate cooperative rela-
tions between the line and the staff. There is a general repug-
nance to the "ivory to^er" directive approach in the De Tense
Conptroller's office. Usually/ field inspections cover specific
areas of considerable signiflcance| but occasionally awnbers of
the staff are sent out on general inspection tours to bec«:5me
acquainted or reacquainted with field operations. By means of
these recurring field trips , staff personnel learn the problems
and peculiarities of combat activities and their supporting
forces. As a result | directives and polioiea eafinating rrcai OSD
can be formulated or corrected to fit coobat neces;?ities, inter-
pretation of policies can be checked and standaiodized, and the
aims of Sec Def can be made better understood. In contrast to
this prficticei it is understood that OArD (Supplies and Logistics)
t«)d8 to issue directives, sit back, and aimit compliance, ap-
parently not fully aware that such a huge organization as the De*
pertment of Defense requires determined follow-up through lov^er
echelons to insure uniformity of interpretation and compliance.
Though much can be determined front reports and audits,
there Is often considerable delay in obtaining results; review and
ocaitrol functions, therefore, can be considered one of the most





In any enterprise as widely dispersed t^s the Department
of Defense the achievement of satisfactory corapllanc© with direc-
tives Is not only fundamentally Important to attainment of objec-
tives but Is difficult to insure. Considerable evidence of
success In this field has been demonstrated by our military,
logistic^ and organisational accomplishments aver the last fifteen
yaars; without Intelligent implementation of directives mder able
coordination at key points | such success v^ould not have been
achieved* The basic desires Inherent In most people to perform
their functions well and to be highly regarded by their associates
constitute strong contributing forces to attitudes of conformance
and cooperation with directives and policies evolved to guide
them. On the other hand, compliance niay be subject to a cocjples-
ity of physical and human obstacles* The paragraphs which fol-
low, while not purporting to cover the field , will st least
prasent some of the major difficulties encountered by OSD In
carrying out its responsibilities.
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One of the most significant factors in compliance is uni-
fcaprnlty of interpretation. Ifficacyi clarity, and completeness of
directives is an ever present obj<?ctive but is often found extreme*
ly difficult to attain v*.i.thout sacrificing brevity and generality
to profusion of detail and consequent rigidity in means of compli-
ance. I'hile various aeohanisms such as reT>orts, controls, stand-
ardization of systems and procedures , and audits are oraployed to
verify and obtain uniforndty, they are frequently insufficient and
too expensive to probe all extremities of the vast defense
establishment.
Through the multiplicity of layers of authority and dele-
gation, there is a natural nnd appropriate tendency to interpret
and amplify directives from higher authority in the light of local
cipcurastances? yet in spite of attempts to improve understanding,
inevitably there develop raany cases of diluted force or signifi-
cantly altered interpretation by the time directives reach lo>ver
echelons. Furthermore, the very divQT'sity of effort, indoctrina-
tion, and environment of the various phases of defense endeavor
oauses different apnroachee to the same requirements. Though most
groups are confident that they are reacting properly, they may be
accomplishing entirely variant translations of directive to action
because of their basic beliefs and surroundings. To help overcome
•t least a part of these problems OHD utilizes field Inspections,
salesmanship, and educational techniques to achieve a greater




Bv«n though competent men carry out a directive with th©
b«st of Intentions, they may frequently bring about Inadequate or
Incorrect Implementation through lack of understanding of the pur»
pose behind it. To overcciae this obstacle, OSD has found consid-
erable advantage in extending directives to include liberal dis-»
cussiona of philosopliies and purposes behind them. Hot only dooa
thla result in more adequate interpretation, but personnel are
usually found to have more cooperative attitudes toward compliance^
Difficulties of interpretation do not, of course, always
develop through failings of subordinates. Although great efforts
are exerted to insure proper evolution of reqijdreiaents, the re-
questing authority nay not know precisely ^hat he tsintsj poor
formulation, technical inadequacies of directives, and defective
policy definition may bring about correspondingly poor response.
Proper interpretation is also a natter of ccaamunlcations. Con-
siderable effort is expended in field Inspections, in conferences,
and in developing directives themselves to insure minimum vari-
aiMea and to promote mutual understanding. However, OSD has •
msmll force to cover a large ares; to assist thera, they must de-
pend on adequate leadership in the military departments.

One of th« most obvious factors in achieving satisfactory
complionce is adequate leadership, The acumeni capacities, deter*
mlnationi and moral character of persons in responsible positions
are of utmost importance to the proper Implementation of direc-
tlvat* By and large the qualifications of most personnel In such
positions are eoccellent, and under most circumstances they fulfill
their responsibilities with credit. As is the case in any large
organlzationi however, there are instances 'herein leadership has
not been adequate to aecoiapllah DOD objectives*
Among the moi*e difficult leadership situations are lack of
understanding! abdication of responsibility, resistsnce or obstruo^
tlon, and lack of courage or determination to attempt or carry
through new concepts. Although lack of understanding of purpose
ma previously mentioned in relation to interpretation of direc-
tives, this factor Is also a characterl??tlc of personnel v^o have
not developed broad attitudes of cooperation or who do not compre*
hexuS the magnitude and related effects of the objectives v;!- ich
DOD Directives seek to achieve*
As previously stated, most individuals attempt to carry
out their responsibilities to the best of their ear>abllltles and
understanding. Abdication of responsibility is not usually inten-
tional* Nevertheless, it Is not entirely Infrequent, On some
oeeaslons, the exercise of responsibility may be beyond the eapa«




aty be airare of the means but may not utilize authority or facili-
ties comraensurate with the importance of requirements made of
them. Abdication may further manifest Itself In the failure to
correct or recommend corrective action for obvious deficiencies or
in failure to adequately check upon the efforts of subordinates
and provide proper direction within means available. For examplei
eases have been encountered inhere a senior approved a document
Barely on the basis of sightinc appropriate subordinates* initials
thereon, only to find subsequently that, tlirough failure to make
raasooable cheeks, he had approved actions quite incimsistent with
basic policies or directives of higher echelons*
Resistance to compliance is a problem which is usually
denied in all quarters but which actually does develop tov^rd
certain directives* It can perhaps be said that reslstanco is
usually the result of strong feelings of rig;htcousness on the part
of those resisting. Ulterior motives, though occasionally occur-
ring, are not prevalent. The degree of resistance may vary from
a mere psychological opposition to change to an organised movement
fcr obstruction. Though outright obstruction is by no means
general, it arises on occasion in several forms, such as pressure
tactics by sympathy groups, misplacing directives, according low
priorities to particular changes, or setting ub ineffective sys-
tems for compliance. It is almost inevitable that any directive
which effectively reduces the prerogatives, power, or position of
individuals or groups will meet with some sort of obstruction or
1? 9^
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resistance • Honest differences of otjinlon nsay develop not only
varlatlonf of Interpretation but strong reluctance to negotiate or
eompromise. Another difficulty arises vstierein subordinates are
reluctant to comply with requests for information because of some
fear that the information might be incorrectly interpreted or used
In t manner detrimental to their interests^
"Resistance to change may also derive from mere reluctance
to alter the status quo or from an actual fear to tread the road
Into the unknovm. This has occurred, for example, in connection
vith certain efforts to establish industrial funds end stock fundSj
which are concepts quite new to isany military aen. Again in the
oase of resistance, the causes do not aliMiys lie with the services^
If 06D fails to coordinate the requirements of tii?o or more OSP
ageneles, unreasonable d^nands stay be imposed upon the services
and bring about justifiable reluctance to comply.
In general, it siay be said that OSD does not consider in-
adequacies in leadership to be a major problem in lower field
•eheloms* Most of their difficulties are reported to involve
headquarters staffs in the Pentagon and major cojnmsnd staffs in
the field. It should not be Inferred that such conditions are
general or that we cannot have full confidence in the abilities of
saoh personnel to perform operational tasks well. The point to
remember is that OSD is an agency set up to direct, coordinate,
and control the military departments with the best attainable
4;^il3J:
TT^^Sfi Itt
eeonoffly and efficiency* Opinions ccmcerning the a^thods and maans
vary as considerably as do the abilities to accomplish the objec-
tives* It is to be expected that even approxliaat© perfection is a
goal which is probably not attainable. ?>olutlon to the problems of
iMdership will probebly never be fully reached. However, ^dth
growing education in business sana^enent concepts | continued im*
proveraent of sclecti(Mi processes for high positlonS| and the grad-
ual amergence to top echelons of a younger generstlon indoctrinated
in unified anaed service effort, there will undoubtedly develop




Characterifltiea of the Defense Eatabllahment
The tremendous size aru! geographlGal extent of defense
activities have a decided Impact on the ability to obtain compli-
ance with directives • Although the proximity of service head-
quarters to OSD facilitates Impleaaentatlon at the top, considerable
delAfs are encountered In obtaining satisfactory results In loFer
•«helons because of the expanse and diversification of service
functions* In spite of its size, numbers of personnel »nd facili-
ties are often limiting factors on succc^SJ^ful coapllance. For in-
stance , the inability to obtain adequately qualified comptroller-
ship personnel hes seriously limited the early attainment of the
objectives of Title IV, Personnel ceilings , of course, Bre par-
tially the c^usci but it should be noted tJwit ceilings on OSD per-
sonnel also have had a perhaps desirable effect of restricting
raquirements which they can place upon the services
The time required to obtain information may render much
raported inforaation obsolete by the tlae it roaches O^D, Exten-
sive use of telephoaeSf aessagesi and conferences is neceas^ary to
kaap current and to diaseiainate InforBietion with sooe degree of
uniforadty. Education of «any thousarids of people with varying
ba^grounds and training of leaders with necessary breadth of
understanding and vision are both very time-consuming* The prob-
Xam, therefore, is not necessarily one of compliance per se, but
of the time it takes to obtain desired results*




t«med "the shortstopr^lng of DOD Direetlvcs at military head-
quarters." DOD Directive 5025#1 states that
• • • • Policies, instructions* and orders proiaulgoted
through the Departraent of Defense Directives cysteis • • • ^^111
be effective on the respective dates therein stated| without
alteration^ amendment | paraphrase, or change, throughrtut all
cooponent elements of the Depsrtraent of Defense • • *
OSD personnel consider that tliis requires diasemlnfttion throughout
the services in the original formj however, they observe that DOD
Directives are usually not forwarded to subordinate el^siients, but
•re retained at headquarters and Interpreted in their ovm language,
thus delaying dissemination and compliance.
Civilian secretaries (including under Bn& assistant secre*
tarles), although well qualified in the business world, frequently
require extended periods of indoctrlnstion before becoiaing ac-
quainted with Washington custoas, the problems of military opera-
ticms, and the perspective of their new environment. In addition,
their turnover rate is high. Intelligent implementation of ^ec Deif
policies thus becomes a slow procedure even at the highest levels
and is subjoct to considerable pressures from various groups in th^
prooess. Unfamiliar with all facets of his new position, a civil-
ian secretary must lean heavily on advice from professionals.
Should he be ill-advised, the objectives of OSD may suffer serious
dtlays or set-backs. On the other hand, the Infusion of civilian
business talent into defense operations helps insure that military




Hiough the proDl«ffl8 ar« many, progress is being made*
Considerable effort goes into development of reas<aiable requir©-
aents at the 08D level, and in aany respects the services have
been brought more into line with the concept of unified effort
With gradual education of the services in aodem laanagement prnc-
tloes is coming progressively iaprovlng coBpllance with or
policies* It T?ould be a alstakei ho^'ever, to assume that the
Bdlltary departments have given up much of their individuality}
t^lle gradually accenting more business-like methods, there Is not
aXmys a free willingness to ccaaform to a given pattern. Of courss
a certain degrea of disa,?reeBent should be regarded as a healthy
•Ign of democratic Interchange of ideas and undoubtedly is to be
eneouraged« On the other hand, one aay ask whether the introduc-
tion of nev directives and Instructions should require such a
large moasure of policing and negotiation to obtain the desired
resp^ise*
Since the advent of the Hatlonal 'Security Act of 1947 , the
ajority of DOD Directives have dealt ^th coordination of matters
•eBBKMi to the services and with direction and control of military
departments under the Secretary of Defense, particularly in flnan-
eial natters. There la still some measure of chafing, however,
among leaders of the military departments to^^ard control and di-
rection of the Secretary of Defense. Unification Is not yet a
wholly accepted c(»icept among senior military officers. Quite




directives. With the development of a younger generation of niili-
tary leaders^ it is conceivable that a group of men brought up in
an atmosphere of complementary endeavor may bring about a spirit
Of greater harmony than exists in some areas today. Fven isdthout
this helpi the pas55age of tiae ^111 undoubtedly shov? ijaprovement
with practice. As a result, both compliance with DOD Directives
and the systems for insuring eomplianee should continue to develop
into more freely cooperative functions.
Corapliance problems undoubtedly exist in greater scope
than have been presented. However, those discussed represent raajor
difficulties encountered by OSD personnel.
Discussion of reporting, auditing, reviews, and controls
should be considered only as a general aumsi&ry of the systems for
insuring complience. All of the^e systems are undergoini^ contin-
uous processes of evolt:tion designed to render more effective
service to the Secretary of Pef^ise and his assistants. Hov/ever,
It is further eripha sized that these systeas are aimed not only at
insuring compliance with directives, t?hlch is the limited scope of
this paper, but at the greater objective of assisting military de-
partments and higher authority in the cooperative effort toward
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Def>ar-tinont. of DefcriEc
APPORTIONl.Er.'TS AND fffiSERVES, BY APPRC-PRXATIOM TITLE 1/
FXiCAL YEAR 1955





Depart.rcent and Appropriation Title Available for
Total
First Second Third Fourth Fo^- ObUga. In F^r Other




General Accounts 1:1,306,707 32,575,623 23,023,633 3,562,690 3,306,936 2,682,361: 8,731,081: Ul,678 1,520, 88U 7,168,522
Special Accounts
Stock Funds
1:0,003 1:0,000 13,050 10,050 8,950 7,950 3 - - 3
U,66l,,917 3,138,381 1,3U.,093 1,025,688 U96,908 271l,ll92 1,526,536 - - 1,526,536
Other Revolving Accounts 575 liU5 105 110 120
11'^ 130 - 130 -
TOTAL - DepartDient of Defense 1:6,012,202 35,75U,U:9 2l:,377,6ei U,598,738 3,812,911: 2,961:,916 10,257,753 Ul,678 l,521,011i 8,695,06-'
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFEIjSE
12,250 12,250 3,125 3,078 3,006 3,01(1.
General Accounts:
Salaries and Expenses , nSD _
Salaries and Expenses, OPI















Contingencies 1:0,000 1:0,000 1:0,000 - - - - - - -
Einergency Fund 15,000 - -
-
-
- 15,000 - - 15,000
Reserve Tools and Facilities
Retired Fay
30




Salaries & Expenses, Court of Kilitary Appeals 320 317 86 78 76 77 I , - k
Military Construction, Foreign Countries - — — - - - — — — —
Access Roads 13,500 13,500 13,500 — — — — — — —
Family Housing 75,000 75,000 - 25,000 50,000 - - - - -
TOTAL - Office of the Secretary of Defense 61vL,100 623,267 157,837 198,009 168,030 99,391 17,83U - 2,800 15,03U
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARI^Y
General Accounts:
:.lilitary Personnel, Artcy
Maintenance and Operation, Aniy
presidential exemption from apportiolment granted 31 March 1955
3,058,168 2,9U0,9U7 950,000 750,000 1 61:0,000 600,9l:7 117,221 - - U7,221
Procurement and Production, Army 6,161,213 2,61J:,000 2,81A,000 - 1 - 1 3,317,213 - - 3,317,213
Military Construction, Army 651,512 650,817 650,817 Qtrly Apportionments not Applicable 695 - - 695
llilitary Construction, Army Reserve Forced (no year) 58,562 38,323 38,323 ytrlv Apportionments not Applicable 20,239 - - 20,239
Reserve Personnel Requirements 90,225 89,153 37,oliL 16,-365 16,10-7 1 19,330 1,072 - -. 1,072
Amy National Guard 21:5,61:0 225,71:0 75,000 50,000 1:9,000 1 51,71:0 19,900 - - 19,900
Research and nevelopmsnt 399,227 390,971 390,971 Qtrly Apportionments not Applicable 6,256 - - 6,256
Promotion of Hif le Practice 100 100 28 25 1 21: 1 23 - - - -
Operation t Maintenance - Alaska Com. System 195U-1955 2,912 2,850 2,850 Qtrly Apportionments not Applicable 62 62 - -
Operation ^ T'aintenance - Alaska Comm, System 1955-1956 1:,235 U,235 1,230 1,020 1 1,01:0 1 91:5 - - - -
Construction - Alaska Communication System 1,752 591 591 Qtrly Apportionments not^ Applicable 1,161 - - 1,161
Sub-Total - General Accounts 10,673,51:6 7,187,727 1:, 990, 851 617,!dO 706,1:81 672,985 3,1:85,819 62 - 3,h85,757
Preparation for Sale/Salvage of Military Property, Army 23,003 23,000 8,500 5,300 1:,700 1:,500 3 - . 3
Stock Fund 1,920,392 1,1:51: ,000 1:30,000 579,900 300,000 llJi.lOO 1:66,392 - - U66,392
TCTAL - Department of the Army 12,616,91:2 8,661;,727 5,1:29,351 1,1:02,610 1,011,181 621,565 3,952,211: 62 - 3,952,152
DEPART?.lEfrT OF THE IJAVy
General Accounts
i
!alitary Personnel, ::avy 2,bit9,0Si 2,1U:9,055 625,681 612,359 612,079 598,936 _ _ _ _
Military personnel, Haval Reserve 78,100 76,050 25,050 12,960 15,731 22,309 2,050 - - 2,050
Navy Personnel, General Expenses 76,831 76,831 20,167 16,597 20,1:01 17,666 - - - -
Military Personnel, Marine Corps 626,801 626,801 141,018 152,231 155,998 157,55U - - - -
Military Personnel, Marine Corps Reserve 17,31:6 17,186 6,560 2,079 2,91:5 5,602 160 - - 160
Marine Corps Troops and Facilities 173,186 160,000 1:6,276 1:2,108 37,082 31:,531: 13,186 - - 13,186
Marine Corps procurement I51:,31U 1«),561 1:00,561 Qtrly Apportionments not Applicable 53,753 - - 53,753
Aircraft and Facilities 807,1:96 802,096 32l:,07!: 161,812 1 166,1:69 | 127,71a 5,1:00 - - 5,iiO0
Aircraft and Related Procurement 3,081,867 1,600,000 1,600,000 Qtrly Apportionments not Applicable 1,1:61,867 - 1,133,520 3U8,367
Ships and Facilities 96l:,899 887,360 351,100 2U,80O 1 191:,lljj 1 96,316 77,539 - - 77,539
Construction of Ships 92,51:8 51:,995 5I:,995 Qtrly Apportionments not Applicable 37,553 - 28,991 8,572
Shipbuilding and Conversion 1,579,1:99 1,152,1:06 1,152,1:06 Qtrly Apportionments not Apolicable 1:27,092 - 300,8U9 126,2U3
Ordnance and Facilities 557,11:9 1*7,100 11A,831 178,188 67,737 36,31:1: 110,01:9 - - 110,0U9
Ordnance for [JewConstructlon 35,1:79 9,123 2,21:9 6,1:00 292 182 26,356 - 26,356 -
Medical Care 77,881: 77,603 20,917 19,1:U. 18,900 18,31:5 261 - - 281
Civil Engineering 131:, 725 128,91:0 1:2,305 36,291 3l»,U:5 15,900 5,785 - - 5,765
PubUc V;orks, Navy 370,222 31:9,635 31:9,635 Qtrly Apportionments not Applicable 20,587 - - 20,587
jalitary Construction, Naval Reserve Forces 37,1:27 33,390 33,390 Qtrly Apportioniaents not Applicable 1:,036 - U.036 -
Construction, v.'ater Supply Facilities 1,714 100 100 Qtrly Appo-tionments not Applicable 1,614 I,6l6 - -
Facilities _ _ — -
i — 1 —
-
— — —
Research and Development 103,123 1:32,623 U32,623 Qtrly Apocrtionmenta not Applicable 500 - - 500
Service-'Vide Supply and Finance 31:6,775 337,000 91,159 65,352 60,956 79,531 9,775 - - 9,775
ServiceHvide Operations 107,076 107,076 51,759 19,697 18,022 17,596 - - - -
Naval petroleum Reserve^ 3,575 3,575 3,IA5 5U 53 23 - - - -
Naval Enercency Fund 1,710 25 25 - - - 1/95 - 1,685 -
Sub-Total - General Accounts 12,508,621 10,229,531 5,')Uo,327 1,611,368 1,1A7,256 1,230,580 2,279,290 1,616 I,!i95,!i28 782,2l;6
Preparation for Sale/salvace of lilitary Property 11,000 11,000 3,300 3,000 2,600 2,100 _ _ _ -
Havy stock Fund i,ia9,ii5 935,000 1:67,000 165,000 i6U,ooo 119,000 b8li,il5 - - l48b,ll5
Marine Corps stock Fund 110,797 1:5,000 18,693 6,988 11,927 7,392 65,797 - - 65,797
Laundry service. Naval Acadeiry 575 IAS 105 110 120 110 130 - 130 -
TOTAL - Department of the Navy 11:,050,308 11,220,976 6,1:29,1:25 1,806,1« 1,625,903 1,359,182 2,329,332 1,616 1,1495,558 1,332,158
DSPARTIEIIT OF THE AIR POUCE
General Accounts:
Aircraft and Related Procurement 8,9!a:,152 6,553,100 6,553,100 Qtrly ApporUonments not Applicable 2,391,052 - - 2,391,052
llaior Procurement other than Aircraft 2,282,608 1,815,851 1,815,851 Qtrly Apportionments not AppUcable U66,757 - - li66,757
Acquisition & Construction of Real Property 1,81:7,1:93 1,819,815 1,819,815 Qtrly Apportionments not Apolicable 27,677 - - 27,677
Maintenance and operation 3,61:9,590 3,609,590 1,150,000 890,000 1 9i':,ooo 1 63U,590 ao.ooo Uo,ooo - -
Military Personnel presidentli 1 exemption ftrom apportionment granted 31 March 1955
Research and Development 51:2,760 520,101: 520,101: Qtrly Apportionments not Apolicable 22,656 - 22,656 -
Reserve Personnel Requirements 19S5 28,000 29,000 11,216 5,595 5,899 5,290 - - - -
Air National Guard 1:50,638 WO,638 ld.,S32 36,306 1:2,770 36,028 - - - -
Contingencies 28,000 28,000 23,000 2,000 1,500 1,500 - - - -
Sub-Total - General Accounts 17,1:83,21:0 11:,535,099 ll,93l:,618 935,903 985,169 679,U08 2,9U8,lljl tjOjOOO 22,656 2,355,UB6
Preparation for Sale/salvage of Military Property 6,000 6,000 1,250 1,750 1,650 1,350 _ . - m.
Stock Fund 1,211:,612 701:,3fll 1:25,1:00 25U,000 20,981 1:,000 510,231 - - 510,231
TOTAL - Department of the Air Force 18,703,852 15,21:5,1:80 12,361,268 1,191,653 1,007,800 661:, 758 3,1^58,373 1(0,000 22,656 3,395,717
SOUP.CE: Standard form 131A32
N"TS: Anounts will not necessarily add to totals due to rounding
« Less than $500,
1/ Excludes the follovdng Appropriations not subject to Apportionment!
~
Clains, Dcpartn^nt of Defense
r-ival Morkins Fund (17:<liB88)
2/ Includes totiii app^rtioninent for those appropriations to Tihich quarterly"









dated h March 1955

/ UILITAM WHCTI&Hli }
MpartBMnt of Dafenss
OBLIOATIONS IND OBLIQATIONAL AVArLABrLITY OF CUHilEHT QKBERAL APPROPRIATIONS, BI APPROPRIATION TITIZ





DEPAflPENT OF DEFENSE - TOTAL
Salaries and Expenaes, OPI






Reserve Tools and Facilities
Salaries and ExpenseBj Court of Ull. Appeals
Family Housing








Reeearcb and DevalopDant, An?
Nat'l. Bd. for Promotion of Rlfla practlca
Opar, and Malnt. - Alaska Conwunication SystsB
ConstructioD
- Alaska CooBunlcatlon Syaten
TOTAL - Departaent of tim Arvy
DEPAHTMEHT OF THg RAVI
Military Peraonnel, Naiy
imitary Personnel, Haval Reaam
Navy Pergomwl, Oeneral Expenses
lU-Utary pereonnsl, Mailoe Corps
unitary Personnel, Marino Corps Reasi^
lUrlno Corps Troops and FaciUtlss
H*rino Corpa Procurement
Aircrsft and FacUiUes
'^<"rtlnuod on rvTeraa slda.































































































I \IR7im nJHCTI6U5 /
Department of Defense
OBLEIATIONS AMD OBUGATIONAL AVAILABlirrY OP QURRENT OEHERAL APl'HOPRIATIOJB, BY APPROPRIATION Tin£
(ExcludlJig i«orldiig> revolving and speolal funds and expired general appropriations)
FT 1955
/ 6BUflATIf)»^ /
isarUj add to totals d\M to rounding.
le ext«nded cvidlabillty of H00>000,000 under "Reservv Toolo i













































(1) (2) (3) (W (5), W (7) (6) (9) (10) (11) (K) (13) (11) (15) (16) (17)
DEPARTTffiNT OF THE NAVT (continued)
Alroraft and Holat«d Procurenient 1,103,299 1,973,568















622,611 2,159.251 1,181,667 977.361





152,ld.l 209I61J 333,339 395,233 137.115 5n,358 561,116 100,753 86,369 311,381









U.725 9.231 9,039 11.070 81,178 37,553 13.925









585.563 607,071 KU.ma 669.119 ?W.Jll? 127.092 163.257
Onbiajica and Facilitiaa - 1»57,U36 102,650 6,350 566,1.36 Mon
Cum 15,61.2 37,092 63,815 111.397 117.053 183.816 2is;662_ "'% 326,166 U0.019 2U.137









-216 550 1,031. 1,079
-l-ml-
31,211 26,356 1,891







25,952 32,106 30,270 11.761 50.580 27,387 281 27,106







5? .131 69.239 77.556 61.123 5.7«5 56.338







69.705 72,653 78,757 93.101 ??.331
—^'4^ 265,975 11,976 221,000







3,350 5.11.8 5,79? 6.829 30.598 1.036 26.562





: 1,716 1.616 100











156.020 193,236 236.933 255.638 178,070 500 177.570






















51,065 62.185 109,698 136,386 ^f/..f>^h 191.156 #fr- 127.321 9.775 117.9.6







17.937 53,805 59,959 66.097 72.370 78.05f 29.021
- 29.021





3.016 3.031 3,030 3.038 ).0ll7 3,051 521
- 521





-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 1,712 1,665 27 .

















5,591,613 6,936,356 2,323,261 1.613.092
DZPARnOT OF THE An FORCE













3,085,660 6,366,oa 2,391,052Aircraft and Related Procurenant 3.97o,999 .





120.015 158,188 198,080 620.703 672,732 6581131 1,621,171 616,199
807,675













198,656 615,277 696,911 1,150,552 79,591 _ljO70,?61_







1.097.217 l,387,5» 1,715,671 2,029,101 2,329,191 1,320,396 555,127 _«4i?62_-











2.081.969 2.376.717 1.111,367 - JjlUyJSL-













?19,7ia 263.071 279.688 22,656 __!ihm~-









12,323 13,691 15,933 17,687 13,010
-
___J3MS—









77.905 93,819 73,161 - __73jl6L-,







21.528 M72 - 3,I.7L^















6,735,909 9,516,109 11,976,893 3,665,225 6^m;«>^
Departnent of Defense
LT EXPENDITURES AND EXPENDITURE AVAHABHITr, BY APPROPRIATION TIIIE
FT1M5
(Thousands of Dollars) Page 1.
Departznent and Appropriation
































(1) (2) (3) (U) (5) (6) (7) (6) (9) (10) cn) (12) (13) (U) (IS)
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE










































































































































































































































OSD 4 INTERSERVIOE ACTIVITIES
Oeneral Accounts 1




















































" Construction of Ships, llStS - 50,000 7'30,009 80,000 Mon 30,000
30.000 30.000 30.000 30,000 50.000 ill*?









3.650 3,850 3.850 3.850 98,170 10,075




KeservB Tools and Facilities 250,000 -













































12,665 12,665 91. ,686 9U,686







13,090 13.090 13.090 lilO .









































-1.3.082 -1.3.066 U,066 U3,068



































dated 3 March 1955
/ MILITARY WICtKHS /
Departinent of Defense ,
MONTHLY EXPENDITURES AND EXPENDITURE AVAILABILITI, BY APFEOPRIATION TULE
FT 1955
/ HPEHEITmiES /
(Thousands of Dollars) Page 2,


































(1) (2) (3) m (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (11.) (IS) "
depart;/eiit of the akw
General Accounts
i





























1,031,321 1,260,370 1,516,719 1,711,302 3, 231., 039 662,333
































































































































































































772 1,260 1.7, Wit U,12e












































































-976,695 -91.8,61.6 (936,507) >J
Business Enterprise Accounts
i






















































































-iiU -115 1,833 i
































Consolidated Working Fund 6lj,919 -












































































































See footnotes on Page U, Dist<rib\rtioni
Senate, House, BoB»
NSC, OSD, Amy,





dated 3 March 1955
/ UILITAHi: FUBCTI0NS~7
Department of Defense







































(1) (2) (3) CU) (5) (6) (7) (6) C9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (11.) (15)
DSPARTMQIT OF THE NAVY














































































365.878 321, 7U5 15,61S




























































































































































































































































Construction of Vlater Supply Facllltlea 1,716 - - 1,716 Ifon
Cum : 1.716 ^































































































-15 -15 -15 -15 -15 -15 2,975 -
Naval Emergency Fund 1,721 - - 1,721 Mon 3
3 3 3 3 3 1,718 6
specia Accounts:
Preparation for Sale /salvage of Militaiy Properly











































































































^e £cotaot«8 on Page U« Distribution;
Senate, House, BoB*
NSC, OSD, Amy,





dated 3 March 1^55
/ MUTARy n)Hc;Tmn:j i
Department of Defense
UONTHLI EXPENDITURES AND EXPENDITDRE AVAILABILIn, BY APfROPRIATIOH HUE
FI 1955
/ HmmmifiEi /
(Thousands of Dollars) Pageli.
TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR EXPENDITURE FY 1.9$5 EXPENDITURES
Unexpended
Balance





























(1) (2) (3) cw (S) (6) (7) (6) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (li) (15)
DEPARTMINT OF THE NAVY (continued)
Other Revolving Accounts i
































































































1,35 m -6662.152 21,62.398 -3,262-661, -6,168-7.032 7.032 7.032



















DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
General Accounts
i
































































































































































21,. 769 9.503 3.053
Special Accounts 1



















Uanagemsnt Fund 70,li82 -
















Business Enterprise Funds i















































































































isarilj- add to totals due to rounding.
SOURCE 1 Standard Form 133
NOTE I Amounta will not ne&
* LeH8 than ^500,
a/ Excluded ftom totals because appixndjnately equivalent anounts of unpaid obligations are incliided unier the
appropriation accounts ^ocuring through the Ordnance Consolidated Procurement Account of the Amy
Uauagement Fund,
b/ Includes the appropriation "Research",
c/ Includes the appropriation "Operation and Conservation of Naval Petroleum Reserves".
£/ Appropriation Warrant not actually issued by Treasury Departnent pending receipt of formal request
from Depar-tment of Defense,














MUTUAL DEFENSE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
28 FEBRUARY 1953
EISED 250 - Prepared by the FISCAL
ANALYSIS BRANCH, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller), Room 3-0-853,






AS OF 28 FEBRUARY 1955
^i^:urement and Construction Table
Hi'd Goods, Soft Goods, etc.) Page 20
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PROCUREMENT & CONSTRUCTION 33

/ ymTJHT Funffriom> 7
Fiscal Tear 195^1(
I Thousands of Dollars)
TOTAL arm; HAVT AIR FORCE UDAP NOK-FEDERAL AIL OTHER
Departooat and Appropriation

































































































100,0 6,150,11)0 53.2 1,630,1A6 11..1 1,007,1.51 6.7 1,801,518 15.6 851,990 7.1. 112,51.5 1.0
Industrial Fund, Navy b/










































































































































































TOTAL - Department of Defense b/ 12,l467,08U -










ProQotlon of Rifle Practice
Oper. S uatntenance - Alaska Comn. Pystem




Ordnance Service and Supplies
Chemical Service
ExpedlUng production
Construction of Buildings, Utilities &
Appurtenance at Military Post
Special Accountsi






Replacing Signal Corps SuppUes t Equipment
Replacing Medical Supplies
Replacing Engineer Supplies

























































100.0 6,059,152 67.8 1.75,302 5.3 509,373 5.7 1,1/I.,066 36.1; 355,1.38 1..0 50,651 .6




































































































































































































TOTAL - Department of the Araff b/ 8,939,068 -
DEPABTOEWr OF THE NAVT
Oenoral Accountsi
Military Personnol, Navy
Military Personnel, Naval Reserve
UiUtaiy Personnel, Officer Candidate
Havy Personnel, General Expenses
MlUtaiy Personnel, Marine Corps
Military Personnel, Marine Corps Reserve
Marine Corps Troops and Facilities
Marine Corps Procurement Fund
Urcraft and FaclUttes





Ordnance for He* Construction




Military Construction, Naval Reserve Forces
Construction, water Supply Facilities





Naval PetrolotB Reserves, Oper. & Conserv.
Naval Petroleum Reserve #U. Alaska
Naval Einergency Fund
Special Accounts)














































































100.0 73,380 14*1. 1,055,536 62.9 88,871 5.3 ue,683 7.1 289,11.1. 17.2 52,257 3.1
Industrial Fund b/


















































































TOTAL - Department of tto Havy b/ 2,565,763 -
1





































Aircraft and Related Procurement
Major Procurement other than Aircraft






















100.0 17,608 1.6 99,578 30.3 1.09,207 1.2.5 216,769 22.7 207,1.08 21.6 9,635 1.0
Consolidated Working Fund Accounts b/
TOTAL - Department of the Air Force b/ 962,253 -
(JOTE) For comparison eith monthly reImbursamenta, see E1SE&-20U,
-Monthiy Reimburaementa by Appropriation Title".
Above figures exclude ReimburseiMnts Receivable Uncollected.
a/ Includes U8l miUion in payment for aumunltlon conportenta issxied for asseobV »ith other iteos procured under tJie Ararr Management Fund,




/ tailTAfiy FtMJTlo^iii I
Departonent of Defense
FT 1956 BUDGET ESTIMATES V-TTH TWO YEAR COMPARISONS







House Document 11.5 F7 1956-
President's
FY 1956 Estiiiates
Appropriation Strength Cost of Career lilth FY 1955
(PL 179 & 207) (PL 1.58 4 663) Estimates Increase Incentive Act Budget Ests. Col.7 V3 Col.
3
(1) (2) (3) (li) (5) (6) (7) (8)
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
aalarisB and Expenses, DSD 12,800,000 12,250,000 12,250,000 - - 12,250,000 .
Salaries and E^xpenses, OPI li$0,000 500,000 500,000 - - 500,000
Total, Direct Congressional Appropriations
it New Obligatlonal Authority 13,250.000 12,750,000 12^750,000 ~ " 12,750,000 ~
INTERSERVICE ACTIVITIES
6,000,000 7,680,000 11,930,000 - - U,930,000 A,25o,ooo
Contingendea 75,000,000 W),000,000 llO,000,000 - - 1.0,000,000 -
Emergency Fund 60,000,000 25,000,000 35,000,000 - - 35,000,000 Ao,ooo,ooo
Aoo,ooo,oooReserve Tools and Facilities 250,000,000 - 100,000,000 - - 100,000,000
Retired Pay 365,000,000 IjOU, 500,000 l4UO,000,000 - 55,000,000 1.95,000,000 ,(90,500,000
Salaries and Expenses, Court of Military Appeals 300,000 320,000 320,000 - - 320,000 _
Access Roads - 13,500,000 - - - - -13,500,000
Construction of Ships, USTS - 50,000,000 - - - -50,000,000
Family Housing - 75,000,000 - " - -75,000,000
Total, Direct Congressional Appropriations
i Ne-w ObUgational Authority 756,300,000 616,000,000 627,250,000 - 55,000,000 662,250,000 :«6, 250,000
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMT
U,708,859,000 U,150,li79,000 3,ll6O,0OO,O0O 53,132,000 175,U68,000 3,666,600,000Military Personnel -1.61,879,000
Maintenance and Operations U,3U3,000,000 2,795,722,986 3,033,881,000 31,250,000 - 3,065,131,000 yi269,1.08,OU.
Procurement and Production 3,22U,633,000 - - - _ _ _
Mllitaiy Construction, Anny - - - - - _ .
Military Construction, Amy Reserve Forces 9,09U,000 15,000,000 31,611,000 - - 31,611,000 ,46,611,000
Reserve personnel, Amgr 85,500,000 90,000,000 130,289,000 - 11,691,000 iia,98o,ooo ysi,960,000
,69,709,000Army National Guard 210,035,000 218,530,000 29U,60O,0OO - 13,U39,000 306,239,000
Research and Developnent 315,000,000 3lt5 ,000,000 333,000,000 - - 333,000,000 -12,00u,000
Nat'l, Board for Promotion of Rifle Practice 100,000 100,000 150,000 - _ 150,000 /5o,ooo
Operation and Maintenance, Alaska Coram. System U,18 5,000 a,235,ooo 5,269,000 - - 5,269,000 /1,031.,000
Consttnictlon, Alaska Comnunication System - 503,000 - - - -
-503,000
Civilian Relief in Korea 58,000,000 a/ - - - - -
Total, Direct Congressional Appropriations
A New Obligatlonal Authority 12,995,U06,000 7,619,569,966 7,269,000,000 8U,382,000 200,598,000 7^573,960,000 -1.5,589,966
DEPMTMENT OF THE NAVY
Military Personnel, Navy 2,5m,ooo,ooo 2,la7,00O,00O 2,306,267,000 U,36U,O0O 172,959,000 2,1.90,590,000 ,'73.590,000
Reserve personnel. Navy 63,300,000 78,100,000 83,9^3,000 - 7,868,000 91,811,000 /13, 711,000
Navy Personnel, General Expenses 83,000,000 75,030,000 83,000,000 - - 83,000,000 ,^7,970,000
Military Personnel, Marine Corps 738,000,000 612,180,600 578,000,000 2,U86,000 37,905,000 618,391,000 ,(6,210,1.00
Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps 13,800,000 16,750,000 19,031,000 - 1,575,000 20,606,000 /3,856,000
M£Lrine Corps TJ-oopa and Facilities 195,000,000 167,99U,500 176,000,000 - - 176,000,000 ,e,005, 500
Marine Corps Procurement 151,127,000 129,9711,000 286,500,000 - - 266,500,000 yl56,526,ooo
Aircraft and Facilities 9U3,000,000 780,895,500 8ili,5oo,ooo - - 8ilj,5oo,ooo /33,60U,500
Aircraft and Related Procurement 1,379,000,000 1,973,568,000 753,000,000 - - 753,000,000 -1,220,568,000
Ships and FaciUtles 896,liOO,000 818,681,000 766,700,000 - - 786,700,000 -31,961,000
Construction of Ships 127,l51i,000 57,600,000 b/ - _ b/ -57,600,000
Cash to liquidate prior Contract Authority (?o,U5U,ooo) _ ~_ » _ _
Shipbuilding and Conversion 720,000,000 l,01i?,l»00,000 1,317,000,000 . _ 1,317,000,000 /271.,600,000
Havy Military Procurement - - lt95,5oo,ooo - - 1.95,500,000 A95,5oo,ooo
Ordnance and Facilities 80U, 000,000 U57,lt36,000 188,500,000 - - 188,500,000 -268,936,000
Ordnance for New Construction 10,000,000 3U,000,000 26,000,000 - _ 28,000,000 -6,000,000
Gash to liquidate prior Contract Authority (10,000,000) (31»,000,000) (28,000,000) - _ (26,000,000) (-6,000,000)
83,ti29,000 63,600,000 63,1.00,000 _ - 63,1.00,000 -200,000
Public ftorks. Navy















58,600,000 la9,871i,900 1.31,933,000 _ _ U31,933,00O A2,058,100ServiceSVide Supply and Finance 382,500,000 3LO,300,000 296,000,000 . - 296,000,000 -1.2,300,000








9, U3ti, 310,000 13,850,000 220,307,000 -630,666,500












DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
3,Li95,000,000 2,760,000,000 6,100,000,000 6,100,000,000
Aircraft and Related Procurement
^3,31.0,000,000
600,000,000 67lj,361t,000 Loo,ooo,ooo _ _ UOO,000,000 -27l.,361.,000
Acquisition and Construction of Real Property 2liO, 776,000 630,000,000 _ _ -630,000,000





Total, New ObUgational Authority
3,355,000,000 3,502,792,000 3,780,000,000 7,97U,OOOd/ - 3, 787,971., 000 /265, 182,000
3,285,000,000 3,3S6,70li,OO0 3,lJlO,000,000 -8,UO9,OO0e/ 2U7,U09,000 3,679,000,000 /32;, 296,000



























Total, Direct Congressional Appropriations
I«ss Cash to Liquidate Prior Contract Authority
/2,6i5,7ia,5ii.
,« .000,000
Total, New ObUgational Authority (under current
legislation) 3U,531,S88,0OO 97,797,000 730,018,000 ,'2,621.7a,51U
Proposed for later transmlsaion (under prop. leelBlationli
Public UorkB '
Increased Benefita and Selective Military pay increases




Total proposed for later transmission
(2,983,000,000) (2,31.6,226,677) (,fe,3l.8,228,677)
Total Program (under current & proposed legislation) 314,360,000,000 31.,553,0U3,677 ,'lj,969,970,191
Deduct portion of above to be fiiumced by transfer from-




GRAND TOTAL, New Obligatlonal Authority
32,860,000,000 /3,1.69,970,191
a/ Reclassified as Civil Functions effective 1 July 1953,
B/ Rescission of $8,572,000 in Unfinanced Contract Authority is recomnended.
c/ln lieu of appropriation, transfer of $2,1UM,000 from "Naval Petroleum Reserve #1., Alaska, 1953-195U" »as authorized.
-/ 5°2^'°!"'^ f""^! ^""^ ^} destination transportation of subsistence items formerly budgeted for under "Military Personnel."e/ Reflects reductions of »7,97l.,000 tor first destination transportation of subsistence items which should be budgeted for











DATE 3 November 19^h
SUBJECT
Department of Defense Instruction
Monthly Report of Compliance with the Statutory Graded Civilian
Personnel Ceiling (DD-M&P(M)43R1
References: (a) Current Defense Appropriation Act
(b) Directive No. liiOO.2, 21 Nov 19^1, "Application
of Ceiling on Graded Civilian Employees,"
(c) Directive No. li;00.3, 22 Jan 19^2, "Monthly Report
of Compliance with P.L. 179 Graded Civilian
Personnel Ceiling (DD-MP(M)U3)"
I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Instruction is to establish recurring reports
to provide infoimation (1) to assure Department of Defense com-
pliance with the statutory graded civilian en^jloyment ceiling, and
(2) to assure that the military departments and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense each hold graded civilian employment to levels
pennitted by their assigned portion of the ceiling. The Office of
the Secretary of Defense will consolidate this information fcr the
entire Department of Defense and will inform appropriate Congres-
sional Committees of compliance.
n. CANCELLATION
Reference (c) is hereby cancelled.
HI. GMERAL REPOHTING PROCEDURE
It is requested that the Secretaries of the military departments
and -the Director of Administrative Services, OSD, each arrange to
furnish the Progress Reports and Statistics Division, Office of
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) with a Monthly Report
of Corqjliance with the Statutory Graded Civilian Employment Ceiling
(format attached). An original and one copy of the report should
be submitted within 30 days follovjlng the close of the month being
reported. The first report based on 31 October graded employment
will be due 1 December 195ii. Report Control Symbol DD-MScP(M)U3R1
is assigned to this reporting requirement.
IV. COVERAGE
The Monthly Report of Compliance with the Statutory Graded
Civilian Enqsloyment Ceiling will, supplement the official
report of civilian employment. Standard Form 113, and insofar
as possible will be keyed to the definitions, concepts, and
categories established for that report. Full-time employees
reported will represent the number of such employees on the
rolls on the last day of the month. The number of intermittent
employees (those described as "consultants" or those who are
compensated on a "when actually en5)loyed" basis) reported for
the month will represent the number who worked at any time
during the month. Scheduled part-time employees will be
reported in teiros of man-months (full-time equivalent basis).
V. SPECIFIC ENTRIES
The specific entries to be reported are shown in the attached
format, and are defined in detail, as follows:
Line I, Total Graded Eii5>loyees (under Department's supervision).
Enter the sum of (a) eir^loyees occupying positions subject to the
Classification Act of 19k9 (measuring part-time employment in
man-months instead of number of en^jloyees as on SF 113), (b) con-
sultants and other intermittent en5)loyees who worked at any time
during the month and who are employed on a contract basis or paid
on a per diem basis, and (c) those employees working without com-
pensation who submit expense vouchers for reimbursement of ex-
penses incurred as a result of their gratuitous services. (The
current Appropriation Act provides that persons employed without
condensation shall be charged against the ceiling limitation if
they are reimbursed for expenses.) Category (a) above will
exclude indigenous personnel and foreign nationals occupying
Classification Act type positions in overseas areas.
Line II, Graded Employees of Other Agencies. Enter the number
of graded employees who are under the direct supervision of Federal
Agencies outside the Department of Defense but whose services are
paid for from funds made available by the Military Lepartmoit
through allotments, advances, transfers, or reimbursement. This
figure may be obtained each month fi*om the Federal Agencies con-
cerned or the Military Department may summarize the data presented
Ih00,3
3 llov 'Sh
in the Appendix to its annual budget which shows an estimate of
both the number of permanent positions and average number of
eii5)lovees involved in such shifts of funds; using the estimated
number of graded employees in the latter of those two to be
paid from the appropriate Titles, as its entry for this item.
If the figure reported is an estimate, it should be so labelled
on each report.
Line IH, Total. Enter the sum of the entries on lines I and U,
Line IV, Graded Employees Excluded from Ceiling. Enter the sum
of the figures shown on lines 1 through 6, which provides a break-
down of graded employment excluded from the ceiling. The entries
on lines 1 through $ should account for all graded employees paid
for personal services from funds other than those appropriated in
the current Department of Defense Appropriation Act. The entry
for line 6 should account for exclusions under Section 720, Depart-
ment of Defense Appropriation Act, Public Law U^8. Funds appropri-
ated in the applicable Titles of the current Department of Defence
Appropriation Act are deemed to include prior-year carry-overs.
Line IV - 1 through 3. . Self-e:q)lanatory.
Line IV - U, Funds provided by other agencies. Enter the number
of employees paid from funds made available from other sources such
as allotments, advances, transfers, or reimbursements from agencies
outside the Department of Defense to any agencies in the Department
of Defense.
Line IV - 5* Other Funds, Enter the number of graded civilian
employees not reported on lines 1 through kt and who are also
excluded from the ceiling limitation. Any entry on this line
should be accompanied by the appropriation identification; if
more than one appropriation is involved each appropriation should
be reported by brief title similar to those sho^^n in the attached
format.
Line IV - 6, Civilians Substituted for Mlitary. Ehter the
number of graded civilians who have been substituted for military
personnel in accordance with provisions of Section 720 of Depart-
ment of Defense Appropriation Act of 1955> Public Law i;^8.
Line V, Graded Employees Subject to Ceiling, Enter the dif-
ference between the figures reported on Lines III and IV. This
is the number of graded civilian employees paid from funds appro-
priated in the applicable Titles of the current Department of
Defense Appropriation Act,
Line VI, Current Ceiling Allocation. Enter the total number
of graded civilian spaces allocated by the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Manpower and Personnel) for the applicable month
covered by each Monthly Report of Compliance with the Statutory
Graded Civilian En^jloyment Ceilings.
Line VII, Over (/) or Under (-) Ceiling. Enter the amount
by which the Line III entry exceeds, or is less than, the line
IV entry,
^^»f^' /-"n // -.
li;00.3 (End 1)
3 Nov ^k
MONTHLY REPORT OF COMPLIANCE IVITH THE STATUTQRT
GRADED CIVILIAN PERSCflNEL CEILING, DD-MStP(M) U3R1
:Departraent Month
!• Total Graded Einployees (under Department's supervision)
II, Other Agency Graded Ekaployees
ni. Total (I plus II)
IV. Graded Employees Excluded From Ceiling
1, Civil Functions Appropriations
__—«__»«.««_
2. Mutual Security Act Appropriations
_«_«»
3« Military Public Works Appropriations
_„_________^
U. Funds provided by other agencies
5. Other funds (specify)
6, Civilians substituted for military '
V. Graded Employees Subject to Ceiling
VI. Current Ceiling Allocation






Department of Defense Directive




The purpose of the.se instructions is to prescribe imiform
procedures for reporting on the status of funds made avail-
able to the Departiiient of Defense to carry out its assigned
responsibilities \mder the liitual Defense Assistance Pro-
gram. It is not the intention of this directive to change
in sjij r.nnner the basic accounting records currently being
inaintained by the tliree Services. Report Control o^ibol
DD-ID.iP(ll)2Rl is hereby cancelled.
II. RSLATED DOCmailTS
This document is in agreement \dth the principles outlined
in Section V, Financial Reporting by Participating Agencies,
of FIACC approved paper DD-9/15 "Ii^lnding and Reporting
Procedures for IIDAP" dated 5 June 1950. Any 2:)ortions of
previously approved FIAGC i^apers in conflict with this
document are rescinded or amended.
HI. REPORT niG mSTRUCTIONS
Attached arc instructions covering the requirements for month-
ly reporting on Status of Available Funds. All questions re-
garding the execution of the reports should be referred
to the Office of Progress Reports and Statistics, OSD,
21 June 195;
Report Control Symbol DD-IDAP(M)2R2 has been assigned. A supply
of the forms should be requisitioned by each military department










MUTUAL DEFENSE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Status of Available Funds
as of
Department Appropriation or Fund Symbol Title REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL
Page of Pages





c.COVMITTED d. OBLIGATED e . EXPENDED

NUMBER 4000. 14
BATE 20 August 19^U
Department of Defense Instruction
SUBJECT Department of Defense Financed Production Expansion Projects
(DD-Coinp(SA)174)
I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Instruction is to prescribe reports on the
progress of and the future plans for projects for the expansion, con-
version, and modernization of industrial facilities fi.e., structures
and production equipment) that have been or are to be financed v/ith
Department of Defense funds.
This report is required by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Ck)mptroiler), QASD (Supply and Logistics), QASD (Properties
and Installations) and the Office pf Defense Mobilization, and the
Bureau of the Budget for planning and guidance, and to provide a^
bjasis for . reports /b.Q^.i|l^^ongress
.
II. GAWGETJATION
DoD Directive ^00.1^, "Department of Defense Financed Production
Expansion Projects (DD-0C(SA)70)", 22 Dec 52, is hereby cancelled.
III. APPLICABILITY
Reports will be sutmitted semi-annually by the Departments of the




1. Instructions for the preparation of this report and a copy of
the form to be used—DD Form 685—are attached. These
instructions have been revised to simplify reporting by the
elimination of some requirements heretofore included. In
order, however, that the forid of report may be used by a
military department for its ovm purposes, DD Form 685 retains
substantially the col-umnar arrangement previously specified.
IEntries are not required in all columns, but complete
reporting of the data called Tor in the attached instruction
is required. Reporting in grester detail rr.aj be required by
departmental headquarters for their own use.
2. For the purpose of this report, Depsrtment of Defense funds
are considered to include appropriations received after 1 July
1950 by the departments or by the Secretary of Defense for
allocation to the departments for industrial expansion pro-
jects. Specifically included, in addition, are requests for
appropriations transmitted by the President to the Congress.
3. Nine (9) legible copies of the report required by this
Instruction will be prepared on the prescribed form and sub-
mitted to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),
' Attention: Progress Reports and Statistics Division.
4. The first report under this Instruction shall be as of 31
August 195A f and shall be submitted on or before 30 September
1954.. Subsequent semJ.-annual reports shall be made as of 28
February and 31 August of each year and shall be submitted
within 30 days after the close of the reporting period. As
provided for in the attached instructions, a department may
submit at its discretion, in lieu of a complete semi-annual
28 February report, an abbreviated report showing only the
changes which have occurred since the prior 31 August submission.
B. Classification
The report shall be classified no higher than SECRET, and the
required information shall be shown for all projects classified
SECRET or less. For any projects classified higher than SECRET,
the description of the product in Column e shall be omitted and the
words "TOP SECRET" inserted.
V. REPORT CgjTROL SYI^IBOL
Report Control Symbol DD-CoiBp(SA)l7*^ is assigned to the reporting
requirements of this Instruction.
VI. B^UEKENTIK^ INSTRUCTIONS
Two copies of implementing directives issued by any of the departments
in connection with the report will be forwarded, upon distribution, to
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), Attention: Progress
Reports and Statistics Division.
W. J. McNeil
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Coraptroiler)
Bnclostires - 2
i.Ji'I I Enclosure 1 has been nuPD-soly omitted,
2
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FINANCED PRODUCTION EXPANSION PROJECTS
















































may be used at







































DATE fReport as of)
31 August 195U










































































REVI0U5 EDITIONS OF THIS FORM ARE
OBSOLETE




DATE 31 March 1954
Department of Defense Instruction
SUBJECT Inventory of Military Real Property (DD-P&I(SA)142)
REFERENCE: (a) Department of Defense Directive No. 5131.1, "Responsi-
bilities of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Properties
and Installations)", is Au^rust 1953
I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this instruction is to provide uniform procedure for the
establishment and maintenance of an inventory of real property (land and/or
improvements), and for the preparation of an abridged inventory in sxamnary
form, for use by interested offices of the Department of Defense,
n. APPLICABIUTI
This instruction applies to all real property under the control of the
military Departments except property in an officially designated combat
zone, and river and harbor and flood control property under Jurisdiction
of the Secretary of the Army, Property in National Industilal Reserve
and property disposed of subject to right of recapture or National Security
Clause will not be included unless such property is under military control.
ni. INVENTORY AND INVENTQEI SUMMARY DATA
The inventory is to be a basic source of information for reports of status,
cost, capacity, condition, present use, maintenance and management of the
real property of the military Departments. The inventory summary is to be
a reference and a source of current comparable information pertaining to
such real property for use in developing and effectuating Department of
Defense policies, plans suid programs. The inventory and the inventory
summary will be established and maintained in accordance with Inclosure 1,
"Instructions"
,
IV, SCHEDULE OF ESTABLISHlffiNT AND RSPCRTING
Each of the military Departments will maintain the inventory in an office
of record at its Washington, D. C, headquarters where it will be available
to the Staff elements of the military Departnents and of the Secretary of
Defense for reference. The data contained in the inventory will be revised
each quarter to reflect additions, deletions and changes made during the
quarter. The initial inventory will be made as of 1 January 1954. Copies
of the inventory summary prepared by each military Department will be fur-
nished the Secretary of Defense, each Assistant Secretary of Defense, and
the Secretaries of the other military Departments in addition to such other
distribution as may be required. In addition, a copy of the inventory
summary vd.ll be furnished to Congress to meet the reporting requirement of
Section /4IO of the National Security Act, as amended, and a copy of that
portion of the inventory summary relative to installations located in the
United States vdll be Aimished to the General Services Administration.
The initial issue of the complete inventory summary will be distributed
on or before 15 November 1954* Revisions in the inventory will be reflected
in subsequent issues of the inventory summary which vdll be prepared and
distribiAed within 60 days after 3I December and 30 June of each year.
V. HEPCRTING AGENCIES
The inventory summary will be prepared and distributed by each military De-
partment. The Department of the Navy will be responsible for reporting
Marine Corps facilities,
VI. IMPLEMENTING INSTRUCTIOg
The implementing instructions prepared by each military Department will be
submitted to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Properties
and Installations) for prior approval before publication.
VII. PROPERTY ACCOUNTING
The inventory of real property to be maintained by the military Departments
shall be considered to be property accounting records as required by Section
AlO of the National Security Act, as amended. The Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller) will provide assistance in the developnent of account-
ing systems related to these records. As rapidly as feasible these records
shall be placed under accounting controls in a manner which will assure
accounting accxiracy and provide integration between the inventory changes and
the financial transactions involving real property as recorded in the appropri-
ation and fund accounts of the respective departments, however, this will not
be interpreted to permit delay in establishment of the inventory.
Vin. REPORTS CCUTROL SYMBOL
Reports Control Symbol DD-P&I(SA) ll^2 is assigned to the inventory sumnary.
K. GENERAL
Questions of interpretation or applicability of this instruction should be









I, These instructions are to provide detailed information and guidance
relative to the real property inventory and inventory summary. The existing
records should be utilized as much as possible. However, such records must
be accurate. Any additional information required by the military Department
concerned may be included in the inventory.
H, Definitions - as applied to -he inventory and inventory sunmary:
A. Permanent Building Construction is defined as that which produced
a building suitable and appropriate to serve a specific purpose
for a maximum period of time (at least 25 years) and with a
minimum of maintenance.
B. Semi-Permanent Building Construction is defined as that which
produced a building suitable and appropriate to serve a specific
purpose for a limited period of time (less than 25 years and more
than 5 years) and with a moderate to hig^ degree of maintenance.
C. Temporary Building Construction is defined as that which produced
a building suitable and appropriate to fill a need for a short
period of time (live years or less) without regard to degree of
maintenance, and the designs and details of which provided mlnlimim
facilities with maximum initial economies.
D. Gross Floor Area (sq.ft.) is defined as the total area of aU the
floors extended to the normal outside face of the building wall
inclTiding basements but exclixding unusable attic space.
E. Space Volume (cu.ft.) is defined as the actual cubic space in-
closed within the inner surfaces of the outside or inclosing walls
and contained between the inner surfaces of the structural members
(roof, trusses, rafters, or ceiling, -irtiichever is lower) and the
finished surfaces of the lowest floors.
F. Installed Perscaial Property is defined as those items of accessory
equipment and furnishings, inclxiding materials for installation
thereof, which are required for operation and affixed as a part of
the bixilding or facility such as: fixed overhead crane-runways;
elevators; lavatories; plumbing, heating, ventilating, cooling,
electrical and sprinkler systems. Machine tools and production
equipment will not be included.
G. Instellation is the real estate together with the improvements
thereon acquired or constructed for a can?), post, station, airfield,
hospital, depot, arsenal, etc. Many separate functions designated




The Inventory prepared and maintained by each military Department will
include: every item of real property and real property improvanent owned,
leased, or otherwise acquired and controlled by the military Department, includ-
ing property and improvements acquired trooi other Departments and Government
agencies. The military Department having management responsibility for a joint
installation or leased facility will be responsible for preparing and maintain-
ing the inventory of such installation or leased facility. Each item of an
installation vdll be accurately and clearly described, and identified with the
pertinent category code number appearing on Attachment 1, "Categories of
Facilities". The data required for leased property vftiich is not used as all
or part of an installation is set forth in paragraph UI, B. The inventory will
be maintained in a current status and in such a form and manner as to support
directly the summary prescribed in paragraph IV.
A, The inventory will include the following data for each installa-
tion: (In the case of an installation located in the United States
vftiich is situated in more than one state, a separate report will
be made for portion of installation located in each state)
1. General Information
a. Name, ccsnmand and geographical location (county or parish
for the headquarters of the installation in Continental
United States. Also name all other counties or parishes
in which an installation in the United States is located),
state. District of Columbia, country, territory, possession,
distance and direction from nearest city or town of not
less than 10,000 population together with name of nearest
city or town,
b. Type and status of installation. Report whether it is a
permanent or temporary type installation. Also report
whether it is in an active, inactive or standby status,
c. Date initially occupied by a military Department, i.e.,
first date of occupancy for military tise in case of
installations remaining continuously vuider military
control. If installation disposed of by Government and
reacquired, show date of such reacquisition.
d. Principal fvmction, and/or product. Report mission of a
non-industrial installation and product of an industrial
installation.
e. Name of contractor-operator for industrial facilities
under military control which are being operated by
private contractor for the military Department,
f
.






a. Total cost of all real property (land and improvements)
comprising installation ovmed by the military Department,
exclusive of value of property leased for military use
and property acquired for temporary use by license, permit,
executive order, public land order, territorial order, and
recaptvire (national emergency use provision).
3. Land - Data on land comprising £ i installation -will include:
a. Nxmber of acres under military control, cost to the
Government, annual rental, or other consideration paid
for the land and buildings, in each category (see
Attachment l). Exclude cost of land acquired by license,
permit, executive order, public land order, and terri-
torial order,
b. Number of acres, in each category, not being used for
any purpose (exclude acres that are partially utilized).
c. Number of acres, in each category, used by other Gkjvem-
ment agencies. State or local Governments, and by private
enterprise for non-militaiy use, and annual rental
received for such use,
d. Appraised or estimated value of land and improvements
leased for military use (exclude improvements owned by
United States Government).
QnH P/^ggQgg-irvng^ iiqq ^a+.cgr>T-i oq 9P^ *^ 9557, ^ "^T "c^ "^^
FQ3»-xaaf.Anah-innc; Inr'af.ftH ftlfiiawhA-rPj use r.a.f.e>gnr i (jr
95^Q "fcg 9i'66 j i anailiUsaiVa, (Sea AttacJamftnt l) ..r.
4* Buildings and Facilities, Including Utilities - Data on
individual buildings and faci]j.ties in existence (excluding
buildings and facilities under construction for which
accountability has not been transferred fi?om construction
agency) will include:
a. Assigned (station) identification number, category (see
Attachment l), and type of construction - peniianent, semi-
permanent, or temporsuty (see Definitions). The category
will be determined by use for vAiich it was designed or
permanently converted . This information should be
established in a manner that will make it possible to
compute nxjmber of bxiildings in each category and type of




b. Area (gross floor area) for btiilding or facility, if
applicable (see vinits of measure set forth in Attachment
1 for each category).
c. Units, if any, set forth under units of measure for cate-
gory concerned (see Attachment 1):
(l) Number of family units, nxaiber of persons, gallons,
barrels, space volvmie (cubic feet), etc., vdth units
of measxxre.
d. Amount of area or units not being vised for military purposes^
as indicated hereinafter (stated in units of measure for
area, if any, set forth under units of measure for category
concerned; otherwise use units, if any),
(1) Vacant space (exclude biiildings and facilities that
are partially utilized).
(2) Space used by other Government agencies. State or
local (governments and private enterprise (out-grants)
for non-military use and annual rental received for
such use.
e. Year of initial completion, year of major rehabilitation,
or year of acquisition (use most recent date). Use year
of acquisition for leased buildings and facilities.
f
.
Cost of construction to the United States Government -
total construction cost including the installed personal
property, administrative overhead costs and costs of
Govemraent-fiarnished material and labor. If cost was
not incvirred by reporting service, it vdll be sec\ired
from appropriate department or agency and reported,
vmless such building or facility was acquired for mili-
tary use by license, permit, temporary executive order,
temporary public land order, or temporary territorial
order. Costs will be estimated if actual costs cannot
be determined. The cost record should be maintained in
a manner that will make it possible to show cost of
Government improvements constructed by the military
Department on leased land.
g. Condition (use one of the following adjectives: Useable
or Unuseable):
(l) U (Useable) - Indicates the condition of a facility
v*iich is presently useable and requires maintenance
equivalent to 20^ or less of the current replacement
cost for continued serviceability. It also includes
buildings which are temporarily unuseable but which can




(2) N (Unuseable) - Indicates the condition of a facility
which is presently vmserviceable and has deteriorated
beyond economical restoration or constitutes a danger
to the health or safety of personnel, or to equipment
housed therein. It al^o includes facilities which are
presently being used but for which the annual main-
tenance cost is in excess of 20^ of the current
replacement cost.
5. Location Maps or Plats of i reasonable scale showing location
of all structural improvements and pavements readily identi-
fiable from an attached building or facilities list. Existing
Master Plan Maps and Bviilding Layout Maps will be used for this
purpose. The maps or plats will be of a type and character that
will permit reproduction by printing or photographing if such
reproductions are requested. Such maps or plats will be revised
at least once a year to show any dianges that have occxirred.
B. The inventory will include the following data for each leased prop-
erty which is not a part or all of an installation (exclude general
purpose space provided by General Services Administration in the
128 metropolitan areas of the United States):
1. Using service
2. Contract or condemnation number
3. Location
4. Type of space
5. Area
6. Annual rental (include any cost to Government in lieu of
rental, e.g., charge against reparations, etc.)
IV. Inventoiy S\amraary
A. The inventory summary to be submitted will not exceed 10 x 14
inches in size and will ccaiform to foiroat shown as Attachment 2
for Sections II, and III., however, infoiniation required by para-
graph HI, A, 1, will not be shown in format for Section II.
The military Department having management responsibility for a
joint installation or leased facility wiU. be responsible for
submitting the inventory svumnary of such installation or leased
facility. The pages of the inventory sunmary will be properly
niunbered, printed on both sides and fastened in an appropriate
manner. The inventory summary will consist of four sections:
I. Index; II, Consolidated Installations Summary; III, In-
stallation Sxmmarj'-; and IV, Summary of Leases, The inventory






B. Section I., Index, will contain three indexes which will show n«une of
installation, location, and page number:
1. Alphabetical world index of all installations in the United States,
its Territories and Possessions, and overseas.
2. Alphabetical geographic index of installations in each state.
District of Columbia, country, territory, or possession, arranged
as follows: each of the 43 states and District of Columbia in
alphabetical order, each territory and possession of the United
States in alphabetical order, and each foreign country in a^-pha-
betical order.
3* Alphabetical cominand index of installations in each Airoy Area,
Naval District, Air Force Command, and Overseas Command.
C. Section II., Consolidated Installations Summary, will contain a
tabxilation by categories (\ise format listed as Attachment 2) and
a tabulation of grand totals for number of installations, number
of buildings, cost of Government improvements, cost of Grovemment
improvements on leased land, annual rental received, and annual
rental paid for each of the following:
1. All installations.
2. All non-industi*ial installations.
3. All industrial installations,
4. ATI active non-industrial installations by state. District of
Colxombia, United States, coimtry, territory, and possession.
5. All inactive non-industrial installations by state. District of
Coliunbia, United States, country, territory, and possession.
6. All active industrial installations, separately, for (a) con-
tractor-operated, and for (b) Goveinment-operated by state.
District of Coltimbia, United States, coxintry, territory, and
possession.
7. All standby industrial installations by state. District of
Colvmbia, United States, country, territory, and possession.
8. All active non-industrial installations in the United States.
List the following types of installations (principal function)
,
separately, for each of the 48 states. District of Columbia,










9. All inactive non-industrial installations in the United States.
List the following types of installations (principal fxmction),
separately, for each of the l+B states. District of Columbia,
and the United States:
a. Airfields.
b. Cemeteries,




D, Section III,, Installation Summary, vdll contain the folloKing data,
1. Such data will be arranged under appropriate headings and sub-
headings, as follows:
a. Active non-industrial instal3.ations by Arn^y Area, Naval
District, Air Force Command, and Overseas Command, as
applicable. Installations will be arranged alphabetically
xander each of these,
b. Inactive non-industrial installations by Army Area, Naval
District, Air Force Command, and Overseas Command, as
applicable. Installations will be arranged alphabetically
under each of these,
c. Active industrial installations. Government-operated by
Anny Area, Naval District, Air Force Command, and Overseas
Command, as applicable. Installations will be arranged
alphabetically under each of these,
d. Active industrial installations, contractor-operated by
Army Area, Naval District, Air Force Command, and Overseas
Command, as applicable. Installations will be arranged




e. Standby industrial installations by Army Area, Naval
District, Air Force Command, and Overseas Command, as
applicable. Installations vdll be arranged alpha-
betically under each of these,
2. The fonnat for Section HI. is shown on Attachment 2, together
with the electric accounting machine summary card form layout
to be used in the event electric accounting machine card files
are established in the military Department concerned. The in-
fonration contained in Section III. for each installation is
the same as that required for the inventor^' byAl, A3j A4a
except identification nxantoer, A 4 b, A 4 c, A 4 d, and A 4 f
>
of paragraph III. except for the follovdng:
a. All Government-owned buildings and facilities (except the
buildings and facilities included in sub-paragraphs b, and c.
below) included in a category will be listed as a separate
line item in the sxammary for each type of construction,
i.e., permanent, semi-permanent, and temporary,
b. All buildings and facilities of a category which are leased
for military use will be listed as a separate line item in
the summary for each type of construction, i.e., permanent,
semi-permanent, and temporary, and an asterisk will be
placed in the annual rental paid coltimn if such rental is
included in the line item for leased land category. An
asterisk vdll also be placed in appraised or estimated value
column if such appraised or estimated value is included in
the line item for leased land category,
c. All buildings and facilities of a category which are
acquired for military use by license, permit, temporary
public land order, temporary executive order or temporary
territorial order will be listed as a separate line item
in the svnnmary for each type of construction, i.e., per-
manent, semi-permanent, and temporary, and two asteidsks
will be placed in the cost to Grovemment column.
d. Categories inclosed in parenthesis on Attachment 1 will
not be listed as line items in the summary. The property
in the inventory for such categories will be included in
the category that is not inclosed in parenthesis which
precedes such categories,
e. Buildings and improvements will not be listed by categories
in the sumraary if the total cost of such buildings and
improvements at an installation does not exceed i;plOO,000,





3« Report at end of each installation listing the grand total
for the follcv/ing: number of buildings, cost to Government,
cost of Government improvements on leased land, annual
rental received, and annual rental paid.
NOTE ; A tab vdll be attached to back cover for each volume of
Section III, This tab vdll list symbols for units of
measure and category name (unabbreviated) for each cate-
gory in the summary. This tab vdll be attached in a
manner that vrill permit it to be folded down for reference,
E, Section IV. vdll contain the same information as that required for
the inventory by paragraph IH. B, Such information, however, vdll
be listed, separately, for each state. District of Columbia, United
States, countiy, territory, and possession. Also list number of
leases and cost of annual rental for each of the above.
Attachments i
1, Attachment 1 mnifch lnhrtiita A &. B
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4165.14 31 Mar 54#
Att. 1 to Incl. 1
REFER TO DOD INSTRUCTION 4165. 3, "DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
FACILITY CLASSES AND CONSTRUCTION CATEGORIES" 11 March 1955,




Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT Department of Defense Directives System
References: (a) Directive 502^,1, Department of Defense Directives
System, 1$ April 19^2
(b) Secretary of Defense memorandum. Preparation and
Publication of Department of Defense Directives
System Issuances, 1$ April 1952
I. POLICT
The Department of Defense Directives System is the medium
through which the Secretary of Defense publishes policy
guidance, instructions and orders for the direction and
control of all Department of Defense activities. Policies,
instructions and orders promulgated through the Department
of Defense Directives System, as unclassified documents,
will be effective on the respective dates therein stated,
without alteration, amendment, paraphrase, or change, through-
out all component elements of the Department of Defense,
Classified issuances shall be similarly effective within the
respective spheres of their distribution. The Military
Departments, where necessary and appropriate, may issue
supplementary instructions for guidance in connection with
Department of Defense Directives System issuances within
their respective departments but implementation of Depart-
ment of Defense Directives System issuances by any and all
component elements of the Department of Defense will not be
delayed pending publication of any such supplementary inr-
structions. All orders, directives or regulations inconsistent
with the foregoing are hereby cancelled, annulled and revoked,
II. CANCELLATION
References (a) and (b) are cancelled.
III. SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY
Department of Defense Directives System issuances include
(a) Directives, (b) Instructions and (c) Transmittals.
IA* Department of Defense Directives
Department of Defense Directives will be used by the Secretary
of Defense to promulgate fundamental policies and such orders
and instructions deemed by him sufficiently important to justify
the use of a Directive. In explanation but not in limitation of
the foregoing, examples of actions to be promulgated by Direc-
tives are:
!• Establishment of basic policies, plans or programs
of a continuing nature.
2. Establishment of major organizations or assignment
of major functions and responsibilities within the
Department of Defense*
3. Delegations of authority to officials and organiza-
tions within the Department of Defense.
Department of Defense Directives will be signed only by the Sec-
retary of Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, or in their
absence by the officer authorized to act as Secretary of Defense
•
B. Department of Defense Instructions
Department of Defense Instructions will be used primarily to im-
plement or supplement policies, plans or progrsons established in
Directives or to establish procedures relative thereto. In ei&-
planation but not in limitation of the foregoing, examples of ac-
tions to be promulgated by Instructions are:
1. Direction or guidance in the application, implemen-
tation or execution of Directives.
2. Establishment of programs for periods of brief dura-
tion, of limited applicability, or of such procedural
nature as to exclude issuance as Directives.
3. Requests for information and reports of a continuing
or general natiare.
Instructions may be signed by the Assistant Secretsury of Defense
having cognizance over the particular functional area involved,
by the General Counsel in his functions^, area, or 1^ the respec-
tive officials designated to act as Assistant Secretary or
General Counsel in the absence of their principals.
C. Department of Defense Transmittals
Department of Defense Transmittals will be used to inform the
recipients of minor changes in Directives and Instructions.




In the Directives System, and will be prepared and issued by
the Office of the Administrative Secretary, Office of the Sec-
retary of Defense. Requests for changes to Directives and
Instructions may be signed by the appropriate Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense or the General Counsel and sent to the Adminis-
trative Secretary for issuance as Transmittals. Transmittals
will be signed by the Administrative Secretary and will be used
for:
1. Authorized minor changes to existing Directives
and Instructions.
2. Issuance of quarterly check lists of Directives
and Instructions.
3. Information on cancelled Directives and Instruc-
tions.
4.. Other information on the Directives ^rstem*
IV. DOCUMENTS EXCLUDED FROM THE SYSTEM
The Department of Defense Directives System shall not be used fors
1^ Docximents applicable only to or issued for use exclu-
sively within the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
2. One-time requests for Information or instructions on a
particular or individtial matter*
3. Manuals and handbooks.
V. PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION
Information on the preparation and publication of Department of Defense
Directives System issuances and maintenance of the System is set forth
in Exhibit "A".
VI. DOCUMENTS NOT IN DIRECTIVES SYSTEM
I
Much material which properly should be included in the Department of
Defense Directives System has been omitted therefr<Ha either because the
!
docximents were issued prior to the establishment of the System or be-
cause of inadvertence. The Assistant Secretaries of Defense, the General
Counsel, and other responsible officers of the Office of the Secreteury of
Defense are requested to review their files and see to it that all perti-
nent Directives, Instructions and Transmittals are incorporated within
the Directives ^stem as soon as possible or are cancelled*
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VII. RESPONSIBILITIES OF AND PROCEDURES FOR THE OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVB
SECRETARY
The Office of the Administrative Secretary is the office of record for
all Department of Defense Directives System issuances* It vill review
these issuances only for administrative correctness. Administrative
correctness encompasses (l) avoidance of duplicating or eonfllotl2ig
policy, (2) correct references and enclosures, (3) authorized 8igna»
ture, iU) proper identification and- distribution, (5) spelling, punc-
tuation, appearance, margins and other format details, and (6; ap-
propriate form for Federal Register publication. The Office of the
Administrative Secretary will:
1, Assign appropriate identification to all issuances.
2. Provide reference service on all Department of Defense
Directives System issuances,
3* Issue quarterly check lists of all Directives and In-
structions currently in force.
U» Assist the Assistant Secretaries of Defense, the General
Coimsel, and other responsible officers of the Office of
the Secretary of Defense in reviewing all outstanding
policy memoranda not now in the Department of Defense
Directives System with a view to reissue of same within
the System or cancellation thereof,
VIII. EFFECTIVE DATE





PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DIRECTIVES SYSTEM ISSUANCES
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVES AND INSTRUCTIONS
A. Preparation
!• The first or title page of each Directive should be prepared
in black type on the form illustrated by Enclosure (!)• In-
structions should be prei>ared similarly on the form illustrsf-
ted by Enclosure (2). Spaces for identification nimber and
date on the title pa^e of Directives and Instructions should
be left vacant to be filled in 1^ the Office of the Adminis-
trative Secretary, OSD, prior to reproduction and distribution*
2. Whenever practicable and appropriate , the first section of
Directives or Instructions should state the purpose thereof*
Succeeding sections should^ to the extent appropriate , iden-
tify and cancel related dociiments, and indicate the appli-
cability, required action and effective date. References and
enclosures should be designated by a letter or number*
3* When Directives are sent to the Secretary of Defense for sig-
nature, they should normally be accompanied by a brief explana-
tory memorandum which:
(a) Sets forth the necessary background information;
(b) Summarizes the main factors or issues;
(o) Justifies the course of action recommended;
(d) Indicates which offices have concurred in or dis-
agreed with the action recommended, and supports
the over-riding of any disagreements*
A, Appropriate security classification should be assigned by origi-
nators*
B, Coordination
It will be the responsibility of the initiating office to indicate
what coordination will be required and to obtedn such coordination*
Normally SD Form 106 will be used for this purpose*
G. Publication
1* The original and one copy of all Department of Defense Direo-
tives or Instructions will be forwarded to the Office of the




2* In those instances where Department of Defense policy state-
ments are approved by the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense
in other than the Directive form (Enclosiare (1)), the Office of
the Administrative Secretary will be responsible for assigning ap-
propriate identification thereto, signing the Directive cover sheet,
and publication thereof in the Directives System,
II, DEPARTMEaiT OF DEFEaJSE TRANSMITTAIg
1, Pen and Ink Changes will be specified for general use In cases
where only several words are to be changed,
2. Page Changes will be used where pen and ink changes cannot be
conveniently interlineated or vdiere substantial line changes are
required.
III. DOCUMEa<TS FOR PUBLICATION IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER
The Office of the Administrative Secretary (Directives Section) is
designated as the central liaison point between the Division of the
Federal Register and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Direo-
tives. Instructions and Transmittals containing information required
by law to be published in the Federal Register shall be sent to the
Division of the Federal Register by the Office of the Administrative
Secretary (Directives Section) as prescribed by 1 CFR 1 (Enclostxre (6))
and such Directives Section shall be furnished all information and
documents necessary for such action. The Office of the Administrative
Secretary (Directives Section) will render any assistance needed in
the preparation or codification of documents requiring publication,
IV, DISTRIBUTION
Directives System issuances will be distributed hy the Director of
the Office of Administrative Services (Service and Supply Branch),
Unclassified issiiances will be distributed in accordance with stand-
ard distribution lists based on the major subject groups in Enclosure
(5). Classified issuances will receive limited distribution deter-





U) SD Form 106
(5) Table of Subject Numbers for Department of Defense Direotlves
and Instructions


























DIRECTIVES SYSTEM ROUTING SHEET
: OF ISSUANCE SUBJECT NUMBER SUBJECT CAPTION
4: (Same) (Title) (Orfnltatlon) EXTENSION ROOM
: FORWARDED RETURN NO LATER THAN
FRANCES IN ORIGINATING ORGANIZATION
\ (Kout ing sequence indicated by numbers in spaces below)
ASST SEC DEF (Comptroller) JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
ASST SEC DEF (Internet ional Security Affairs) SECY OF THE ARMY
; ASST SEC DEF (Manpower A Personnel) SECY OF THE NAVY
ASST SEC DEF (Supply * Logistics) SECY OF THE AIR FORCE
ASST SEC DEF (Kesearch A Development)
ASST SEC DEF (Applications Engineering) OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY, OSO
ASST SEC DEF (Properties A Installations)
A?ST SEC DEF (Health » Medical)
ASST SEC DEF (Legislative « Public Affairs)
GENERAL COUNSEL
ASST TO THE SECY (Atomic Energy)
ASST TO THE SECY (Special Operations)
The att«c6ed draft is forwarded for review and comment. If the draft as written is approved, please so indi-
at by signing in the proper space above. If changes are suggested, please attach a separate memorandum covering
''Suggestions. Do not make changes on the attached draft.











TABIfi OF SUBJECT NUMBERS FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFEIBE DIRECTIVES
MAJOR SUBJECT GROUPS
1000 - MANPOlfER AND PERSONNEL
2000 - IKTERNATIGNAL PROGRAIB
3000 - PUNNING AND READINESS
UOOO - LOGISTICS AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
5000 - GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
6000 - HEALTH AND MEDICAL
7000 - COMPTROLIERSHIP
MOtBt Remainder of fuclosure 5 and Inclosure 6
have been purposely omitted.






1000 - 1999 MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL
1000 - 1099 General
1100 - 1199 ISa-itpoyrer
1200 - 1299 Reserve Forces
1300 - 1399 Military Personnel
lUOO - 1^99 Civilian Personnel
2000 - 2999 im'ERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
2000 - 2099 General
2100 - 2199 Mutual, Grant and Reimbursable Aid
3000 - 3999 PLANNING AND READINESS
3000 - 3699 General
3100 - 3199 Military Planning and Readliiess
3200 - 3299 Research and Development
UOOO - U999 LOGISTICS AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
UOOO - ii099 General
ijlOO - i|199 Property and Supply Management
i;200 - U299 Production and Requirements
UUOO - iiii99 Priorities and Allocations
U500 - U599 Transportation
U600 - U699 Communications
5000 - 5999 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
5000 - 5099 General
5100 - 5199 Organization and Functions
5200 - 5299 Security
5300 - 5399 Office and Administrative Services
5I4OO - 5U99 Public Information
5500 - 5599 Legal and Legislative
6000-6999 HEALTH AND MEDICAL
6000 - 6099 General
6100 - 6199 Physical Fitness
6200 - 6299 Preventive Msdicine
6300 - 6399 General Medicine
6UOO - 6U99 Special Fields
7000 - 7999 COMPTROLIgRSHIP
7000 - 7099 General
7100 - 7199 Budgeting
7200 - 7299 Appropriations Accounting and Control
7300 - 7399 Disbursements and Receipts
7UOO - 7U99 Revolving Funds
7500 - 7599 Property Accounting
7600 - 7699 Auditing
7700 - 7799 Reports, Statistics and Forms
7800 - 7899 Contract Financing
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NUMbER 7200. 2
DATE 28 April 19^1
Department of Defense Instruction
SUBJECT Accounting, Control and Reporting on Department of Defense
Appropriation Limitations
I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this instruction is to set forth the policies vdth
respect to the accounting for, control and reporting of Department of
Defense funds under appropriation and special limitations and any other
Congressional limitations on appropriations which are included in the
"General Provisions" section of Appropriation Acts.
In those instances where interpretive or policy guidance are re-
qiiired for a specific limitation, it will be covered as a separate
instruction.
II. AUTHORITY
Section UOl of the Act of 10 August 19h9 (Public Law 2l6, 8lst
Congress) places responsibility with the Comptroller of the Department
of Defense for establishing and supervising the execution of principles,
policies and procedures relating to fiscal and operating accounting.
General Regulations No. 8U - Second Revision dated November 20,
I95O5 and Supplement No. 3 thereto, make it the responsibility of
agencies having funds at their disposal which are subject to limitations
to establish and maintain administratively such accounts (including
limitation symbols where deemed advisable) as may be necessary to con-
trol such limitations.
General Accounting Office Accounting Systems Memorandum No. 11
dated November 2k, 1950* sets forth the policies with respect to the
accounting and control of funds under limitations,
III. SCOPE
The provisions of this instruction are applicable to all Depart-
ment of Defense components to which appropriations or funds are made
available. VJhen used in this instruction, the term "Department of
Defense components" means the military departments and the Office of




For the purposes of this instruction, the following definitions will
apply:
A# Appropriation . Includes appropriations, funds and authorizations
to create obligations by contract in advance of appropriations or any other
auiiiority making funds available for obligation or expenditure.
B. Appropriation Idmitation . An amount fixed by the Congress within
an appropriation \Aiich cannot be exceeded for obligation or expenditure for
certain objects or purposes. This does not mean that such amounts may not
be obligated and expended for other objects or purposes except where the
amount is specified by law for a specific object or purpose only,
C. Special Limitation . The maximum amount of two or more appropria-
tions or appropriation limitations that may be obligated or expended during
a fiscal year for certain objects or purposes. The distinguishing feature
of this type of limitation is that it prescribes a maximum amount that may
be obligated and expended for the specified objects or purposes under
several appropriations but does not necessarily represent a limitation as
to the amount under any particular appropriation.
D. Other terminology and concepts used in this instruction may be
foiind in Budget-Treasury Regulations No. 1, June 19^2, Revised September
19^3; General Regulations No. 81t - Second Revision, and supplements theretoj
General Accounting Office Accounting Systems Memorandum No. 3J., November 2lt,
19^0; Department of Defense Directive No. 7200.1, 20 March 19$2; and Depart-
ment of Defense Directive No. 7030.1, 2$ Januarj'- 1952.
V. CONTROL
It will be the responsibility of the head of each Department of Defense
component to cont2X)l and administer all limitations (both appropriation and
special) which have been established on appropriations or funds of the
Department of Defense component. Such controls shall be in accordance vdth
the principles as stated in Department of Defense Directive No. 7200.1,
"Administrative Control of Appropriations Kithin the Department of Defense,"
20 I'iarch 19^2; General Regulations No. Gi| - Second Fjevision, and supplements
thereto; and Accounting Systems Memorandum No, 11, November 2h, 1950.
In those instances vdiere lirrdtations are established for the Department
of Defense, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) will advise the
head of each Department of Defense component of the amount allowed the
respective component.
VI. ACCOUNTING
The method of accounting for limitations (both appropriation and
special) may be accomplished either by memorandum accounts or by appro-
priation limitation suffixes as stated in General Accounting Office Ac-
counting Systems Memorandum No, 11, dated November 2ii, 19^0, paragraphs
2 and 3 of \diich are as follows:
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"2, Accounting for Appropriation limitations * Agencies or biireaus
administering appropriated fvm'ds idll be responsible for seeing that
the amount obligated under any particular limitation does not exceed
the amount to vdiich restricted in the Appropriation Act for the objects
or purposes involved. The procedures for the control of obligations
under appropriation limitations should be geared into the allotment and
fund control procedures established for the agency* Accounts or records
should be kept and reports prepared for internal use >Mch iidll reflect
the status of the limitations; that is, the total amount available, the
amount obligated and expended, and the remaining balance. The accounts
or records established for this purpose will be retained by the office
or offices keeping the official documents and accounts. These records
and reports -will be used for subsequent review and audit of the limita-
tions by the General Accounting Office,
"3, Accounting for Special limitations . Special limitations are
contained in appropriation accounts which involve two or more appro-
priations or limitations, and in certain cases, all the appropriations
of a department or agency. Ttie agency will be responsible for seeing
that the total amount obligated does not exceed the amount specified
in the Act, The head of the agency should inform each of the bureaus
or subdivisions which adminilster appropriated funds of the amovint of
any special limitation allovred for each bureau or subdivision.
Bureaus or offices, lyhen allotting funds, shall inform the offices
responsible for incurring obligations for -these specified objects or
purposes of the amount of any special limitations allowed. Accounts
or records should be kept, either as an integral part of the account-
ing system or as memorandum records vdiich will reflect the status of
limitations allowed for any particular office. The head of the
agency should require reports throughout the fiscal year and at least
at the end of the fiscal year from each bureau or office, which will
shot; the status of the amounts allowed under each special limitation.
These reports should furnish the basis for preparing a consolidated
report of the transactions relating to the special limitations. The
accounts and reports relating to special limitations will be retained
in the departments or bureaus for subsequent review and audit by the
General Accoxmting Office,"
Reqiiirements for syrabolization of documents are stated in, and will be
accomplished in accordance with provisions of General Regulations No. 8I4 -
Second Revision, Supplement No. 3> December 3> 195l»
VII. REPORTING
(1) The head of each Department of Defense component is responsible
for^eeing' that internal reports' v^ll' be prepared which vail reflect the
\gtatus of the limitations J that is, the total amount available, the amount
obligated and esqjended, and the remaining balance.
(2]^_ Each Department of Defense component will prepare a separate
consolidated report as of the end of the fiscal year on the status'^o?~each
special lijnita.tion to show the total amount of the limitation, the anoiint
ODligated and*expended, and the remaining balance. This consolidated
report will be required except in those instances vJiere specific instruc-
tions, DOD directives, etc., vary the requirement with respect to any such
special limitation.
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0) Such consolidated reports are to be submitted, in duplicate, to
the Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) not later than /*
6p days after the end of the fiscal year. No report forms are prescribed.
Report Control Symbol No. DD-.Comp(A)lIi9 has been assigned to this report*
VIII. ADVICE OF ESTABLISHMENT OF ACCOUNTS
Paragraph 6 of Supplement No. 3 to General Regulations No« 8ii -
Second Revision, states as follows:
"6, Advice of Assignment of Accounts.— VJhen controls are estab-
lished for limitations (both appropriation and special) and subsid-
iary accounts are assigned under working fund and receipt accounts,
advices thereof in duplicate should be furnished the General Account-
ing Office by the administrative agencies for determination that
controls for all limitations and proper subsidiary accounts have
been provided. Such advices, in the case of limitation controls,
should cite pertinent legislative restrictions, amounts, account
numbers and description of the method employed in controlling each
limitation, and, in the case of working fund subsidiary accounts,
should identify the advancing appropriation and describe the general
purpose to be accomplished. Notices of the assignment of subsidiary
receipt accounts should describe the receipts to be accounted for
thereunder and should cite the statutory or other requirements for
their segregation from other funds in the basic receipt accounts."
Department of Defense components shall submit three copies of such
"Advice of Assignment of Accounts" to the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller) for review, approval and transmittal to the
General Accounting Office within thirty (30) days after the passage of an
appropriation act.
IX. AUDIT
Appropriation limitation and special limitation accounts will be
subject to the same internal departments! administrative examination
and audit as applied to all other accounts.
X. EFFECTIVE: DATE




DATE December 22, D9514
Department of Defense Instruction
SUBJECT Accounting, Control and Reporting on Specisil Limitation, "Expenses
for Public Information and Public Relations Activities",
(DD-Comp(Q)188)
References: (a) Department of Defense Directive 7210,1, dated
26 October 1953




Memorandum, dated 2 February 1951, for Secretaries
of the Army, Navy and Aii Force, from Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), Subject: Regu-
lations for Statistical Costing of Military Personnel
Services
Department of Defense Instructions for Statistical
Costing of Military Services in Industrial- and
Conmercial-Type Establishments
I, SUFBRS-flSSION
This instruction supersedes reference (a),
II, PURPOSE
The p-urpose of this instruction is to implement reference (b) by
providing additional interpretations and definitions, specifically mth
respect to the special limitation expenses for public information and
public relations activities in the Department of Defense,
III, STATUTORY REQUIREMENT
Section 725 of Public Law 458, 83d Congress, 2d Session, Department
of Defense Appropriation Act, 1955, states as follows: "Funds provided in
this Act for public information and publjc relations shall not exceed
$3,500,000," This includes pay and allowance of military personnel assigned
to such activities.
IV, ACTIVITIES TO BE INCLUDED
A, Pay and allowances of all personnel, including secretarial and
clerical, both military and civilian, engaged in the activities indicated
below will be included. The applicable share of pay and allowances of per-
sonnel engaged in this work on a part-time basis vrill also be included. In
determining the cost of military pay and allowances for services performed
by military personnel, the principles and procedures for computing standard
inilitary compensation rates as outlined in tho "Department of Defense In-
structions for Statistical Costing of Military Services in Industrial and
Commercial Type Establishments", dated 2 February 1951, may be used.
B. For the purpose of costing and except as excluded in Paragraph C,
below, public information and public relations activities include
:
(1) Preparation of material (whether volimtary or upon specific
request) for distribution to, and official contacts with representa-
tives of, non-governmental publications.
(2) Preparation of material (whether voluntary or upon specific
request) for radio and television broadcasting purposes, and official
contacts yrlth broadcasting representatives.
(3) Preparation and publication of advertisements in any form
whether paid or free,
(4) Preparation, installation, presentation and circulation
(including packing, crating, and transporting) of exhibits, except
those for internal use, procurement purposes, or civilian contractor
plant morale and incentive purposes.
(5) Production and presentation of motion pictures and film
strips, except those for internal use within the Government.
(6) Preparation and printing of publications other than those
required by law or those issued primarily for internal use in the
Government.
C. The following activities are excluded:
(1) Time of civilian and military officials (other than those
having public information or public relations as a specific responsi-
bility) who, by virtue of their offices, are called upon to paiiiici-
pate in such activities.
(2) Time of personnel devoted to such matters as accounting,
personnel records or supply for public information or public rela-
tions activities.
(3) Time of personnel whose work is devoted to publications
required by law, or those primarily for use within the Government.
(4) Answering of correspondence and inquiries from the public,




(5) Issviance of interpretations of reg\ilations, orders issued
under the Administrative Procedures Act, etc.
(6) Time of personnel at "open-house" presentations at military
installations, participating in parades, musical concerts and demon-
strations.
(7) Advertisements, exhibits, films, film strips or publications
relating to acquisition of government property, or recruitment or
employment of government personnel.
D. Direct expenditures for travel, materials and supplies, and other
purposes applicable to the activities indicated in Paragraph B, above, will
be included. Incidental expenses, such as use of equipment, transportation
of things (other than as specifically provided for in Section IV.B(/+)),
postage (other than penalty mail which is charged centrally), telephone
charges (other than long distance calls), stationery and office supplies,
or allocations of indirect expenses for the occupancy of space in military
installations are excluded.
E. The activities excluded under Section IV.C and D, above, do not
apply to the appropriation "Salaries and Expenses, Office of Public Infor-
mation, Department of Defense". In the case of the Office of Public Infor-
mation, OSD, all expenses incurred in the operations of that office are
subject to the limitation stated in Section 725 of Public Law 458, 83d
Congress,
V. AGCOUM'ING, CONTROL AND REPORTING PROCEDURES
A. The policies stated in reference (b) will apply for purposes of
accounting and control of public information and public relations activi-
ties.
B. Each department or office of the Department of Defense authorized
to expend funds for public information and public relations activities will
submit quarterly reports of obligations in duplicate to the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). The first report to be sub-
mitted under this Instruction will cover the quarter ending 31 March 1955«
These reports are to be submitted not later than the first day of the second
succeeding month following the end of the period reported and will show the
total amounts available to the respective department or office and the ciumi-
lative total obligations for the current fiscal year to date. Obligations
should be classified and reported by object of expenditure. It will not
be necessary to so classify the amount available. The reporting require-
ments of this Instruction are in addition to the reporting requirements of
reference (b).
VI. REPORT CONTROL SYI^BOL f
Report Control Symbol DD-Coinp(Q)188 has been assigned to the reporting
requireioent of this Instruction j Report Control Symbol DD-0C(Q)37 is can-
celled.
VII. HvyLEL'EI\rnNG regulations and INSTRUCTIONS
I
A. In addition to the requiroraents of Section \T!II, reference (b),
each military department and the Budget and Finance Division, Office of the
Secretary of Defense will be responsible for issuing departmental regula-
tions and/or special instructions to implement the provisions of this
Instruction for its department or office.
B. Four copies of such regulations or instructions -will be submitt
^
^t^
to the Office/ Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) -within thirty
days from date of this Instruction.
VIII. EFFECTIVE DATE
This Instruction is effective immediately.
HOTFt Enclosures 1 and 2 have been purposely oi&ltted.
2A July 1952
NUMBER 7220.1
Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT Regulations Governing the Use of Project Orders
Reference: Regulations Governing the Use of Project Orders Within
the Department of Defense (Project Order Regulations,
Issued 8 November 1950).
Enclosures: (l) Project Order, DD Form 411
(2) Status of Project Orders (Consolidated), Report
Control Symbol DD-OAP(M)l, DD Form IXl*
T. PimPOSE
These regulations prescribe -"jniform policies and procedures for
the intra- and inter-aiilitary departmental use of project orders,
and for project orders placed with other agencies of the Federal
C-ovemment,
TI. CAI^CBLLATION
Referenced regulations are cancelled and superseded by this
directive.
Til. AUTHGaiTY
A, Statutory authority for issuing project orders, and for
cross-disbursing in connection therewith, is contained in:
1. The Acts of June 5, 1920; July 1, 1922; June 2, 1937
(41 u.s.c. 23).
2, Sections 405 and 409, National Security Act of 1947,
as amended.
24 July 1952
B. Departments are authorized to enter into project order trans-
actions with each other and with other agencies of the Federal
Government, subject to the provisions contained in these regu-
lations, when it is determined to be in the best interests of
the Government.
IV. DEFINITIOHS
A. A project order is a specific, definite and certain order placed
under authority of the Acts of June 5, 1920 and July 1, 1922 (4I
U.S.C, 23) for the manufacture of materials, supplies and equip-
ment, or for other work or services, which, when placed with
Government-owned establishments, serves to obligate appropria-
tions in the same manner as orders or contracts placed with
commercial enterporises. All future orders within the meaning
of this definition and issued pursuant to these regulations shall
be termed "project orders."
B« The unqualified term "department" as used in these regulations
means one of the three military departments; it also includes
any component thereof,
C. The term "intra-departmental project orders" as used in these
regulations means those project orders issued and accepted by
components of the same military department.
D. The term "inter-departmental project orders" as used in these
regulations means those project orders issued by a COTiponent of
one military department and accepted by another military depart-
ment,
V. APPLICABILrrY
A* These regulations apply to all project orders issued to
Government-owned establishments within and outside the Depart-
ment of Defense, They also apply to subsidiary orders and
subcontracts placed pursuant to such project orders,
B, Project orders, or equivalent obligations, now in effect are
not abrogated by these regulations, but all new project orders,
or amendments to current project orders, shall conform to the




VI. BASIC PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE USE OF PROJECT ORDERS
A. Project orders sliall be specific, definite and certain both as to
the work encompassed by the order and the terms of the order
itself.
B, The work to be performed ijnder project orders shall commence
within a reasonable time after issue. As a aininiura requirement,
evidence must exist at the time of acceptance as to the intention
that work will begin without delay.
0, Project orders shall not be used to contravene some other pro-
visions of the law, or to accomplish by means of this device
what regiilations do not permit imder private contract,
D, Government-owned establishments which are recipients of project
orders must be substantially in a position to manufacture the
materisuLs, supplies and equipment, or equipped to render the work
or services ordered.
E, Project orders may not be issued for the sole purpose of con-
tinuing the availability of appropriations. Project orders
properly issued constitute a valid obligation of appropriations
in the same manner as provided for orders or contracts placed
with commercial enterprises,
F, Project orders are in the nature of cost-reimbursement type con-
tracts with commercial firme and, like such contracts, must serve
a bona fide need existing in the fiscal yesir in which issued;
otherwise, no valid obligation is accanplished. Due considera-
tion shall be given to necessary procurement lead time in estab-
lishing such need and to requirements for the replacement of
stocks issued diiring the current fiscal ye€ur.
G, Project orders, like commercial contracts, may contain special
provisions suid may be subsequently modified or amended in con-
formity with the principles relating to commercial contracts,
H. Recipients of project orders, upon default or failure to perform
work or deliver materials specified in the orders, shall be con-




such default on the appropriations involved, and the ordered
Daaterials or services may be procured othervise under the ar>pro-
priations thus obligated. Similarly, project orders may be
issued under appropriations obligated by contracts vdth outside
contractors where such contracts are terminated for default or
failure on part of the contractors to perform work or deliver
materials specified in the contracts. All of these project
orders may be issued subsequent to the period of availability
of the appropriations for obligation, but they shall be performed
within the period of availability for expenditure.
I. Subsidiary ordering (within the Government) and subcontracting
(with cormnercial concerns) under project orders is authorized,
provided such subsidieiry ordering and subcontracting is incident
to and is for use in carrying out the purpose of the project
order. In this connection, project orders must contemplate use
of personal services and facilities, on the part of the project
order recipient, substantially beyond those incident to contract
procurement. Expenditures incurred under such subsidiary orders
and subcontracts are chargeable to the project order, and to the
ajjpropriation obligated thereby.
J. Project orders issued under appropidations are subject to all.
limitations applicable to the appropriations from which they are
derived,
K. Project orders shall not be issued which cannot be fully financed
from current obligational authority, or which have the effect of
overobligating the obligational authority to which they are
chargeable. Project orders may be issued in part under contract
authorization(s)
,
provided the orders are programmed in such a
manner that the expenditures to be incurred thereunder shall not
exceed the cash appropriation(s) available to liquidate such
obligations or, in the case of Department of Defense working-
capital funds and project orders placed with Government agencies
outside the Department of Defense, shall not preclxade the ability
to reimburse the fund or agency when billed.
L. Each military department is responsible for controlling the





711. PURPOSES FOR MHICH PROJECT ORDERS MAI BE ISSUED
A. Project orders may be issued for the following purposes:
1. Manufacture, building, construction, fabrication, or assembly
of structures, equipment or other property.
2. Research and development projects.
3. Improvements to structures, equijanent or other property by
modification, alteration, renovation, conversion, overhaul
or restoration.
4,, Major repairs to and replacements of structures, equipment
or other property.
711 1 .PURPOSES FOR WHICH PROJECT ORDERS MAY NOT BE ISSUED
A. Project orders may not be issued for the follo\d.ng purposes:
1. Routine, recurring, day-to-day maintenance and operation of
activities, installations, plants, eqxiipment or grounds.
2. Education, training, subsistence, storage, welfare, trans-
portation, travel or communications where any of these
purposes are the primary object of the project order,
3. Any purpose \^ch violates any of the basic principles
established in these regulations.
IX. ORDERING PROCEDURES
A. Subject to other provisions of these regulations, project orders
may be placed with any Government-owned establishment within or
outside the Department of Defense. In order to enable com-
pliance with Section VI L, project orders placed with Department
of Defense establishments shall be routed through whatever
channels each department may prescribe. DD Form /tlT, (Enclosure 1)
shall be used to issue project orders. The issuance of a properly
executed project order constitutes authorization for the recipient
to proceed with the performance of the work ordered and to charge
or bill the appropriation or other accounts cited thereon. As a




1, The names and addresses of issuing department and performing
establishnent
.
2. The signature of the officer, or other authorized representa-
tive, controlling or having responsibility for the administra-
tion of the appropriation to be charged or billed certifying
that funds in the amount specified in the project order have
been obligated and are available to cover costs chargeable to
the project order, if the authorizing officer is other than
one having fiscal responsibility, the ordering department
must have on file, as support to the certificate, a vjritten
statement by such an officer substantiating the fiscal portion
of the certificate,
3« The work to be performed specified in detail on the order or
incorporated by reference in sufficient detedl to enable the
performing installation to proceed vdthout delay in cecrrying
out the work ordered.
4.. A paragraph reciting the authority of the project order actsj
viz,, "Acts of June 5, 1920 and July 1, 1922 (a U,S.C, 23)."
5. An assigned individual identifying number (project order
number) in conformity with the administrative practices of
the issuing department or component; a firm estimate of the
cost of the work to be performed; expiration date of project
order; delivery instructions; appropriation title and symbol
and all subsidiary accounting classifications chargeable for
the work ordered, including the object classification repre-
sentative of the end product ordered. Limitations, if any,
applicable to the appropriation or other accounts relevant to
the order shall be cited.
B, The commander of the performing establishment, or his authorized
representative, receiving the project order shall indicate his
acceptance thereof on one copy, which shall be returned promptly
to the issuing department. If the performing establishment is
unable to accept the project order, it shall return promptly the
original project order form to the ordering department with
appropriate explanation.
C. Sufficient copies of each project order shall be furnished to the





D. Subject to other provisions of these regulations, inilitary de-
partments may also issue project orders pursuant to Military
Inter-Departmental Purchase Requests received from other military
departments, or pursuant to siaileo* formal requests received from
components of tlw issuing department. Project orders so issued
.
shall cite the appropriations or other accoimts cited on the
originating purchase requests and shall be cross-referenced to
such requests. Sufficient copies of these project orders and
amendments thereto shall be furnished to the ordering department
in accordance vdth the requirements of that department. Upon
receipt of these documents, the ordering department shall
immediately obligate its appropriations or other accounts cited
on the project order or amendment, in the amoxmt Indicated in
the order unless such appropriations or accounts have already
been obligated. (See also Section X E)
.
X, ADMINISTRATION OF PROJECT ORDEglS
A. Amendments \diich increase the scope or value of a project order
may be made at any time during the period for which the appro-
priation obligated by the project order is available for further
obligation,
B, After the appropriation expires, an increase in the value of a
project order may be made, chargeable to the appropriation of the
fiscal year obligated by the project order, provided there is no
increase in the scope of the work encompassed by the order. Sub-
sequent to the expiration of the appropriaticai obligated by the
order, amendments which serve to extend the scope of project order
work must be financed ftom appropriations then current.
C, DD Form 411 (Enclosure 1) shall be used to accomplish all basic
or formal project order amendments and this form shall be promi-
nently marked "AMENDMENT." Each amendment shall be numbered
consecutively and contain reference to the project order being
amended. Where the amendment is not basic and involves only a
relatively minor change, such as changes in delivery, shipping,
packaging, or marking instructions, a formal amendment is not
required.
D. Vihenever the performing department determines it to be necessary,
a project order may be transferred from the establishment which




provided such establishment is in a position to raanufacture
the materials, supplies end equipment, or is equipped to render
the work or services required by the order • All project order
transfers shall be coordinated with the ordering department,
£• Where necessary, the performing department may amend those
project orders issued pursuant to Section IX D, without pricar
approval of the ordering department, provided they do not in-
crease the quantity of the items originally ordered or exceed
the total dollar amount of funds made available f ocr such items
by the ordering department,
n. FINANCING HIOCEDURES
A. As a general principle, project orders shall be financed upon
the basis of a citation of appropriations or other accounts;
however, project orders issued to establishments operating
under working-capital funds, or to establishments of Government
agencies outside the Department of Defense, shall be financed
initially by charges to such funds, or appropriations of the
performing agency, with reimbursement thereto from the appro-
priations or other accounts cited in the orders,
B. Project orders shall be used without requiring working-fund
advances in all instances, whether the work or services are
ordered from an establishment within the Department of Defense
or from another Government agency; however, progress payments
may be made as provided herein. (See Comptroller General's
letter B-95760, dated 27 June 1950.)
C, The ordering department shall be responsible for reserving and
providing sufficient funds to finance the project order,
D, The performing department or agency is authorized to incur obli-
gations and expenditures within the amount cited on the project
order and amendments thereto during the life of the project
order and is responsible for insuring that such obligations and
expendit\xres do not exceed the authorized amount,
HI. PRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINATION OF CHARGES
A. As a general principle, subject to B, C, and D, below, project
orders placed with establishments within the Department of Defense
may be charged for direct labor, direct material and overhead




specified therein, but may not be charged vdth the cost of those
items for which expenditures are not made by the performing
establishment. (The term "performing establishment" as used in
the preceding sentence includes those Department of Defense
establishments to which a portion of the project order work has
been subcontracted.)
B. Charges to project orders made by Department of Defense estab-
lishments operating an industrial-type cost accoimting system
shall be computed in a manner similar to all other charges de-
veloped from such cost accounting system; provided, that per-
forming establishments financed by industrial funds shall
compute charges to project orders in accordance with regulations
issued by the Ccanptroller of the Department of Defense (see
regulations covering the operation of -working-capital fimds for
industrial- and comiriercial-type establishments (Industrial Funds));
and provided further, that in no case will an establishment of the
Department of Defense, operating an industrial-type cost accounting
system (whether or not it is financed by an industrial fund) , in-
clude in charges to project orders any elements of cost not author-
ized by the above-cited regulations.
C. Where the performing establishment is within the Department of
Defense and is not operating under an industrial-type cost
accounting system, charges to intra-departmental project orders
may be made in accordance with established policy and, in the
case of inter-departmental project orders, pursuant to agree-
ments negotiated prior to placement of such orders; provided,
such policy and agreements do not permit the inclusion of any
elements of cost not authorized by the regulations cited above.
D. Project orders may not be charged for the cost of capital
machinery or equipment to be used in the performance of work,
except that they may be charged for the cost of special machinery
or equipment acquired specifically for use on a single project
order; provided, such charges are specifically approved in ad-
V€tnce by the ordering department and this approval is incor-
porated into the terms of the project order agreement or amend-
ments thereto. Where this is the case, the approved charges
shall be segregated from other charges and shown as separate




E. Charges to Department of Defense project orders made by perform-
ing establishments of Federal agencies outside the Department of
Defense will be made pursuant to agreements negotiated prior to
placement of the orders with those agencies* (The term "perform-
ing establishments" as used in the preceding sentence includes
those Government-owned establishments to which a portion of the
project order work has been subcontracted.)
XIII. ACCOUM'ING AND REPORTING PROCEDURES
A. Accounting and reporting procedures applicable to project orders,
whether issued within or among military departments, or to
Government-owned establishments of other Federal agencies, shall
provide for the obligation of appropriations or other accounts
at the time the project order is issued. Accounting for all
charges to project orders shall be a responsibility of the per-
forming department or agency, including periodic reporting to
the issuing department of expenditures incurred in connection
with work performed.
B. The department having responsibility for the administration of
the appropriations or other accounts to be charged shall record
project orders and amendments thereto as obligations in the same
manner as, and in accordance with the same principles governing,
contracts with commercial enterprises; except where project
orders are issued against special credits established in a De-
partment of Defense industrial fund for the free withdrawal of
goods or services. Project orders issued against special credits
shall not be treated as obligations against appropriations for
the purpose of determining available balances (see subparagraph
5(1) of regulations, dated 13 July 1950, covering the operation
of working-capital funds for industrial- and commercial-type
establishments of the Department of Defense (industrial Funds)),
C. The performing department shall maintain current and complete
files of all basic documents supporting charges made to project
orders of the issuing department. These documents shall be
available for inspection by the issuing department or for audit.
D. Although accounting and reporting procedxrres applicable to project
orders are not uniform in all circumstances, the principles under-





1, intra- and inter-departmental project orders are placed vdth
Department of Defense establishments operating under working-
capital funds;
2, intra-departmental project orders are placed vdth Department
of Defense establishments operating under an appropriation
accounting system;
3, inter-departmental project orders are placed vdth Department
of Defense establishments operating under an appropriation
accounting system;
4.. project orders are placed with Government-owned establishments
of Federal agencies outside the Department of Defense.
E. Intra- and Inter-departmental Project Orders Placed vdth Demrtment
of Defense Establishments Operating Ifader Working-Capital i^linds.
1. Accoimting procedures to be followed by establishments operat-
ing under working-capital funds shall be in accordance vdth
regulations established by the Secretary of Defense.
2. The ordering department shall, when billed, reimburse the
funds with the use of Standard Form 1080,
3. Periodic reports shall be submitted to the department issuing
the project order, if required by that department. These
reports shall include, for each project order, estimated costs
incurred to date and an Indication of the physical progress
made on the work ordered.
F. Intra-departmental Project Orders Placed with Department of
Defense Establishments Operating Under an Appropriation Account-
JBfi Sygtep.
Inasmuch as the accounting and reporting procedure of the three
military departments are not uniform, these existing procedures
may be continued, in the case of intra-departmental project orders,
to the extent they eu:e not in conflict with the provisions of





G. Inter-d.epartmental Froiect Orders Placed vdth DeT)artment of
Defense Establishments Operating Under an Appropriation Account
ing System .
1. Section 409 of the National Security Act of 1947, as amended,
authorizes cross-disbursing between departments of the De-
partment of Defense,
2. Where direct purchases of supplies, eq\iipment or services are
required to fill the order, the cost of such items may be
charged directly to the appropriation or other accounts cited
on the project order, and the disbursing officer of the per-
forming department may make payment for such purchases through
utilization of cross-disbursing procedures. For purposes of
these regulations, "Direct purchases of supplies" shall be
construed to include acquisition of supplies from stock when
such stock is the inventory of a revolving fund established
pursuant to law. Copies of the paid vouchers shall be for-
warded directly to the ordering department.
3. All other expenses chargeable to the project order, such as
labor, materials from stock, overhead, etc., which have been
paid out of appropriations or accounts of the performing de-
partment, shall be reimbursed without transfer of cash by the
use of a Standard Form 1080 prepared periodically by the per-
forming department. The latter department is authorized to
execute both the "certificate of billing office" and the
"certificate of office billed" and the voucher shall bear the
notation "NO CHECK TO BE DRAWN." When the Standard Form 1080
represents the final transaction, it shall be designated as
"FINAL." This document shall, in slLI cases, be transmitted
with the regular accounts of the disbursing officer for
support of adjustments between the applicable account of
advances and appropriations. Also, copies of these documents
shall be forwarded directly to the ordering department.
4. All vouchers, purchase orders, executed contracts and similar
documents involving payments chargeable directly to funds
cited on project orders shall reflect the project order
number, and the complete accounting classifications cited on
the related project order. In addition to copies vrfiich




of each disbursement, adjustment or collection voucher shall
he transmitted by the disbursing officer to the establishment
of the performing department designated to maintain the de-
tailed financial records applicable to the project order.
5. All vouchers and similar documents involving cross-payments
on project orders shall contain the follovdng marking made
by mbber stamp or bold-face type:
"CRCSS-DISBURSING FCR *
(* Name of department for \Aich transaction is made.)
Such extra copies of these documents as are needed to meet
the accounting requirements of the performing and ordering
departments shall be transmitted vdth the regular accounts
of disb-ursing officers making cross-payments.
6. The performing establishment shall render to the ordering
department, if required by that department, a consolidated
monthly status report under Report Control Symbol DD-0AP(M)1,
on DD Form 4-12 (Enclosure 2) covering each project order
placed vdth that establishment by the ordering department.
This report idll show: (a) the project order number, (b) the
total authorized amount of the project order, (c) cumulative
obligations to date, (d) cumulative disbursements to date
and (e) the estimated percentage of physical completion of
the project order,
7. When the work under a project order is physically completed
and all known financial transactions are recorded, the proj-
ect order shall be designated as "FnTAL" in the consolidated
monthly status report, and the ordering department shall
adjust its obligation records accordingly vrlthout issuing a
project order amendment. Any such adjustment will be in
amount of the unobligated amount shown in the report.
8. If the ordering department does not require the performing
establishment to render a consolidated monthly status report,




after the project order work is physically completed hxA all
known financial transactions are recorded, a stateaient sum-
marizing all charges made to such project orders.
H. Pro.iect Orders Placed with Government-owned Estctblishments of
Federal Agencies Outside the Department of Defense .
1. The ordering department shall, when billed, reimburse the
agency. Wherever a long period of time is required in the
performance of a project order, periodic progress payments,
not in excess of the costs incurred, may be made in a manner
similar to those Biade under commercial contracts.
2. Such reports as are required by the ordering department may
be obtained from the performing establishment. In the
interests of uniformity, it is reccmmended that DD Form 412
be used for this purpose.
IIV. INTERNAL AUDITING
HaMMB-
Military departments shall extend the scope of their internal audit to
include project order systems and shall periodically make test checks
of project order transactions to assure compliance with the provisions
of these regulations, and also to assure that the safeguards provided
in the system are actually in operation and are adequate.
X7. EFFECTIVE DATE
This directive is effective immediately.
XVI. IMPLEMENTATION
These regulations shall be implemented in each military department pria
to 30 August 1952 to become effective no later than 30 September 1952.
Copies of implementing instructions shall be furnished to the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
W. J. McNeil






(See reverse side for inst ruct ions in issuing project order)
ORDERING DEPARTMENT OR COMPONENT
ME ADDRESS









DESCRIPTION OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONS (if additional space is required, use Supplemental
ta Section on reverse side hereof or attach addit ional sheets)
ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION




OBJECT STATION NUMBER AMOUNT
II CERTIFY THAT THIS ORDER IS PLACED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE ACTS OF JUNE 5, 1920 AND JULY 1, 1922(<1 USC 23)
\N0 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROJECT ORDER REGULATIONS. WORK TO BE PERFORMED AND MATERIAL TO BE PROCURED PURSUANT TO TH^S ORDER
ARE PROPERLY CHARGEABLE TO THE APPROPRIATION OR OTHER ACCOUNTS INDICATED ABOVE UNTIL. ., THE EXPIRATION
\ DtY • MONTH . YEAR
!|TATE OF THIS PROJECT ORDER. FUNDS IN THE AMOUNT INDICATED ABOVE HAVE BEEN OBLIGATED ON RECORDS OF ORDERING DEPARTMENT.
I^i^ AND TITLE OF AUTHORIZING OFFICER S I6NATURE
31' THE ABOVE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE SATISFACTORY AND ARE ACCEPTED-
*] ACCEPTED NAME AND TITLE OF ACCEPTING OFFICER
ij 1 JUL ^2 «4 I I
S IGNATURE
EDITION OF 1 NOV 50 MAY BE USED- Enclosure (II
INSTRUCTIONS
This form is intended for use by military depart-
ments in placing project orders with Government-
owned establishments within and outside the Depart-
ment of Defense.
ITEM 1 - Date of project order or amendment.
ITEM 2 - Name and address of ordering department
or component.
ITEM 3 - Number assigned to project order by issu-
ing department or component for control purposes.
ITEM 4 - Number assigned toproject order amendment
by issuing department or component for control pur-
poses. Formal amendments shall be numbered con-
secutively.
ITEM 5 - Name, address, and station number of per-
forming establishment.
ITEM 6 - Instructions for place, date and method
of delivery, i
f
applicable. Where additional space
is required for these instructions, use Supple-
mental Data Section.
ITEM 7 - Full description of the work ordered
(this may be incorporated by reference) and such
Other instructions as conditions of inspections;
shipping, packing and marking instructions; etc.
Use Supplemental Data Section or attach additional
sheets, if necessary. Limitations, if any, appli-
cable to the appropriation or other accounts re-
levant to this order are shown in the Supplement
Data Section below.
ITEM 8 - Insert in these spaces the complete a
counting classifications chargeable and the amou
obligated by the ordering department or compone
for the work ordered (the block entitled "Alio
ment" is to be used only when the ordering depar
ment is actually citing an allotment account).
ITEM 9 - Insert in the spaces provided,
tion date of the project order; the
and signature of officer, or his autho
sentative, controlling or having re
for the administration of the funds
project order or amendment. If authori
is other than one having fiscal res
the ordering department must have on f
port to the certificate, a written
such an officer substantiating the fi











ITEM 10 - The performing establishment shall ind
cate acceptance in this space. Duplicate, beari
acceptance date, name, title and signature of a
cepting officer shall be returned to the issni
department or component. If the performing esta
lishment is unable to accept the project order,
shall return promptly the original project ord
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Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT Report, "Summary Analysis of Reimbursement Collections
by Activity and/or Project" (DD-OC(M)89)
Reference: Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) Memorandum
to Budget Officers of I'tllitary Departments, 9 Noveiaber
1950.
I. AUTHCRITY
Pursiiant to the provisions of Section A2 of Budget-Treasury
Regulation No. 1, Revised, the Bizreau of the Budget has requested
that the Department of Defense adopt a uniform report on reimburse-
ments collected as a recurring subsidiary report below the appro-
priation level to support the monthly "Report on Status of Appro-
priation Accounts, " Standard Form 133.
II. PtJRPOSE
The purpose of this directive is to establish a standard
recurring report on reimbursements collected in a manner consistent
with the provisions of Department of Defense Directive 7250,3 of
3 Peuruary 1953, "Analysis of Appropriation Status by Activity
and/or Project" (DD-X(M)79, ID Form 690).
III. CANCELLATION
Above referenced memorandum is cancelled by this directive.
IV. APPLICABILITY
The provisions of this directive shall apply to all appro-
priations for military and civil functions of the military depart-
ments and the offices of the Department of Defense which are re-
ported on Standard Form 133 except trust funds, Economy Act working
funds, management f\aids, deposit funds, and allocated funds. The
foregoing excepted accounts will not be reported unless specifically
requested by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Con5)troiler). Most
of these excepted accounts have been made the subject of separate
reporting requirements and directives.
V. REPCRTS ON "ANALYSIS OF REI:<BlJRSEt^iEI?i'S COU.BC'iED BY ACTiVlTY AM)/CR
PROJECT"
A. A report shall be prepared monthly in accordance with the attached
format and instructiona, toy military departments and offices of the Depart-
ment of Defense on each account (except those specifically exempted in Section
IV above and those accoimts having no subdivisions). The report should be ar-
ranged in tne same page order as the Standard Form 133 which it supports.
B. The report is to be con5)iied on the basis of the accounting records
of the agencies, or be susceptible of ready reconciliation tlierewith.
C. Reporting on reimbui'sements collected in the various accounts shall
be restricted to current fiscal year activity.
D. For those accounts not required to be reported under Departroent
of Defense Directive 7250.3, classifications below the appropriation level
shall be Iji accordemce with the applicaliLe fiscal codes as published by the
military departments,
E. Since this is only a summary of detailed records maintained in
each of the departments, there is no intent to limit or change the use of
other codes to identify reimbursements.
F. Niimber of Copies
One copy of the report shall be submitted directly to the Bureau
of the Budget, aiid one copy shaU. be submitted directly to the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)—(Attention, Fiscal Analysis
Branch)
.
G. When to be Submitted
The report shall be submitted not later than tnirty-five calendar
days following the close of the period covered by the report. The initial
report will be for the month ending 31 J"uly 1953.





INSIRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION CF
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF REH-IBURSEMENTS COLLECTED BY ACTIVITY AND/CR PROJECT
The following instructions are applicable to the format on the reverse side:
CQLUMM 1 - ACTIVITY AND/CR EROJECT
Classification by budget activity, program, project or other subdivision
shall be the same as that required for DD Form 690 (DoD Directive 7250.3 of
3 Feb 1953) for \mexpired and ea^ired general (direct) appropriations. For
specisLl, working capital (revolving) and replacing accounts, the classifica-
tion shall be in accordance with applicable fiscal codes of the military
departments.
COLUMN 2 - COLLECTIONS IN CURRENT FISCAL YEAR
Enter in this column the amount of reimbursements collected, by appro-
priate classifications, ftom the beginning of the current fiscal year to the
end of the reporting period. The total of Column 2 will be the same as re-
ported on line ^A of Standard Form 133.
COLUMN 3-8 - SOURCE OF COLLECTIONS
Enter in each of these columns, by appropriate classifications, that
portion of the total reimbxarsements collected in the current fiscal year as
reported in Colisma 2 which were received from funds of the agencies listed:
Columns (3) Array, (4.) Navy, (5) Air Force, (6) Mutual Defense Assistance
Program, (7) Non-Federal sources, such as collections for sales of meals and
commissary items to civilians, military peijsonnel, etc., and (8) all other
Government agencies. The code numbers listed under each of the agency
columns refer to those codes employed by the Treasury Department in its as-



































Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT Report, "Analysis of Appropriation Status by Activity
and/or Project" (DD-OC(M)79, DD Form 690)
Reference: MemoraMun dated 18 July 1952 trctt Assistant Secretary
of Defense W. J. McNeil to Secretaries of the Military
Departments
I. APTHQRnT
Pursuant to tbe provisions of Section ^42 of Budget-Treasury
Regulation No, 1, Revised^ the Bureau of the Budget has requested
that the Department of Defense adopt a uniform report to be used by
Bilitary departments and offices of the Department of Defense as a
recurring subsidiary report of transactions below the appropriation
level to support the monthly "Report on Status of Appropriation
Accounts,** Standard Fcaem 133,
II. FDRPOSE
The purpose of this directive is to establish a standard and
consistent pattern for subsidiary reports of "Approjnriation Status
by Activity and/or Project." The trend toward fewer appropriations,
greater ntoabers of activities, projects and sub-projects, and much
larger amounts in tbe individual programs makes it important that
subsidiary reporting of Department of Defense appropriation accounts
be on a more adequate basis.
III. CANCELLATION
Above referenced memoranduD is cancelled by this directive.
IV. APPLICABILITY
The provisions of this directive shall apply to all appropria-
tions for military and civil functions of the military departments
and the offices of the Department of Defense vhieh are reported on
Standard Form 133 except trust funds, working funds, working capital
f\mds, manageraent funds, deposit funds and allocated funds (as defined in .
Budget-Treasuiy Regiilation No. 1), The foregoing excepted accounts will
not be reported unless specifically requested by the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller),
V. REPORT ON "ANALYSIS OF APHlOPFlIATION STATUS BY ACTIVITY AM)/CR
PROJECT"
A. A report shall be prepared monthly on DD Form 69O (See Attach-
ment a) by military departments and offices of the Department of Defense
on each unexpired and expired account (except those specifically exempted
in Section IV above and those accounts having no subdivisions). The
reports shall be arranged in the same order as the Standard Form 133
which they support.
B. The reports are to be compiled on the basis of the accounting
records of the agencies, or be susceptible of ready reconciliation therewith.
G, In instances where the report is prepared mechanically and
DD Form 69O is not adaptable to the particular machine to be used, a sub-
stitute form containing the same information may be prepared aft'^r approval
by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
D. DD Form 69O has been designed for reporting unexpired and
expired appropriation and fund accounts. Hoirever, information contained
in the reports shall be restricted to current fiscal year activity only.
Reports of expired appropriations made on a cumulative basis frosi the
inception of the appropriation are not acceptable under this directive,
E. During fiscal year 1954. and thereafter accounting and report-
ing for payments and obligation adjustments, under nrultiple-year and
no-year appropriations, are required separately by fiscal year programs
unless specifically exempted by the Office of the Assistant Secretairy of
Defense (Comptroller).
F. Number of Copies
The original and first duplicate of the report (DD Form 69O)
shall be submitted directly to the Bureau of the Budget. In addition,
three copies shall be submitted directly to the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
G. When to be Submitted
The report shall be submitted monthly unless the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) advises the agency concerned that the
report for specific accounts may be submitted on a quarterly basis. The
report shall be submitted not later than thirty calendar days follovdng
the close of the period covered by the report. The initial report will
be for the month ending 31 Janviary 1953,
3 Feb 53
7250.3
H. The report shall be transmitted by a covering letter which
shall be signed by an officer duly authorized by the head of the depart-
jnent or office.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF OD FORM 690
(ANALYSIS OF APPROPRIATION STATUS BY ACTIVITY AND/OR PROJECT)
COLUMN 1 - ACTIVITY AND/OR PROJECT
(a) Unexpired accounts - Each account shall be sub-
ided by budget activity, program, project or on such
er basis as will be determined by the Office of the
Lstant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and the Bureau
the Budget after consultation with the reporting agency,
tiple-year and no-year appropriations may be required
)e reported by program year. Such program years, budget
jrams, activities, projects, orother subdivisions there-
will be listed in Column 1 of DD Form 690. If all funds
Liable under the appropriation account are not so dis-
)uted, descriptive titles of the balances of funds will
) be included in this column; they may be described as
Iget reserves", "administrative reserves", "undistrib-
1 balances", etc.
(b) Expired accounts - The classifications for expired
)unts ordinarily will be in accordance with applicable
;al codes.
COLUMN 2 - ANNUAL PROGRAM AND/OR UNOBLIGATED BALANCES
(a) Unexpired accounts - Enter in Column 2 the distri-
on of the amount available for obligation. The total
Lhe amounts entered in this column shall be the same as
m on lines 6 and 12 of Standard Form 133. The differ-
; between the amounts distributed and the total will be
m as "budget reserves", "administrative reserves", "un-
;ributed balances", etc.
( b) Expired accounts - Only the total line will be
I for reporting expired accounts unless the detail for
;ific accounts is requested by the Office of the Assist-
Secretary of Defense (comptroller).
COLUMN 3 - FUNDS APPORTIONED AND AVAILABLE FOR OBLIGA-
TION TO END OF CURRENT QUARTER
(a) Unexpired accounts - Enter the distri bution of the
il apportionments available to the end of the current
ter as reported on lines 9 and lOA of Standard Form 133.
;ribution of funds apportioned and available for obliga-
I will be made from the allocation or allotment reports.
difference between the amount distributed and the total
irtionments to the end of the current quarter will be
irted as unallocated or unallotted apportionments, which-
• the case may be.
(b) Expired accounts - This column will not be used
eporting expired accounts.
4. COLUMN 4 - OBLIGATIONS INCURRED IN CURRENT FISCAl
(a) Unexpired accounts - Enter the amount of ob'
tions, by appropriate classifications, incurred froi
beginning of the current fiscal year to the end of tb(
porting period. In the case of multiple-year and co-
appropriations, all i djuStments, either increasing oi
creasing prior year unliquidated obligations will b.j
ported in this column opposite the corresponding amoua'
ported in Column 5, "Unpaid Obligations as of 1 July",
total of Column 4 will be the same as reported on 1
of Standard Form 133.
( b) Expired accounts - Enter all adjustments madel
ing the current year which either increases or decrt
1
prior year unlijuidated obligations.. The total of'
column will be the same as reported on line 9 of Stai
Form 133.
5. COLUMN 5 - UNPAID OBLIGATIONS AS OF 1 JULY
(a) Unexpii'ed one-year accounts - This column wiL
be used in reporting unexpired one-year accounts.
(b) Unexpired multiple-year and no-year accoants,
expired one-year and multiple-year accounts - The ami
reported in this column shall be a distribution, by apj
classification, of the amount of unpaid obligations b\
forward from the pribr year, as reporf^d on line If
Standard Form 133, and shall remain the same on all rej
submitted during the year. All adjustments to prior
unpaid obligations will be reported in Column 4.
6. COLUMN 6 - PAYMENTS DURING CURRENT FISCAL YEAR
Enter the amount of payments (net of refund* ot
distributed by appropriate classification, made fron
beginning of the current fiscal year to the end of the
porting period. The total of this column will be the
as reported on line 14 of Standard Form 133.
7. COLUMN 7 - UNPAID OBLIGATIONS END OF PERIOD
j
Enter in this column the result of Column 4 plus M
5 minus Column 6. The total of this column will b^
same as reported on line 13C of Standard Form 133.
8. COLUMN 8 - UNOBLIGATED
Report in this column the difference between the amo.
shown in Column 3 and Column 4. The total of this co|
will be the same as reported on line lOA of Standard!
133. In the case of expired accounts, this column wilj





DATE 11 August 19$U
Department of Defense Instruction
Monthly Report on Status of Funds by Budget Category
(DD-CoTnp(M>171)
(a) Depsirtment of Defense Directive 7250. U, "i-Ionthly Report
on Status of Funds by Budget Category, " (DD-OC(M)lOO)
Dated 31 August 1953
I. PURPOSE
This instruction revises and continues the monthly report on the
status of funds available for obligation and expenditure distributed by
budget categories.
II. DEFIlfCTIQN
A. The term "budget category" as used herein means those cate-
gories as given in the Department of Defense Budget Category Definitions,
as revised and effective 1 July 1953.
B. The terms "budget activity and/or project" as used herein
mean the same as defined and currently in use in the fiscal codes of the
military departments, and as referred to in Department of Defense Direc-
tive 7250.3, Report, "Analysis of Appropriation Status by Activity and/or
Project," (DD-OC(M)79, DD Form 690), 3 February 1953.
III. SUPERSESSION
This instruction supersedes reference (a).
IV. APPLICABILITY
The provisions of this instruction shall apply to all appropriations
for militai'^ functions and to funds allocated (transferred) for the mutual
defense assistance programs, but will exclude trust funds, Econoi^y Act
working funds, and deposit funds (as defined in Budget Treasury Regulation
No. 1), The foregoing excepted accounts will not be reported unless
specifically requested by the Assistant Secretary of Defease (Comptroller).
V. REPORT ON "MONTHLY STATUS OF FUNDS BY BUDGET CATEGORY "
A. A report shall be prepared monthly on DD Form 736 (see attach-
ments) by military departments and Office of the Secretai^y- of Defense of
the Department of Defense in accordance with the detailed instructions for
its preparatLonj such monthly report will provide separate sheets for MDAP
funds from those for regular militaiy functions.
B. The report is to be compiled on the basis of the accounting
records of the agencies, and shall represent the classification of budget
activities and/or projects by budget categor^^ in accordance with the con-
version code contained in the Appendices.
C. The conversion of the fiscal codes of the military departments
and offices of the Department of Defense to the budget category' definitions,
as contained in the Appendices, is based on the fiscal year 1955 fiscal
codes (as published in knny SR-35-210-55 and SR-35-213-1, Navy Comptroller
Manual, Volume 2, and Air Force Manual 172-1).
D. The conversion tables do not list all of the budget activities
and lover sub-divisions of each appropriation given in the fiscal codes,
but are restricted to that level of a sub-division which may be classified
in its entirety within the first sub-category of a major budget category
(i.e., within the sub-category designated by a capital letter. A, B, C,
etc.). Where necessary, exceptions to this rule of conversion are indi-
cated. It is recognized that, because of differences in the scope and
content of the budget activities and/or projects among the military
departments, the conversion tables do not represent an exact classifica-
tion by budget category, but the tables are intended to effect as nearly
as practicable such a classification without imposing onerous clerical
burdens in reporting.
E. Any revision to these conversion tables must be approved by
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) - attention. Fiscal
Analysis Branch.
F. Status of Funds Available for Qbligation, Section 1 . The
section of the report on the funds available for obligation, obligations
incurred, and unobligated balances shall be confined to current general
(direct) appropriations only, and will not include expired general (direct)
appropriations nor special, working capital and working funds, etc.
G. Status of Funds Available for Expenditure, Section 2 . The
section of the report on funds available for expenditure, expenditures and
unexpended balances, as well as unpaid obligations, shall include all ac-
counts as defined in Section IV, i^ch are available for expenditure during
a fiscal year.
H. Reimbursements, Treatment of « For Section 1 on the status of
funds available for obligation, no adjustment shall be made to exclude
reinibursable operations j however, for Section 2 of the report on the status
of funds available for expenditure, adjustments are to be made to exclude




I. Number of Copies . One copy of each monthly report shall be
submitted to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) - attention.
Fiscal Analysis Branch - who vrill prepare and publish a summary thereof
for the Departr.ient of Defense.
J, When to Pe Submitted . . The report shall be submitted not later
than thirty-five calendar days following the close of the month covered by
the report, so as to synchronize with the reporting date for the DD Form
690 (DoD Directive 7250.3), or its equivalent for IIDAP funds.
K. In instances where the report is prepared mechanically and the
DD Form is not adaptable to the particular machine to be used, a substitute
form containing the same information may be prepared.
VI. EFFECTIVE DATE
These revised instructions will be applicable to the report for the
month ending 31 July 195U.
VII. RLPCRT COOTROL STi-iBOL
Report Control Symbol DD-Comp(M)171 has been assigned to this report-
ing requirement. Report Control Symbol DD-OC(M)lOO is cancelled.






INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREP/iRAnON OF DP FORM 736, SECTION 1
(Monthly Report on Status of Funds by Budget Category - Obligations)
COLUMN 1 - BUDGET CATEGORY AND SUB-CATEGORY
(a) As defined in Department of Defense Budget Category Definitions,
1 July 1953.
(b) Since the status of funds available for obligation is restricted
to current general (direct) appropriations, budget category VIII, working
capital (revolving) funds have been omitted from this fonn,
(c) "Undistributed" line includes those amounts not distributed by
any sub-category because such funds have not yet been programmed (i.e.,
budgetary reserves (legal and administrative), etc.).
(d) "Memorandum - Operation aid Maintenance Procurement" lines refer
to those specifically selected types of procurement not included \inder
Major Procurement and Production but ordinarily procured vdth operation and
maintenance funds, and which are included in the amounts reported under
applicable sub-categorj es of II - Operation and Maintenance. By identifying
these procurement items, in total, it will render possible the answer to
many inquiries received by the Department of Defense for rough measures of
total procurement
CQLl'MN 2 -ANNUAL PROGRAM ANP/OR UNOBLIGATED BALANCES
Enter in this column the distribution of the amount available for
obligation as "planned" or "programmed" for the fiscal year. The total of
the amounts entered in this column shall be the same as shown on the total
line of column 2 of DD Form 690 for \inexpired accounts or the amount allocated
for i^lDAP (equivalent to column 2 of DD Form 690), and on lines 6 and 12 of
Standard Form 133. The difference between the amounts distributed by budget
category and the total will be shown as "\indistributed."
COLUMNS 3 AIvTD It - OBLIGATIONS INCURRED IN CURRENT FISCAL YEAR
(a) Enter in column 3 the amount of obligations, by appropriate cate-
gory, incurred during the reported month.
(b) Enter in column k the amount of obligations, by appropraate cate-
gory, incurred from the beginning of the current fiscal year to the end of
the reporting period. The total of column h will be the same as the total
reported in column h of DD Form 690 (or equivalent for MDAP) and the same as
reported on line 9 of Standard Fom 133. Note that the data for MDAP will
be confined to the current fiscal year, instead of cumulative since JY 1950.
COLUMN 5 - UNOBLIGATED BALANCE
Report in tMs column the difference between the amotints shown in
column 2 and column k»

MONTHLY REPORT ON STATUS OF FUNDS BY BUDGET CATEGORY
SECTION 1 -STATUS OF FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR OBLIGATION
(This section is limited to Current General Accoun t a )
DEPARTMENT REPORT CONTROL SYMBOL
FISCAL YEAR MONTH ENDING
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)














1 - MILITARY PERSOKMEL COSTS - TOTAL
A. PAY AND ALLOWANCES
P. SUBSISTENCE
C. INDIVIDUAL CLOTHING
D. TRANSPORTATION - PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION
E. OTHER MILITARY PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES
II - OPERATIONS AMD MAINTENANCE - TOTAL
A. TROOPS AND FACILITIES
B. AIRCRAFT AND FACILITIES
C. SHIPS AND FACILITIES
0. MEDICAL CARE
E. SUPPLY SYSTEMS
F. SERVICE-WIDE FACILITIES AND SERVICES
G. RECRUITING AND TRAINING
H. INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION
III - MAJOR PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION - TOTAL
A. AIRCRAFT







1. ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS
J. PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
K. OTHER MAJOR PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION
IV - MILITARY PUPLIC WORKS - TOTAL
A. CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
B. OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES 1
C. MASTER PLANNING
V - RESERVE COMPONENTS - TOTAL
A. MILITARY PERSONNEL COSTS
B. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
C. MAJOR PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION 1
0. MILITARY PUBLIC WORKS
VI - RESEARCH AKD DEVELOPMENT - TOTAL
A. DIRECT COSTS
B. INDIRECT COSTS
VII - DOD ESTAPLISHMEKT-WIDE ACTIVITIES - TOTAL
A. RETIRED PAY





MEMORANDUM - OPER. i MAIHT. PROCUREMENT - TOTAL
1. PETROLEUM, OIL AND LUBRICANTS
2. MAINTENANCE SPARES AND SPARE PARTS
3. ORGANIZATIONAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
DD FORM1 AUG '>3736 REPLACES 00 FORM 4U0,WH ICM IS OBSOLETE. 1 AUG ?2,

7250.1i (Att. 2)U Aug Sk
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF DP FORM 736-1, SECTION 2
(Monthly Report on Status of Funds by Budget Category - Expenditures)
COLUMN 1 - BUDGET CATEGORY AND SUB-CATEGORY
(a) As defined in Department of Defense Budget Category Definitions,
1 July 19$3.
(b) This Section 2, status of funds available for expenditure, covers
all funds (unexpired and expired) except trust, Econoiqy Act voxicLng, and
deposit funds.
(c) "Undistributed" line includes those amounts not distributed by
any sub-categoxy because such funds have not yet been programned (i.e.,
budgetaiy reserves (legal azKi adninistrative), etc.), and, in addition,
unobligated balances of expired accounts*
(d) ''Memorandum * Operation and Maintenance Procurement" lines refer
to those specifically selected types of procurement not included under Major
Procurement and Production but ordinarily proctired with operation and main-
tenance funds, and vhich are included in the amounts reported under applic-
able sub-categories of II - Operation and Maintenance. 3y identifying these
procurement items, in total, it viU render possible the answer to many
inquiries received by the Department of Defense for rough measures of total
procurement.
(e) Since the conversion tables contained in the Appendices cover
only the accounts as reported in the fiscal year 19^5 published fiscal codes,
it will be necessaiy for completion of this expenditure Section 2 to utilize
the conversion codes to prior year appropriations, budget activities and/or
projects as are i^plicable and as were developed in connection with reports
for fiscal years prior to 1955 (reference (a)). Such conversion codes among
the budget activities and/or projects ^ould be applied consistently with
the conversion tables in the Appendices.
COLUMN 2 - AVAILABLE FOR EXPENDITURE
Enter in this column the distribution of the amount available for
expenditure for the fiscal year. This amount will not be the same as the
amount "programmed" or available for obligation in section 1 of DD Fozn 736,
bat, in addition to the amounts programmed for obligation in the current
general accounts, the amount available for expenditure will Include the
'hinliquidated balances" from prior year funds (unexpired and expired) - i.e.,
column 2, "annual program and/or unobligated balances," for unexpired ac-
counts, plus column 5, "unpaid obligations as of 1 July," for expired and
unexpired accounts, plus or minus obligational adjustments in coliuon k for
expired accounts, as reported on DD Form 690; the amount available for
expenditure under MDAP will be determined on an eqviivalent basis to that
for regular military flinctLons. In addition, the amount available for
expenditure should be adjusted to eliminate anticipated transfers and
reimbursable operations - i.e., for reimbursable operations, the amount
available for expenditure, as detennined by the above method, should be
7250.U (Alt, 2)
11 Aug ^U
reduced by subtracting the amount of reimbursements collected through the
reporting period (as reported by appropriate classification under DoD Dir»ctit%
7230.2, 6 Aug $3)} and by subtracting, by appropriate classification, the
amounts of reimbursement receivables and anticipated reimbursements. The
total of column 2 will be the same as the amount available for expenditure
less collected reimb\irsements as reported on monthly Summary Report on
Status of Appropriations (Summary of S.F. 133)
•
COLUI'INS 3 AND li - PAY>1ENTS MADE DURING CURRENT FISCAL YEAR
(a) Enter in column 3 the amount of payments made, by appropriate
category, during the imported month,
(b) Enter in column h the amount of payments made, by ^propriate
category, from the beginning of the current fiscal year to the end of the
report-' ng period. Note that KDAP data will be confinigd to current fiscal
year, instead of cumulative since FI 1950.
(c) Both column 3 and column ii amounts should be reduced by the
anount of reimbursements collected, distributed by appropriate category.
The total of column k will be the same as the total reported on line lU
less line UA of the Standard Form 133.
COLUMN 5 - UNEXPENDED BAUNCE
Enter in this column the difference between the amounts shown in
column 2 and column U.
COLUMN 6 - UNPAID OBLIGATIONS END OF PERIOD
Enter in this coliLnm the amount of the unpaid obligations, by appro-
priate category, as of the end of the period. The total of this column
will be the same as the total reported in column 7 of DD Form 690 or its
equivalent for IIDAP and line I3C of Standard Form 133.
MONTHLY .REPORT OH STATUS OF
^FrTlON II - STATUS OF FUNDS
FUNDS BY BUDGET CATEGORY
AvAiiARiP rnp rvpfvniTiiBF
OCriRTII'tNT BMfOtT COMTtOL SniOL
FISCAL TCAN HONTH {N0IN6
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)















1 - HILITART PCDMIIIItL COSTS - TOTAL
t. PAY AND ALLOWANCES
8. SUPSISTENCE
C. INDIVIDUAL CLOTHING
D. TRANSPORTATION -PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION
E. OTHER MILITARY PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES
II - OPEtATIMS UD NAIiTHIMCE - TOTAL
A. TROOPS AND FACILITIES
B. AIRCRAFT AND FACILITIES
C. SHIPS AND FACILITIES
0. MEDICAL CARE
E. SUPPLY SYSTEMS
F. SERVICE-WIDE FACILITIES AND SERVICES
G. RECRUITING AND TRAINING
H. INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION
III - MAJO* PMCUItCMnT MO PMOUCTIO* - TOTAL
A. AIRCRAFT







1. ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS
J. PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
K. OTHER MAJOR PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION
IV - MiLiTAcr rvHic mms - total
A. CONTINEIITAl UNITED STATES
B. OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
C. MASTER PLANNING
V - KSMvt caMP0«aT3 - total
A. MILITARY PERSONNEL COSTS
B. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
C. MAJOR PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTIOH
D. MILITAW PUBLIC WORKS
VI - KMAtCM AID DfVCLOmnT - TOTAL
A. DIRECT COSTS
B. INDIRECT COSTS
VM - DOD ESTAILISHMOIT-WIDe ACTIVITIES - TOTAL
A. RETIRED PAY
B, OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
C. INTER-DEPARTMENTAL PROJECTS
0. INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
VIII - MKlaa CAPITAL (ttnLVIMO) n)»OS - TOTAL




MEMMANOUH - OP€R. tMAIRT. PftOCUREHeNT -TOTAL
I- PETROLEUM, OIL AND LUBRICANTS
1- MAINTENANCE SPAPES AND SPARE PARTS
). ORGANIZATIONAL EOUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
DD.rs,736-l E13038





CONVERSIOJ TABI£ OF DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 1955 FISCAL CODE TO BUDGET CATi^GORY
Appropriation & Budget Activlty/Acr^ount Budget Category
MILITARY PLRSCNNEL, NAVY
•16 Pay and Allowances
.17 Subsistence in Kind
.18 Movements, Permanent Change of
Station
Other Military Personnel Costs.20
.95 Assistance to Allied Forces
I-A Pay & Allowances, MPC
I-B Subsistence, MPC
I-D Transportation - PCS, MPC
I-E Other Military Personnel
Activities, MPC
I-B Subsistence, MPC
MILITARY PLRSCNNEL, NAVAL RESERVE
Entire ^propriation
NAVY PiJiSCNNLL, GENERAL EXPENSES
.15 Departmental Administration
.21 Training, Navy
.22 Training, Naval Reserve
.23 Naval Acadeny
* .2U Personnel Support, except
50 Procurement of Military
Personnel
.25 Other Personnel Facilities
.95 Assistant to Allied Forces
(Except MDAP)
MILITARY FERSCNNEL, M/JtINE CORPS
.16 Pay and Allowances
.1? Subsistence in Kind
.18 Movements, Permanent C3iange of
Statical
.20 Other Individual Military Personnel
Costs
MILITARY FiLRSONNEL, MARINE CORPS RESERVE
Entire Appropriation
V-A Military Personnel Costs -
Reserve Coii9>onents
II-F Service-Wide Facilities &
Services, O&M
II-G Recruiting & Training, O&M
V-B Operation & Maintenance,
Reserve Con5)onents
II-G Recruiting & Training, O&M
II-F Service-Wide Facilities &.
Services, O&M
II-G Recruiting & Training, OScM
II-F Service-Wide Facilities &.
Services, O&M
II-G Recruiting & Training, O&M
I-A Pay & Allowances, MPC
I-B Subsistence, MPC
I-D Transportation - PCS, MPC
I-E Other Military Personnel
Activities, MPC





Appropriation & Budget Activity/Account Budget Category
WdmL COIiPS ThOOPS & FACILITIES
.09 Replacement, MDAP
.11 Training and Operations
II-A Troops & Facilities, O&M
11-13 Unit Training Operations II-A
22-2li Individual Training and II-G
Operations
32-33 Security St. Service
Operations
k2-hh Recruiting II-G
51 Central Procurement, Maint. H-A
Spares & Spare Parts
Sk'-SS Central Procurement, Organi- II-A
zational i.quipment (ASA)
* 57-58 Recreation, Welfare & II-F
Mscellaneous Indiv. Expenses
.12 Marine Corps Reserve Training V-B
n n It
Recruiting & Training, O&M




.16 Depot Supply System






Recruiting &; Training, O&M
Troops & Facilities, O&M 2/















Ammunition and Guided Mssiles
13-15 Ammunition (All program years )III-G
23-25 Guided Missiles (All program III-H
years)
Weapons and Ordnance Eqiiipment
Ammunition, MP&P
Guided I'issiles, KP&P
23-25 Guided Missile Equipment
(All program years)
Weapons (All program years)
Artillery (All program years) III-E
Combat Vehicles (All program III-C
years)
Electronics and Commvmications Equipment















Railroad, Construction and Mterials
Handling Equipment
III-H Guided Missiles, IIP&F
III-I Electronics & Communications,
MP&P
III-L Support Vehicles, VMF





Appropriation & Budget Activity/Account Budget Categoiy
MARDJt CC'IiPS PPwCCURLI i-KT (Continued)!
.55 Items for Test
93-95 Items for Test (All program
'\'^firs
)
Weapons (E.A. No. 21602)
Combat Vehicles
(L.A. No. 21605)
Artillery (E.A. No. 2160?)







,56 Production Equipment and Facilities
III-F weapons, IvP&P
III-C Combat Vehicles, MP&P
III-E Artillery, ^JP*'P
III-G Ammunition, l>iP&P
III-H Guided Miss3,les, KP&P
III-I Electronics & Commiinications
I-IP&P
III-K Other liajor Procurement &
Production, MP&P
III-J Production Equipment Sc
Facilities, KP&P
AIRCFJ^FT AI.J FACILITIES, NAVY





32 Leased Facilities, USN








Flight Operations, Regiilar Navy
10 Flight Operations, USN
.29 Flight Operations, Naval Reserve











Recruiting & Training, OSetl







II-E Aircraft £c Facilities, O&M 1/




Alteration and Replacement of Facilities
50 Landing Aids II-B
70 Structural Repairs II-B
liO Ground Electronics III-I
Aircraft & Facilities, O&M
Operation & Maintenance,
Reserve Components









Appropriation & Budget Activity/Account Budget Category
AIRCRAFT A^ID FACILITIES, NAVY (Continued)
33 Supporting Equipment, Materiel and
Services













90 Synthetic Training Devices
91 Aerology





.3U Guided MLssile Outfitting
93 Missile Handling Equipment















Other Major Procurement &
Production, MP&P





Aircraft & Facilities, O&M, j/
Electronics & C<xnmunications,
MP&P
Aircraft & Facilities, O&M }/
R UN
Other Major Procurement &
Production, MP&P
Aircraft & Facilities, O&M }/
90 Centralized Procurement (Airdraft
Spares & Spare Parts)
Percent of Budget
financed from
Flight Ope rati cms, USN and
Aircraft Overhaul, USN
Percent of Budget V-B
financed from
Flight Operations, USNR and
Aircraft Overhaia, USNR
III-K Other Major Procurement &
Production, MP&P
II-B Aircraft & Facilities, O&M }J
II-G Recruiting & Training, O&M
II-E Supply Systems, O&M
III-H Guided Missiles, MP&P
III-I Electronics & Communications,
MP&P
II-B Aircraft & Facilities, O&M 2/
Operation & Maintenance,
Reserve Con^>onents 2/
AIRCRAFT AND RELATED PROCUKEI'iNT , NAVY
Aircraft III-A Aircraft, MP&P
(Project Accts. 10-60j 90,91, 9U,99)





Appropriation & Budget Activity/Account Budget Category
AIRCRAFT AND RLUTLD PROCUKLKLNT, NAVY (Continued)
Production Equipment & Facilities
(Project Accts. 95, 96, 97)
Other l^jor Procurement & Production
(Project Accts. 59, 80, 81)
III-J Production tquip & Facilities,
MPficP
III-K Other Major Procurement &
Production, MP&P
SHIPS AND FACILITIES, NAVY
.09 Replacement, MDAP, except II-C
01 Electronics III-I
.11 Fleet Support Facilities, except II-C
6G Ships Equipment for Training
Ashore
(Accounts 70 and 72) USN II-G
(Accounts 7U and 76) USNR V-B
61 Standardization (Acct. 86) II-E
.12 Maintenance & Operation of NRT Vessels V-B
.13 Industrial Mobilization II-H
.15 Departmental Administration II-F
II-C.28 I'laintenance & Operation of Active
Fleet, and
IC Ships Supplies & Equipage II-C
ID Procurement & Rehabilitation of II-C
Ships Special Material




Ships & Facilities, O&M 3/
Electronics &. Communications,
MP&P
Ships & Facilities, O&M















5B Maintenance and Operation, and
.30 Maintenance Repair Parts
.3h Fuel for Ships
I4A Fuel, Water, & Utility Services II-C
for Ships
liB Fuel, Water, and Utility V-B
SeiTvices for NRT Vessels
,95 Assistance to Allied Forces (except MDAP)II-C
III-I Electronics & Communications,
MP&P





Ships & Facilities, 0&>i
SHIPBUILDING AND CONVERSION, NAVY
Entire Appropriation III-B Ships & Harbor Craft, MP&P
CONSTRUCTION OF SHIPS, NAVY
Entire ^propriation III-B Ships & Harbor Craft, MP&P
11 Aug $k
APFENDU B-6
Appropriation & Budget Activity/Account Budget Category
ORDNANCE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTIOl , NAVY
Shipbuilding, (All Accounts except)
Anununition (Project Accts.
103-118} 170-181)
III-B Ships & Harbor Craft, MP&P
III-G Annnunition, MP&P
ORDNANCE AND FACILITIES, NAVY





II-E Supply Systems, O&M
II-H Industrial Mobilization, O&M
II-F Service-Wide FaciUties &
Services, O&M
II-E Supply Systems, O&M
II-G Recruiting & Training, O&M
Maintenance of Ordnance & Ammunition
except
2Ale Maint. & Installation of
Ordnance Equipment: FTC's,
NROTC's, NTC»s
Improvements & Alterations to Facilities, II-E Supply Systems, O&M
except
UH Equipment for the Naval
Ordnance Establishment, except
61 Vehicles - BuOrd Stations
Material Handling Equipment for
Naval Stations, Air Stations,
& Bases
• 33 & •3li Procurement of Ordnance & Ammunition
Ui
III-K Other Major Proc\xrement &
Production, MP&P
III-D Support Vehicles, MP&P
III-K Other Major Procurement &
Production, MP&P
lA Procurement of Ammunition III-G
IB Procurement of Mines, Depth III-G
Charges, etc.
10 Procurement of Torpedoes III-G
ID Procurement of Guided Missiles III-H
IE Procurement of Ordnance Equipment
lE-l Fire Control Anti-,Aircraft III-F
lE-2 Fire Control Anti-Submarine III-F
lE-3 Synchros III-F
lE-U Guns, Gun Mounts and III-F
Projectors
lE-5 Aviation Ordnance III-A


















II-E Supply Systems, O&M
MEDICAL CARE, NAVY
Entire Appropriatiai, except
.13 Industrial Mobilization & Procurement
Planning
II-D Medical Care, O&M
II-H Industrial Mobilization, O&M
U Atig $h
APPliJJUIX B-7
Appropriation & Budget Activity/Account Budget Category
K±.DICAL CARE, NAVY (Continued)
•33 Non-recurring Procurement of Medical
Supplies & Equipment, except
13 (99317) Vehicles (Non-combat)
13 (99317-325) Construction, Fire
Fighting, Utility & Materials
Handling Equipment, etc.
•IiO Care of the Dead
II-D Medical Care, o&M 3/
Iir-D Support Vehicles, MP&P
III-K Other tojor Procureiaent &
Production, MP&P








Maintenance &; Operati oi of Shore
Establishments, except




51 Operating Support of CB Units
52 Procurement of Equipment and
Material for tmg. CB personnel
53 Initial Outfitting of CB Units
5U Procurenent of Replacement
Equipment for CB Units
•5l Engineering Services
•B3 Special Procurement, except
lil Passenger Carrying Vehicles
III-K Other Iiajor Procurement it.
Production, I4P&P
II-F Service -V/ide Facilities &
Services, (XJA
II-E Supply Systems, (mi
II-H Industrial Kobilization, OScM
II-F 3ervice-V/ide Facilities &
Services, O&M
II-A Troops & Facilities, OkM
II-G Recruiting & Training, O&M 3/
III-K Other Major Procurement &
Production, MP&P
III-K N ti « i.2>&p
II-F Service -V/ide Facilities &
Services, 0SJ4
III-K Other Major Procurement &
Production, MP&P
III-D Support Vehicles, MP&P
PUBLIC WORKS, NAVY
Continental U, S. (Stations)
Outside Continental U, S. (Stations)
Master Planning
IV-A Continental U. S., MPW
IV-B Outside Continental U.S., MPW
IV-C Master Planning, MPW
MILITARY CONSTRUCTICW, NAVY RESERVE FORaS
Entire Appropriation V-D Military Public Works,
Reserve Conqjonents
! RESEARCH AND bEVELOPM,NT, NAVY
Research & Development, Direct Cost
Projects
VI-A Direct Costs, R&D
11 Aug 5U
APFri^DIX B-8-
Appropriation & Eudget Activity/Account Budget Category
IthStARCH AND DLVELOPMNT, NAVY (Continued)
^laintenance & Operation of Research
Facilities
.53 Installation L Maintenance of
Training J^quipment
»Sk Patents
,55 Departmental Administration (CNR)
VI-B Indirect Costs, R&D
II-G Recruiting & Training, OiM
II-F Service-VJide Facilities &
Services, O&J'l
II-F ti « 11
,
051-:














(a) I'dnor Procurement (Contract
& Voucher Analysis)
Vehicle Procurement
Il-E Supply Systems, 0£J
Il-E " " II
II-L " « II





(Contract & Voucher Analysis)
•L " •' " }/
III-D Support Vehicles, MP&P
Other Iiajor Procurement III-
(Cont. L Voucher Analysis)
.63 14ajor Alterations, Construction 11-^
& Major Repairs of Plant Facil.
,72 Equipment, Replacement of III-!
Personal Property
.13 Industrial Mobilization 11-
•lii Cataloging II<
.15 Departmental Administration 11-
.55 Finance 11-
.56 Material Control II-
.57 Transportation of Things II-
.95 Assistance to Allied Forces (Except II-l
MDAP)
And, in addition.
Project 60 Field Equipment Procurement,
under applicable subheads
K Other Major Procurement &
Production, MPiP
E Supply Systems, O&M
K Other Major Procurement &:
Production, MP&P
•H Industrial Mobilization, O&M
£ Supply Systems, O&M
•F Service-Wide Facilities i-
Services, O&K
,F " " "
,
G£lM
E Supply Systems, O&l'I
•F Service-Wide Facilities &
Services, O&M
E Supply Systems, OfiJ^
2/
slrvice-v.t:de oPERAiia^s, navy
.002 Contingencies of the Navy
•I6 Departmental Administration, OFNav
VII -C Interdepartmental Projects,
DoD E-W Activities





Appropriation Sc Budget Activity/Account Budget Category
Si-RVICL-V.1DE OPLRATiaJS, NAVY (Continued)
•17 Departmental Administration, JAG




•5l Administrative Headquarters for Naval
Districts, Bases and Statiois
•60 Service-Wide Communications, except
52 Procxirement of Major Equipment
•62 Hydrographic Office
•63 Naval Observatory
•6U Inter-American Affairs & Support of
International Projects
•95 Assistanceto Allied Forces
II-F Service-Wide Facilities &
Services, O&M
II-F « « "
,
O&M
II-F « n » , OSdi
III-K Other I^jor Procurement &
Production, MP&P
II-F Service-Wide Facilities &
Services, O&M
II-F " " " , OScM
II-F " " w , OScM
















II-F Service-Wide Facilities &
Services, OScM
NAVAL EMERGENCY FUND
SPECIAL & WORKING CAPITAL FUNDS
MAJCENE CORPS STOCK FUND
NAVY STOCK FUIJD
NAVAL WORKING FUND
^SHIPS' STORES PROFITS, NAVY (T)
VIII Working Capital Funds
VIII " It n
VIII " " "





Appropriation & Budget Activity/Account Budget Categoiy
NAVY man;jglhekt fund
•05 Inspection of Naval Material
•06 Departmental Administrative Services
•08 Beneficial Suggestions
•l5 Electronics Production Resources
Agency
•19 Women in the Sezvices Education
Program
UUNDRY SERVICE, NAVAL ACADEKY
PEEPARATiai FOR SAIl. OR SALVAGE OF MILITARY
PROPERTY, NAVY
II-E Supply Systems, O&M
II-F Service-Wide Facilities &
Services, O&M




VIII Working Capital Funds
II-E Supply Systtips, O&M
Footnotes refer to those budget activities/accounts to which the supplementary
classification for the three lines under "Memorandum - Operation and Maintenance
Procurement," is applicable:
1/ To be reported under line (l). Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants
•
2/ To be reported under line (2), Maintenance Spares and Spare Parts.
3/ To be reported xrnder line (3), Organizational Equipment and Supplies.
»®enotes a modification in the Budget Category Definitions of 1 July 1953* in
that accounts no longer included under military personnel appropriations (DoD
Directive 7220,3) will, commencing in FY 1955> be excluded from budget
category I, Military' Personnel Costs and placed under Il-Operation and
Maintenance, pending revision of published definitions.
7 January 1953
NUMBER 7280. 1
Department of Defense Directive
SUBJECT: Establishment and Use of Imprest Funds for Small Purchases
(DD-OC(A)75)
I. AUTHORITY
The Joint Regulation for Small Purchases Utilizing Imprest
Funds issued by the Administrator of General Services^ the Comptroller
General of the United States and the Secretary of the Treasury under
date of March 10, 1952 establishes the principles, standards and
related requirements for the use of Imprest Funds.* A copy of this
Joint Regulation is attached hereto,
II. APPLICABILITY
The provisions of this directive and the attachment are applicable
to all components of the Department of Defense,
III. UTILIZATION
'The authority contained herein for the establishment of imprest
funds on a wide basis is for the purpose of aiding in simplifying
small purchase procedures. This authority should be used whenever
such use will eliminate costly and time-consuming paper processes.
It is not, however, the only method of simplification. Full advantage
should also be taken of other basic simplified procurement processes
such as requisition from agency or other government stocks, use of
local term contracts, use of blanket purchase orders, elimination
of formal solicitation for bids where authorized, etc.
* While this term is borrowed from private industry, it is used in the
Joint Regulation to describe a special type of imprest fund generally
termed "petty cash funds" in private industry. As a practical matter,
the terms, "imprest fund" and "petty cash fund," may be used inter-
changeably until other types of imprest funds are authorized for use.
To the exteTit that their use is found to be more economical than
other small purchase methods, imprest funds should be used for purchases
of supplies and services in all instances where the amount involved is
not in excess of the maximum dollar limitations on transactions as pro-
vided in paragraph V of this directive.
The use of imprest funds for small purchases results in elimination
of some of the controls over procurement transactions which are difficult
to justify from a cost viewpoint in transactions of small amounts. Care-
ful use of imprest funds in accordance with appropriate regulations can
result in worthwhile savings.
Normal disbursing facilities for the payment of vendors' bills by
Government checks should be utilized wherever possible and appropriate.
IV. RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Each military department shall:
(1) Arrange for the establishment and use of imprest funds in
areas where their use will facilitate small purchases con-
sistent with the best interests of the United States;
(2) Cause to be issued regulations to implement this directive
and to establish appropriate accounting and auditing
controls;
(3) Determine what surety bonds are required and the amount of
such bonds, within the limitations of the Joint Regulation;
(4.) Designate the individuals who will have authority to approve
the establishment of imprest funds. Such authority may be
delegated by the head of each department, except as other-
wise limited in paragraph V hereof,
V. LII'flTATIONS
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 8a of the attached Joint
Regulation, the maximum amount of any Imprest Fund to be established in
the Department of Defense shall be one-third of the estimated maximum
monthly disbursements therefrom or $500., whichever is greater, but shall
not exceed $5,000. Authority to approve the establishment of imprest funds
in excess of $1,000. shall be vested in the head of each department, or
if delegated by him, in the heads of bureaus, technical services, command
areas, commandants of Naval Districts of River Commands, or the Chief
of Naval Air Training, and in each instance shall be justified in writing




maximum dollar amount of articles or services which may be purchased from
one vendor at one time shall be flOO. The Treasury Department has stated
that it has no objection to the establishment subject to the internal




The accounting for imprest funds shall be simple but consistent
with effective control of cash and shall conform to the re-
quirements of General Regulations 103 of the General Accounting
Office as revised March 10, 1952 unless authorization in writing
is obtained for deviation therefrom. Any request for authori-
zation of necessary deviations shall be addressed to the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
B. Periodic Count
Unannounced inspections, including cash counts, shall be made of
each Imprest Fund at least quarterly by qualified individuals
who are under the jurisdiction of the comptroller or chief
accounting officer where such positions exist, but, in any case,
by individuals who are not subordinate to the Imprest Fund
Cashier. Such inspections may be considered to meet all
departmental audit requirements under the Joint Regulation.
VII. REGULATIONS
Regulations authorizing the establishment and use of imprest funds,
where none exist, shall be issued, or existent regulations shall be re-
vised consistent with this directive within ninety days after date of
issue of this directive. Such regulations or revisions of regulations
shall before issue be submitted to the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense, Comptroller, for concurrence,
VIII. ANNUAL RF.PORT ON IMPREST FUND SHORTAGES. DD-0C(A)75
At the close of each fiscal year, the Comptroller of each military
department shall cause to be prepared and submitted in duplicate on or
before 1 September to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller), a report listing the shortages if any, which have been
discovered in imprest funds, and recoveries thereof, during the fiscal
year and action taken or pending with respect to unrecovered shortages.
The report will identify each fund and each cashier involved in any
shorta'ge and will state what disciplinary action was taken or is con-
templated. A negative report will be. submitted if no shortages have
been discovered. This report is required for the preparation of a
consolidated report to the Secretary of this Treasury. The first shortage
report will be prepared for the fiscal year ending 30 June 1953.
-3-
IX. SPECIAL REPORT OF 30 JUIE 1953 on IMPREST .FUMDS, DD-0C(0T)l60
A. A special report shall be made in original only by each military
department to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
as of 30 June 1953, to be received not later than 1 September 1953, which
shall contain the following data:
1. Total dollar amount of imprest funds in force on 30 June 1953;
2. Distribution of imprest funds included in item 1, by sizej
(a) Number of funds of |500. or less
(b) Number of funds of ^501. to tlOOO.
(c) Number of funds of ^1001. to ^^2000.
(d) Number of funds of $2001. to §3000.
(e) Number of funds of $3001. to $4,000.
(f
)
Number of funds of $^001. to $5000.
(g) Total number of imprest funds in force.
3. For each of the groups listed in paragraph 2 above, the number
in which the average replenishment of cycle is weekly, the
number in which the average cycle is more frequent than monthly
but less frequent than weekly, and the number where the average
cycle is monthly;
4.. The total dollar volume of transactions paid out of imprest
funds between 1 January 1953 and 30 June 1953.
B. Procedures should, therefore, be reviewed and action taken to
insure that these data will be readily available for the report of 30 June
1953. Based on the data contained in this report, determination will be
made as to the types of recurring reports on imprest fund utilization to
be prescribed for future periods.
0. Amounts of imprest funds shall be recorded by disbursing officers
on their accounts current as cash held at personal risk, and reports by
each military department to the Treasury Department pursuant to Treasury
Circular 195 will, therefore, include such imprest funds. However, for
purposes of having available on short notice central records in each
military department of all such funds established, the accounts current
should reflect a breakdown of cash held at personal risk to show each
imprest fund separately, as well as other cash held at personal risk.
X. SURETY BONDS
Attention is directed to Departmental Circular No, 900, Treasury De-
partnient, dated March 10, 1952 relative to the form of bond to be used by




This directive is effective immediately
,
Enclosure (l) W. J. McNeil
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Conptroller)
NOTEi Enclosure (1) has been purposely ocilttcd.




DATE 2U June 195U
Department of Defense Instruction
SU&JECT Suminary Report of Audit Operations (DD-Comp(A)165)
I. PI3RP0SE OF REPORT
Statistics in surnmary form giving basic data on the activities of
the departmental audit agencies are necessary at the policy level to aid
in planning and coordinating the audit effort in the Department of Defense*
Information concerning time expended on the various types of audit activi-
ties, work accomplished, workload, and audit results (^ere measurable)
is desired for the following purposes:
a. To determine amount of audit effort being applied to the
various audit areas,
b» To compare audit effort with measurable audit results to
the extent possible*
c« To compare the audit activities of the departments.
d. To \ise as background data on -tahich to base policy
determinations
•
e. To aid in reviewing and evaluating overall operations,
f • To provide a minimum of general information for use in
responding to Bureau of the Budget, General Accoimting
Office, and Congressional inquiries.
II. FORMAT OF REPORT
The report consists of six schedules as follows:
SCHEDUIE A Personnel and Operating Expense Summary.
" B Summary of Personnel Time by Type of Audit Activity.
" C Summary of Indirect and Administrative Time.
" D Cost-Type Contract Workload and Costs Audited.
" E Fixed-Price and Special Audit Assignments.
" F Analysis of Audits of Price Redetermination and
Incentive Type Contracts.
III. SUBMISSION OF REPORT
The report should be prepared by the central audit organization
of each department and submitted in duplicate on or before 1 September,
annually, to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), attention:
Audit Branch, Accounting Policy Division* The first report, due 1
September 195U> need only include that information for fiscal year 195U
available at audit headquarters, vd-thout requiring special reports from
field offices* Subsequent reports will be complete*
Schedules A, B, and C require information pertaining to both con-
tract audit and internal audit operations* For the present the Navy
audit organization may prepare each of these schedules separately for
its contract audit division and its internal (activity) aiidit division
rather than combining the data for both activities on one schedule*
Schedules E and F provide for reporting the direct man-years applicable
to completed contract audit assignments. It is understood that the Navy
audit organization is unable to include this information because its
administrative reporting system for contract audits does not provide for
recording time by assignments.
Since there vjill be necessity for some variation in the content
of certain schedules, forms have not been reproduced* However, data
should be submitted in substantially the same form as illustrated*
IV. INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF SCHEDULES
a, SCHEDULE A - Personnel and Operating Expense Summary*
In Section I, report the personnel assigned to Headquarters,
Regional Offices, and Audit Installations (branch and resident
offices) in detail as indicated. Regional Offices are defined
as those intermediate headquarters offices designated as Regional
Offices, SCI Area Offices, and District Headquarters Offices, in
the Army, Navy, and Air Force, respectively. For purposes of
this report Navy audit offices (for activity axjdits) should be
identified as branch offices* In Section II, report operating
expenses for the period, broken down as indicated* If actual
pay and allowance figures for military personnel are not available
,
weighted statistical average tables prescribed by departmental
regulations may be used for computing this item,
b* SCHEDUIE B - Summary of Personnel Tme by Type of Audit
Activity,
(1) Section I is designed to show personnel time available
during the period segregated by direct time expended on con-
tract audits, direct time expended on internal audits, and
total indirect and administrative time*
(2) Under "Contract Audits" are listed categories of audit
work common to all three audit agencies* In addition to
those listed, each agency should show separately the other
categories u^ed by it in classifying audit work* The "Other"
category mil cover only minor miscellaneoTis audit work which




(3) Under "Internal Audits" (classified by Air Force as "Intra-
Air Force" and Navy as "Activity" audits) list separately by
major categories the types of audit xjork performed,
(U) In the "Han-Years" column, opposite contract audits and
internal audits report the direct time charged to the various
types of audits or audit work. For this, and other schedules
as required, compute man-3'"ears by dividing hoiirs by 2,080 and
carry computations to one decimal place. It is believed that
the audit agencies' definitions of direct time are fairly
\miform, including audit time, report ttt-iting and first review
time, and report typing time,
(5) In the "Percentage" colimin show the percentage that the
total direct man-years for each t;^^^ of contract audit activity
is to the total man-years expended on contract audits. Show
similar computations for internal audits,
(6) Section II summarizes personnel time shox-jing for both con-
tract audits and internal audits the direct man-years, indirect
nan-years, and total inan-years applicable thereto,
c, SCHEDULE C - Sumraary of Indirect and Administrative Tijne,
Each audit agency should list categories of ^rork or activity
used to classify indirect and administrative time, showing the
man-years expended for each category. For example, the Air Force
will report the man-years applicable to each of the following
categories:
Executive Supervision , Training
Inspection and Field Survey Processing and Orientation




In addition, a category for lost or idle time is recommended.
Where separate classifications are maintained for the Industrial
and Internal Divisions, this schedule should show the breakdown of
indirect time applicable to each division appropriately identified.
The time of headquarters personnel will be reported as indicated,
Time not included elsewhere on Schedules B and C will be entered in
the "Man-years" column. Time of headquarters personnel which is
included elsewhere on Schedules E and C will be identified as shown,
but will not be entered in the "Man-Iears" column as this woxJLd
result in duplication.
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d. SCrlEDUIE D - Cost-Type Contract Workload and Costs Audited.
(1) Ajnoiints reported in Section I will be exclusive of
fixed fee. Duplicate reporting of costs audited should be
avoided. Where subcontract costs and other costs are au-
dited by an audit installation other than the installation
having audit cognisance over the prime contract, appropriate
eliminations should be made.
(2) In Section II, viith the exception of lines i. and j.,
the amounts reported in the column "Estimated Cost (Less
Fee )" should be the total estimated cost exclusive of fee of
the contracts reported in the "Number of Contracts" column.
Opposite line i., report the estimated amount of costs re-
maining to be audited under the contracts on hand at the end
of the period. Thus line h. will show the total estimated
costs pertaining to contracts on hand and line i. will show
the portion of the estimated total costs which remain to be
audited. Opposite line j. report the number of different
contractors holding contracts at the end of the period.
e. SCHEDULE E - Fixed-Price and Special Audit Assignments.
(1) This schedule is designed to show the workload and
work accomplished on fixed-price contract audits and special
audit assignments, including pertinent information on com-
pleted assignments.
(2) Under "Type of Audit" are listed categories of audit
work common to all three audit agencies. In addition to
those listed, each agency should show separately the other
major categories used in classifying assignments. The
"Other" category will, cover minor miscellaneous assignments
which are not included elsewhere.
(3) Report in column (1) the number of individual audits
or assignments con^leted. Report in column (2) the dollar
amounts of costs audited, which ordinarily will be the amount
of the contractor's cost statement, proposal, or presentation.
In the case of price redeterminations, it will be the costs
shown to the price redetermination point. Dollar amounts
with respect to "Overhead Rate Studies" and "System Suinreys"
are either not applicable or have no significance; therefore,
the amount column opposite these items has been crossed out.
Similarly for other categorie;? where costs audited are not
a factor, or where there is no relationship betxv^en costs
involved and audit coverage or effort, the amount may be
omitted. In column (3) - "Direct Man-Years" - report the
direct time expended on completed assignments of the various
categories. Direct time is meant to include audit, first
review, and report typing time. In column (U) report the
estimated savings resulting from the completed audit assign-
ments. It is realized that savings are difficult to measure
7600.1
2li Jun $k
and that each audit agency applies somewhat different tech-
niques in estimating savings. Therefore, until such time as
a standard procedure for estimating savings can be worked out,
each audit agency should show savings as developed by their
method of computation, with a footnote explaining in general
what that method is,
(U) The number of audit assignments in process at the end of
the period will be reported in. column (5)« The number of
audit assignments (and potential audit assignments) on hand
but not started at the end of the period will be reported in
column (6)» This will include audits expected to arise from
contracts and advance reouests on hand.
f • SCHSDUI£ F - Analysis of Audits of Price Redetermination
and Incentive Type Contracts.
(1) Section I provides for a detailed analysis of reports of
audit issued during the period on price redetermination and
incentive type contracts. Section II shows the disposition
of price redetermination and incentive type contracts which
were dropped from workload during the period,
(2) Explanation of Section I column headings follows:
Number - Number of audits.
Amount - Dollar amount of costs audited (as defined in
IVe(3) preceding).
Direct Man-Years - Direct time expended on the audits
(as defined in IVe(3) preceding).
Costs Questioned - Costs questioned as set out in the
audit reports. If distinction is made betvreen costs
recommended for nonacceptance and costs recommended
for further consideration, the amounts should be
shown separately. If no distinction is made, then
costs questioned may be reported in total.
Savings (after negotiation) - Information as to the nego-
tiated price or settlement is usually available to the
audit agencies in the form of the minutes of the nego-
tiation proceedings or the contract axaendment reflecting
the negotiation results, A systematic procedure whereby
the negotiation results are compared with the auditor's
recommendations would make this information available.
As the negotiation resiolts usually are not available
until several weeks after the audit reports are issued,
requiring this information on the audit reports issued
during the year would hold up the preparation of SchediiLe
F an unreasonable length of tine, 'iherefcre, this in-
formation is only requested in total opposite line item
"Corapai'ison of audit recommendations with negotiation
results." Further explanation of T-.1iat is to be re-
ported on this line is given in paragraph IVf (5) below*
(3) Audit reports completed and issued dtiring the fiscal
year being reported on will be broken down into size cate-
gories as indicated. Classification of individual audits
by size will be based upon the costs audited.
(U) Opposite number of contractors report the nimber of
different contractors involved in the audits performed.
Independent or quasi-independent divisions or plants of the
same company should be reported as separate contractors.
(5) On the line "Conparison of Audit Recommendations with
Negotiation Results" include those audit reports which were
compared vjith the negotiation results during the year regard-
less of whether or not the report was issued diiring the year.
The determining factor for reports to be included on this
line will be the fiscal year in which the negotiation resiolts
were received and the comparison made; not the fiscal year
in vdiich the report was issued.
(6) In Section II will be reported the price redetermination
and incentive type contracts dropped from workload during the
period - in detail for each type of contract as follows:
Contracts audited - field audit.
Report here the number of contracts audited (field
audit) and the amount of costs aijdited.
Contracts - office review of cost statement - no field
audit. Report here the number of contracts where
field audit was waived but an office review of cost
data was made. Under "Amount" report the amount of
the cost statement, proposal, or presentation reviewed.
Contracts - audit waived.
Report here the number of contracts where field audit
was waived and no office review of cost data was made*
Under "Amount" report the estimated amount subject to
audit, had audit been made.
V. REPORT CONTROL SYMBOL
Report Control Symbol DD-Comp(A)l6$ has been assigned to the
reporting requirements of this instruction.
fya
Lyle S. Garlock
Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense






For Fiscal Year 195
SECTION I
PERSONNEL SUMMARY






































SECTION II Operating Expenses For FY 195
Pay of Civilian Personnel
Pay of Military Personnel












SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL TIME BY TYPE OF
AUDIT ACTIVITY
Name of Agency
For Fiscal Year 195









(List separately other major categories used





[List separately major categories used to
classify audit work)
Total



















SUMMARY OF INDIRECT AND
ADMINISTRATIVE TIME
Name of Agency
For Fiscal Year 195.
INDIRECT AM) ADMINISTRATIVE TIME MAN-YEARS PERCENTAGE
List separately the categories used to classify
indirect time.
Headquarters Personnel
Time not reported elsewhere.
Time reported on Schedule B:
Category Man-Years
Time reported on Schedule C above;
Category Man-Years
Total lOOfo







For Fiscal Year 195
SECTION I - COSTS AUDITED AMOUNT
a. Claims audited during period (exclusive of fee):
b. Approved
c. Disapproved by auditor (net)
d. Total
e. Number of contracts for which final audit reports (or final
cost statements) were completed during period.
X
SECTION II - AMLYSIS OF CONTRACTS





a. Contracts on hand end of period:
b. Under |25,000
c. 1 '25,000 - $ 50,000
d.. 50,000 - 100,000
e. 100,000 - 1,000,000
f. 1,000,000 - . 5,000,000
g. Over $5,000,000
h. Total
i. Estimated costs remaining to be audited
under contracts on hand end of period. X
j. Number of contractors. X X







For Fiscal Year 195.
TYPE OF AUDIT


































ANALYSIS OF AUDITS OF PRICE Name of Agency
REDETERMINATION AND INCENTIVE
TYPE CONTRACTS



















$ 25,000 -$ 100,000 X
100,000 - 1,000,000 X




Comparison of audit recom-
X
X







$ 25,000 - $ 100,000 X
100,000 - 1,000,000 X




CompariBon of audit recom-
X
X








Contracts Audited - Field Audit
Contracts - Office Review of Cost State-
ment - No Field Audit
Contracts - Audit Waived
TOTAL
INCENTIVE TYPE CONTRACTS
iditContracts Audited - Field Al
Contracts - Office Review of Cost State-
ment - No Field Audit
Contracts - Audit Waived
TOTAL







COVEHING THE QPEBATIOIT OF MANAGEMENT PUNDS OP THE DEPAETMMT OP DEPENSB
1, Statutory establishment of management funds
(a) Section 406 of the National Security Act Amendments of 1949
established a maiiagement fund for each of the three military departments
of the Department of Defense and authorizes their use in financing cer-
tain transactions. The corpus of each fund is $1,000,000.
(b) The General Accounting Office has established the following
TreasTury accounts for the three management funds:
SYMBOL NAKS
1701990 Navy Management Pund, 1950
2103990 Army Management Pund, 1950
5704990 Air Porce Management Pund, 1950
Hew accounts, bearing identical titles and appropriate yearly designar-
tions, will be established for each new fiscal year. The corpus of each
fund will be transferred annually to the new fiscal year account,
2, Authority for regulations concerning t^e operations of the management
funds
(a) Section 406 of the National Sec\irity Act Amendments of 1949
provides as follows:
(1) Accotmts for the individual operations to be financed
under the respective management ftuads shall be
established with the approval of the Secretary of
Defense,
(2) Eacpenditiires may be made from said management funds
under such regulations as may be prescribed by
the Secretary of Defense (subject to certain
specified and other legal limitations),
(b) These regulations cover the method of establishment of projects
to be financed through the management ftmd and the financial and account-
ing procedures for the fund,
3, Purposes of management funds
(a) It is the p\irpose of each departmental management fund to pro-
vide a means for simplifying administration of, and bookkeeping for,
financial transactions of either a continuing or a one-time project to
be financed by two or more appropriations, where the expenditures are {
not readily allocable to such appropriations initially. MQ/'ir
(b) The management fund shall not be used to finance operations of
industrial or commercial type, or purchase of supplies, materials, and
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equipment for stock, although the fund shall "be used to finance purch«i8es
of such supplies, materials, and equipment for use of the projects oper-
ated under the fund as provided for in the appropriations supporting the
projects,
(c) Projects of the type authorized may "t^e managed and operated "by
one department under its management f"und when two or more departments or
other agencies of the Department of Defense are participating, as well
as when only organizational subdivisions of one department participate,
4, Requirements for the a-pproval of specific -projects
(a) Subject to these regulations and to the authority, direction,
and control of the Secretary of Defense as provided "by law, the Conptrollor
of the Department of Defense is hereby authorized to approve specific pro-
jects and to issue all necessary instructions implementing these regula-
tions,
(b) As a basis for the approval of each specific project by the
Comptroller of the Department of Defense, there shall be submitted by
the head of the military department responsible for the project a pro-
posed directive in three copies, sotting forth the following:
(1) Description and explanation of nature and purposes of
project, and how and by whom it shall bo managed
and operated;
(2) Organizational subdivisions to participate in the pro-
posed project;
(3) Estimated total expenditures to be made in case of one-
time projects, or estinated obligations per month
and for remainder of fiscal year in case of continu-
ing projects with allocation of respective amounts
to appropriation J and project account classifica-
tions from which they are to be financed; l/
(4) Any appropriation limitations and any administrative
limitations to be placed upon chrxactor and amount
of expenditures (sec section 7); l/
(5) Basis for allocation of expenditures to respective appro-
priations and project account classifications there-
under (see section 8);
I
1/ Those estimates and related limitations shall be firm commitments as
to availability of funds for use by the managing agency in programming.
These approved estimates, restrictions, and outline of scope of oper-
ations, when approved, shall have the effect of establishing program
limitations similar to appropriations. The scope of operations and
dollar limitations shall not be exceeded in ctirrent programming v/ith-
out submission of proposed changes for approval in the same manner as
a now project.
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(6) Basis of financing the manrgenont fund project accotmt;
i.e., (a) "by allotnents or (b) "by cash advances
(sec section 5);
(?) Classification of expenditure accoxaits to Tse used in
project accounting (sec section 6);
(8) Any specific exceptions desired in the r.anncr of finan-»
cial operation of the project fron the procedures
pre scribed in these regulations,
(c) V/horevcr another dqpartnont or agency shares any proposed pro-
ject nanpgcd "by the departnent naking the application for approval, the
concurrence of thp.t departnoflt in the proposal shall "be included in the
application,
(d) The Bureau of the Budget md the General Accounting Office shall
"bo furnished a copy of each approved application,
5, Project accoxints under deuartnental nanagenent funds
(a) Ifeder each departmental nanagenent fund, a separate adnini s trac-
tive account shall "be carried for each specific project,
("b) A project acco-unt noy be financed by cither of two nethods,
whichever nay be approved by the Comptroller of the Department of Defense,
as follows:
(1) By allotnents from the appropriations of the departnent(s)
whose organizational subdivisions participate in the
project;
(2) "By cash advances from such appropriations in lieu of
allotnents.
The first method nay ultimately be adopted as the sole method for financ-
ing projects when procedures for its use have been adequately established.
Certain separate rules for the use of each method are embodied in Sections
9 ajid 10, respectively. Otherwise the rules for the use of both, as sot
forth heroinnf ter, are the same,
6, Cpntrol of expenditures by nrjir^ger of project
Regardless of the method for financing a project, the managing
agency shall make its own allotment(s) \indor each management fund pro-
ject account and the applicable limitations, if any. These allotments
will serve as a means of control over actual obligations and expenditures
of the project. The issuance of those allotments, the incurring of obli-
gations, the expenditure of funds, and the accounting therefor, including
reporting, shfill conform to the existing policies and procedures of the
performing department. However, an appropriate classification of expend-
itures tttxdor each allotment shall be required.
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7, Restrictions on obligations and expenditures
(a) In addition to gf:neral restrictions on expenditures. Section 406
of the IVationel Sectiri-'jy A(.t Amendments of 1949 esta'blishes the following
restrict/j ox.s?
^
v'l) Purchases of materials for stock may not "be made. However,
purchases of materials, supplies, and equipment, includ-
ing purchases from a working capital f\md, may "be made
for use of the projects operated under the management
fund as provided for in the appropriations supporting
the respective projects,
(2) No obligation may he incurred against a management fund
project which is not properly chargeable to available
funds under appropriations for the "benefit of which
such project was established,
(h) In addition to statutory restrictions against expenditures of
any specific project, it may "be desirable in some instances to make speci-
fic administrative restrictions or limitations on the character or amounts
of specific types of expenditures,
(c) An understanding exists with the Bureau of the Budget that the
Bureau may examine the amounts to bo allotted or advanced for the account
of any major project to be financed through the management fund, as a
basis for making apportionments of appropriations supporting such projects.
In submitting the regular supporting appropriations for apportionment, in
the case of continuing management fund projects a separate schedule shall be
submitted indicating the so\irces of funds for such projects,
8, Allocation of expenditures to ap-propriations
(a) The aggregate actual obligations incurred and expenditures in
each project account shall be allocated to the appropriations (by their
underlying project account classifications) benefiting from the project
in a manner to be prescribed when the project account is established,
(b) Whenever feasible, such allocations of obligations and cxpendl^
t"ures shall be made upon an objective, factual basis, 'iVhenevcr it is
not feasible to allocate on an objective, factual basis, obligations and
expenditures shall be allocated on a stipulated basis,
9, Special rules for financing project accounts under method of making
allotments to project manager
(a) The managing agency for each project will request and receive
allotments as required through the Comptroller of that department. These
requests for allotments will be in accordance with the approved program
for the project, Jn the case of major projects, the allotments will be
requested on a quarterly basis. Pursuant to such request, the Comptroller
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of the military department in due time shall make allotments available
for the project from the appropriations of that department, and in the
case of projects participated in by other military departments he will
req-uest and obtain similar allotments from the appropriations of such
other departments. All allotments shall be separately maintained in the
issTilng departments; obligations and expenditures thereagainst shall be
controlled and recorded in the manner hereinafter specified,
(b) The managing agency for each project shall prepare periodic
estimates (budgets) for obligations to be incurred. These budgets shall
be prepared monthly for all major projects, but less frequently for minor
projects in accordance with the periods for v:hich allotments are made.
Those budget estimates shall be kept within the approved programs and
supporting allotments granted by the participating activities. Copies
of the monthly budgets for each major project, showing also the estimated
amount to be chargeable to each of the participating activities for the
ensuing month, shall be furnished to each of the participating activities
or departments for uso in recording obligations in their respective appro-
priation and allotment Accounts equal in amount to their estimated share
of the projected obligations, in order that such accounts may show cur-
rently a rer.sonable estimate of obligations which otherwise would not be
recorded promptly,
(c) Immediately after the end of each nonth the managing agency of
each major project shall prepare e. statement of obligations actually
incurred <?jad expenditures for the month, with a sTonnary of amounts charge-
able to each participating activity and appropriation. Such statements,
together with 'b\idgct data for the next month, shall be furnished to each
of the participating activities end. to the Finance Service of each of the
dcpejrtments or agencies whose appropriations arc affected, for their use
in recording obligations and in reconciling recorded cxrpenditures. In
the case of minor projects, such statements may be prepared less frequently,
but in no case less often than the period for which allotments are made,
(d) The Finance Service of the department v;hose management fund is
used for each project shall prepare and process transfer-and-cotintcr
warrants in the usual manner in order to distribute the monthly expendi-
t\irc6 of the managcncnt fund to the participating appropriations, l/
The managing agency of each project shall be responsible for reconciling
expenditures of each project so distributed by the Finance Service with
expendittircs shown by its records.
Since the adjustments between the Accounts of Advances and the
Management Funds, through the medium of transfcr-and-counter warrants,
do not involve an exjienditure of money from the Treasury but only
adjust the condition of accounts, it is understood the Treasury Depart-
ment does not interpose objection to this procedure, notwithstanding
the fact that the balajices in the Management Fund accounts, in order
to show their true condition, may reflect charges to those accounts in
excess of credits, and, therefore, the warrants will be posted cur-
rently on the books of the Treasury,
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10. Special nilea for flnfl-ncing pro.lect accounta "by cash adTEmeea
(a) When It is provided that cash advances to a project account
shall he made from the appropriations concerned, the amount of the
advance from each appropriation shall he hased upon estimates of ohligs^
tions chargeable to that appropriation, taking into consideration the
period for which expenditures are to he financed. For every major project,
the period to he financed shall he limited to the following quarter; for
any other project, the entire life of the project may he financed Initially,
provided it is within the current fiscal year. Advances of funds will he
made hy check through the use of Standard Form 1080, in the usual manner.
(h) Any excess of advances over expenditures, when ascertained, shall
he returned hy check to the account of appropriations from which the ad-
vances were made through the use of Standard Form 1080.
(c) Immediately after the end of each month the managing agency of
each major project shall prepare a statement of obligations act\ially
Incurred and expenditures for the month, with a siimmary of amounts charge,
ahle to each x>a'Z'tlclpatlng activity and appropriation. A copy of each of
these statements shall he furnished to each of the participating a,ctlvl~
ties. In the case of minor projects, such statements may he prepared and
furnished to the participating activities less frequently, hut in no case
less often than the period for which cash advances are made to finance
the project.
11. H^por^ipfi rgqu^r^pgntg
(a) Sach dex>artment shall report monthly to the Department of Defense
a summary of the financial status of its management fund.
(h) The transactions and balances of the management fund will be
reported in Form 3 of each department on two lines: one for those pro-
jects financed by cash advances, and the second for those financed throu^
allotments. All transactions will be reported in total; the total trans->
actions for those projects financed through allotments will be shown on
the second line, but will not be included in the grand totals on Form 3
inasmuch as the amounts are bIbo reported for the underlying appropriations.
STATUS OF A MANAGEMENT FUND PROJECT
f BOjtCI I I Ut
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.
OMPTROU.ER 8 April 1955
MEMORAMDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETTARY OF DEFEHSE
THE ASSISTAirr SECRETARIES OF DEFEUSE
THE GENERAL COUHSEL
THE SPECIAL ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFEIBE
THE UHDER SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
THE UllDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
THE JOUfT CHIEFS OF STAFF
SUBJECT: Index of Approved Office of the Secretary of Defense
Reporting Requirements as of 31 March 1955
Attached for yx>\xc information is a listing arranged by the organiza-
tion with primary concern in the related subject-matter area (usxially the
prescribing organization), of recurring and certain one-time reporting
requirements approved under Department of Defense Report Control Symbols.
The listing is arranged as follows:
Part I - Rectarring Reporting Requirements Active as
of 31 March 1955
Part II - Recurring Reporting Requirements and/or
Report Control Symbols Cancelled 1 January -
31 March 1955
Part III - One-Time (Non-Reciaring) Reporting Requirements
Approved 1 January - 31 March 1955
Detailed descriptions of the individual reporting requirements listed
are not provided; however, in most instances titles are shown and indicate
the subject matter involved. In all eases where security appeeored to be
a factor, titles have been omitted.
Proposed new reporting requirements - both recurring and one-time,
and revisions of existing recurring reporting requirements - (other than
those originating in the Military Departments) should, in accordance with
Department of Defense Directive No. 7750.1, be submitted to this office
for review and assignment of appropriate report control symbols when
approved. Information regarding the submission and review of proposed
I
}new, or revision of existing, reporting requireaents and additional
infomation concerning a particular reporting requirement listed may
be obtained from Report and Form Standards Branch, Room 3C-868, Extension
77751 or 78363.
Attention is again invited to the desirability of reducing the OSD
prescribed reporting workload to the minimum necessary for essential
operations. Reporting requirements listed in this Index should be re-
viewed, therefore, by the requiring OSD organization to instire that
reporting requirements which, either in whole or in part, are no longer
essential are cancelled promptly.
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Offle« of the Secretary of Defense
DIDEX OF APPROVED REPORTING REQUIRIMENrS
AS OF 31 March 1955 1/
PART I - RBCtJRRlHB REPOBTUIG REQUIREMEinS
RCSymboi
Form ifualber Title of Report Directive












Appropriations Within the DOD
F.L.216, 8lst Congress, Sec.5; memo 29 Dec I9U9
to Military Depts from Dlr.,OPPS
DD Directive 7730.1, 30 JVme 1953, «»ende«
1 Oct 1953
DD Directive Transmittal 3^-SS, 12 Aiig 195'^ to DD




Requlreaeats (Army and USMC)
DD Directive U&55.1, lU Jan 1953, amended























Title IV of the national
Security Act
Operating and Occupied
Beds in Cont. U.S. Medical
Facilities
Memo 17 Feb I95I* to Military Depte from ASD(Comp)
DD lastruetlon 6015 .9, 8 March 195'*
Accounting, Control and Reporting DD Instruction 7200.2, 28 April 195'*
of DOD Appropriation Limitations




DD Instruction 7600.I, 21* June 195'*
Memo 23 June 1951* to Dir. of Statistical Services,
DCS(Coiap), USAF, from Dir., PRSD; DD Directive 5160.2,
25 jTUie 1952, amended 11 Aug 1952
y The frequency of reporting under the re(iuire»ettts shown is indicated by the letter (s)










A series of eight reports only










(Th) A series of three reports only
(Tw) A series of two reports only
(.j) Weekly




















in Foreign Covmtries Pertaining
to Nonappropriated Funds and
Activities
Status of Funds by Budget
Category




Accounting and Reporting on
Proceeds from Sale of Scrap
and Salvage Materials
Accounting, Control and Reporting
on Special Limitations "ExTjenses
for Public Information and Putlic
Relations Activities"
DD-Comp(M)l93 Out-Patient Activities, Medical
No Form Treatment Facilities
(formerly DD-Comp(M)161J
DD Instruction 7360.1, 25 JUne 195'»
sjienderl 11 Dec 1954
DD Ittstructlon 7360.2, 25 June 195*^
amended lU- Dec 195^
DD Instruction 7250.*, UL Aug 195**
Memos 23 July 1951* to Military Depts frcm Dlr., TBSD;
Memo 5 April 1951* to Dept. of the Army from Dlr., PRSD;
m«ao 16 July 1953 to Military Depts from Dlr., PRSD;
memo 13 Oct 1952 to Dept. of the Havy from Dlr., OPRS;
memo 29 JMly 1952 to Military Depts ft-om Dlr., OPRS;
memo 20 July I95I to Military Depts from Dlr., OPRS
DD Instruction l»000.1U, 20 Aug 195'^
Memo 9 Nov 195U to Military Depts from Actln« Deputy
Coup. (Budget)
DD Instruction 7210.1, 22 Dec 19514-





Status of the Maaagenent Fund
Porelfcn Currency Transaetions
Regulations 27 June I95O recooimended by Ccnp. and
approved by secDef
.







Fiscal Reporting In Conneetlon
with Advance Payments
Support of Certain NATO
Military Activities
Imprest Fund Shortages
DD Directive 7830.2, 3 Jan 1952
DD Directive 2010.1, 12 Sept 1952, amended
18 Feb 1955











Analysis of Appropriation DD Instruction 7220.5, 5 Jan 1955; DD Instruction
Status by Activity and/or Project 7220. 1+, 7 Cct 195!+; DD Directive 7250.3, 3 Feb 1953
Svmmary Analysis of Reimburse-
ment Collections by Activity
and /or Project
Claims Paid Due to Correction
of I-Iilitary and Naval Records
Deutsche Mark Support
Claims - Status of Funds FY
DD Directive 7230.2, 6 Aug I953
DD Directive 5515.2, 2 Sept 1953
Memo 30 Oct I953 to Military Depts from ASD(Coinp)
Memos 17 Nov I953 and 11 Aug I952 to Military Depte
from Deputy Comp. (Budget); memo 31 Aug I950 to Military













Status of Project Orders
Memos 1? Nov 1953 and U Aug 1952 to MiUtary Depte
from Deputy Coeg*. (Budgetj^; memo 2? Feb I950 to
Military Depts from Comptroller.
DD Directive 7220.1, 2k July 1952
Fiscal Reports in Connection
With Loans Guaranteed Under
Sec. 301 of the Def. Prod. Act 1950
Uniform Retiortinfl bv
Printing Plants Operating
Under Industrial Fund Regulations
Memo 2l» Hay I95I to Military Depts from ASD(Coap)
DD Directive rl*10.2, 3 April 195S





















Training of Foreign Nationals
Under MDAP Grant Aid Programs
Status of Offshore Proeitreaksnt
Operations Financed with Funds
Appropriated for MDAP
Actual and Projected Acceptances
UBder MDAP Offshore Procurenent
Contracts
Disposal of Redistributable





DD Directive ki03M, 15 July 195^, DD Directive
U105.I, 11 sept. 1952
DD Directive 2110.11, 25 Hov 1953
DD Directive 2125.5, 1'^ Dee 1953, amended 12 Jan 1955
SO
DD Directive 2110. 1*, 11 Dec 1953.
tt) T>ire«tlv* 7710.1, 2 f«b 195*'
DO
Assistance Programmed, Furnished DD Instruction 2110.17, 1^+ Feb I955
and Forecast to be Furnished
Under Mutual Defense Assistance
(formerly DD-MDAP(m;32R'4-) Programs (Grant Aid Only)





Assistant Secretary of Defense (Maupdwer and Personnel)
Memos 10 July & 23 Mar 53 to Mil .Depts from Dir., PRSD'
DD Directive 2110.5, 21 June 1952; memo 1 May I952
to Militeiry Depts. from Dir., QPRS
DD Directive 2110.12, lU Nov I95I; afsaos 2 *>v











Gains, Losses and Number of
Military Personnel Actual
and Planned for July 53 thru
June 55
APES Qualitative Distribution
Report of Male Enlistments,
Inductions and Rejections
support of Applications for
Relaxation of State Labor
Standards
U3AFI Gtudent Activity
DD Instruction 1100.1, 13 April 195I1
DD Directive I30U.2, 15 Aug I951,
amended 13 May I95U
DD Directive 1*105. !t, 15 Sept I95I
DD Directive 1322.1, I7 Dec I952

































DD Directive 1322.1, 1? Dec 1952
Cons?li*ae« With the SUtutoty DD Infitruetlon IUOO.3, 3 Hov I95U
Ortuled Clvlli&n Personnel Celling








Life Insurance on Military
Installations
DD Directive lllfO.l, 25 Hov I952, emended
29 Jaa 1994
DD Directive 1322.1, 17 Dec 1952
DD Directive 1135.3, 8 Jan 1953
Memo 27 May 1953 to Military Depts from ASD(M«p)
Personnel Trained Pursuant to Memo 21 Oct 1953 to Military Depts from ASD(M8tP)
DD Appropriation Act of 195't
Accounting for Reduction of Memo 17 Nov I953 to Military Depts frcn Deputy
Retired Pay Under the Uniformed Comp. for Accounting Policy
Services Contingency Option Act
of 1953
Defense Production Security DD Directive 5220.25, 22 Dee 1953
Program Guidance
Active Duty Agreemeots






DD Directive 1235 .7> a1 Jan 1951*
DD Instruction 1100.3, 10 Mar 195!*
DO
DD Instruction 3020.U, 20 Apr I95U
DD-M&P(A}163
No Form







Service Programs for Review of
Tables of Organization and
Similar Manning Documents
Reenlistment Rate Report
Memo 30 Aug 1951* to Military Depts. from QASD(M&P)








and Proceeaing Cost Report
United States Armed Forces
Institute Testing Activity and
Inventory Report
Civilian BtployaeBt
DD Instruction 1304. 8, 2 Nov 195l»
DD Directive 1322.2, 21 Feb 1955, amended 2U Feb I955
Heao 1 Jto>e 1954 to Military Depts from Dlr., PRSD
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DD-A0(A)1
No Form
Specially Qualified Scientific Memo ^ Nov 1914.9 to Military Depts. from SecDef,'













Space Occiipied by Activities Memo 22 March 1951 to Military Depts. and Dir., Adm^OSD^
Within the DC Met. Area Includ- from Asst. to Dir. of Adm.
Ing Departmental Activities in
Command Facilities and All
Activities in Public Buildings
Preliminary Military Strength Memo h Feb 19^ to Military Depts. from Dlr.,OPRS
Reports
Recruiting of Enlisted Personnel Memo 8 Feb I9I+9 to Military Depts. from Dir.,OPRS
Military Personnel in the
Washington, D.C. Met. Area
Memo 26 June I950 to Military Depts. from Dir., OPRS
Summary Report of Enrollment Memo 13 Apr I951 to Military Depts. from Dir., OPRS
in Reserve Officer Training
Corps Units
CLASSIFIED



















DD Instruction WH0.1(P&AM), 10 Aug 195"*
DD Instruction '^105.26, 25 June 1954
Procurement Actions, by State DD Directive !+105.7» ^^ August I953
RequireiBents for Critical DD Directive U21O.3, Ik August 1953

















Recording and Utilization of
Idle Production Equipment
Activities under the Defense
Production Act for the Joint
Cmtee on Defense Production
Titanluu Itequlrenents
DD Instruction 1*210.7, 13 J\»ly 1951*
DD Directive 1*215-9, 18 Au^ 1953, amended 13 Apr 195^*
1 March 1951*
DD Directive I4OOO.IS, 22 sept 1953
DD Directive 1*^0.9, 25 September 1953
Records aad Reports Under Basic DD Directive 1*000.11, 29 September 1953
Regulations for the Military
Supply System










Hbbo 8 July 195iv to Military Depts tnm Actg Wr., KPRA
Petroleum Products Status and OD Directive li-220.1, I6 Dee 1953
Program



















Current Req.uireBeat8 for Sub- DD instruetion U235.3, 26 March 195U
sistenee for the Armed Forces
Coatraetfl Placed In lAhor
Surplus Areas
DD Instruction U105 .A, 18 F«b 19Sk
Prograaned Procureaent Beport Memo 26 Feb 195^ to Military Depts frot Dir.,EPRA
Current and Planned Program
Equlpnent and Supplies- Electronics
CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED
DOD Program for Review of
Commercial and Industrial-
Type Facilities (First,
Second and Third Increments)
Memo 23 Feh 1955 to Military Depts from ASD(S&L)
;
DD Instruction 4100.18, I3 Oct I95U; memo
5 Aug 195U to Military Depts from ASD(S&i);
DD Instruction U1OO.I7, 28 June I95U amended
8 Oct 19514-; 14-100.16, 8 Mar 1951)-, amended 22 Mar I955
Foods Received (Perishable) DD Instruction U235.1, 7 April 1951*











DD Instruction U220.3, 23 April I95U
DD Instruction 1H20.1, 7 May 1951*
Format for Data for Report to DD Instruction U155.7, 19 May I95U
Congress on DD Procurement
Inspection Frograa
Allocations, Allotments and DD Instruction 4410.1 (F&AM), 10 Avig 1954
Authorized Controlled Material







Refinement of Federal Catalog DD Instruction 4130.1, 2 June 1954, amended 27 Aug 1954
Data, Technical Reviewing Office,
Production Control Report
Refinement of Federal Catalog DD Instruction 4130.1, 2 June 1954, amended 27 Aug 1954
Data, Participating Activity,
Production Control Report
Military Procurement DD liistructlon 4105.26, 25 June I954
2/ This symbol automatically expires with the submission of reports due 1 Nov 1955.
























Progress Reports on Status of W lOstructlon U13O.3, 28 June 195'*
Conversion to Federal Catalog Data
Loan of Motor Vehicles to the
Post Office Depcurtment
DD Instruction U515.'*, 1 Sept. I95U
CIASSIFIED
Compilation of Passenger Traffic DD Instruction 1^500.15, 23 Sept 195'*
Statistics
Storage Space Utilization and
Occupancy Retiorting System
Dollar Value of Scheduled
Deliveries and Construction
Dollar Value of Deliveries
and Construction by Program
Storage Operations Workload
Report (Receiving and Shipping)
Record of Facilities Used for
CottOBinieations to Overstis Points
Purchase Actions $10,000 or
More for Preferential Planning
List Items
DD Instruction 1+11*5.5. 21 Oct 195** amended
22 Nov 1952+ and k Feb I955.
DD Instruction l«D00.3, 12 Nov 195**
DD Instruction JtOOO.3. 12 Nov 1951*
DD Instruction U1U5.6, 16 Nov 195**
DD Instruction '630.2, 30 Nov 195^
DD Instruction 3005.'*, I'* Jan 1955
DD-S&L(AR)195 Basic Formula for Determining
DD-817, 818 Storage Space Requirementr
DD-S&L{SA)197 Inventory of DOD O^ned Machine
No Form Tools and Other Production
(formerly DD-MB(SA)63i*Ri; Equipment
DD-SScL(AR)199 Negotiations with Commercially
DD-i)47 Operated Rail, Motor and Air

















Operated Hail, Motor and Air
Carriers (Less Than 1,000 Tons)
GSA Motor Vehicle Repoort
DD Instruction 1*11*5.8, 16 Feb 1955
DD Directive lt215.12, 5 June 1953, amended
1» June 1953, 19 Aug 1951*, 17 Sept 1951*
17 Feb 1955 and 28 March 1955
DD Directive Transmittal 55-3'* dated 17 March 1955
to DD Directive 1*520.2, I9 July 1952
DO
Memo 9 July 195'* to Military Depts from Asst.





First War Powers Act and
Executive Order 10210
Current and Future Require-
ments for Machine Tools and
Metal Forming Equiwent
Limited Coord. & Interim
Federal Specifications
Existing Department and AN
Aero Specifications
DD Directive 1*105.8, 26 March 1953
DD Directive U215.10, 2 Oct 1952,
amended 17 April 1953
Memo 12 Feb 1953 to Military Depts. from
Col. J.N.Sammons, USAF for Mr. R. A. Moody
DO
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R&D Project Status Statement
DD Direetlve 3200.1, l6 nib 1952 aMaded 10 Dw 1953
and 26 Jan 1955
SO
Arnold Engineering Development Memo k Feb 1955 to Dept. of AF from ASD(R&D)
Center Construction Program
i
































DD Instruction JjIJ?.**, 2 March 195^
Coordination of Family Housing DD Instruction UI65.13, 26 March 195l*, amended
Projects Proposed Under Title 17 Nov I95U
VIII (\4herTy Act) of the National
Housing Act as Amended
Inventory of Military Real
Property
DD Instruction Ul65.11f, 31 March 195'f
Progress Reports on Development DD Instruction IH65A, 12 Apr 195'^, amended 20 May I95U
and Construction of Housing
Projects Under Title VIII (Wherry
Act) of the National Housing Act,
as Amended
Administration of Overseas Family DD Instruction '^165.15, 21 Apr I95U
Housing Program in the North
Atlantic Area Pursuant to Authori-
zations Contained in Section 302
of P.L. 53^^, 82nd Congress.







Analysis -Chain Link Fencing
Construction Cost and
Analysis -Liquid Fuel Facilities





Memo 29 Apr 195lf to Dept of Army from ASD(P8eI)
DD Instruction 4270.3, 2 June 1954
Memo 8 Dec I95!; to Military Depts from ASD(?&I);
DD Instruction 1)-270.10, 1 Dec 1954
Memo 22 Dec 1954 to Military Depts from 0A5D^F&l,)j
DD Instruction U27O.IO, 1 Dec 195lj-
Memo 8 March 1955 to Military Depts from ASD(P&I);
DD Instruction 4270.10, 1 Dec I954
DD Directive 5305.1, 5 June 1951
Memo 1+ Apr 1950 to Military Depts from Sec Def
DD Direetlve 3OO5.2, 16 June 1952
3/ These symbols automatically expire with the submission of reports due 31 October 1955.
kj This symbol automatically expires vrith the submission of reporlB due 10 October 1955.
8
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Reserve and Special Reglatraat
Physicians, Dentists and
Veterinarians
Hospitalisation of Active Duty
Personnel
MftdieAl> DeatAl aaS Allied
Speeiallats
staffing Ratios at Medical
Treatment Facilities
Medical Corps Strength and
Military Population Served
Hospital Food and Ration Cost
Data
Oneratins and Occupied Beds
.n Overseas Medical Facilities
DD matructlon 1205.10, 23 Sept 195U
DD Directive 6OIO.3, 17 Dee 1953
0D nMCTiive 1120.3> 19 Jaa 195<^
Memo 6 May 19514- to Military Depts from Dlr., PRSDj
Memo lU Sept 195I to AF from Dir.,PRSD; Memo 2 May 1951
to Killtary Dopts. fron Dlr., ?BSD, aaended by mbm
June 7 and 28; Memo 20 July 195O to Military Depts. from
Dir.,PRSD, amended by Memo 31 July 1950
DD Directive 60OO.3, 15 Jan I953
Memo 16 Nov I951 to AF from Dir., OPRS; memos
22 Aug 1951 to Army and Navy from Dlr., OPRS
DD Directive 6015.1;, 31 March I95S
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Legislative and Public Affairs)
DD-UcL(SA)65
Bo Form
Regulations Goivemlng the Meao 1 April 191^9 to Amy and Air Force frcn General
Length of Forelga Tours of Duty Counsel
dd-sd(mW
No Form
Military Participation Report Memo 7 August I950 to ydlitary Depts from Actg.Dir.,OPI;
memo 1 August I95O to Military Depts from SecDef





TeleeoBBmnleatlottfl Englaeer- Memos 21 Itev 1950 and 20 Dec I9U9 to Military Depts






•rraaaportatioa Requirements Memos 22 August aad 29 April 1952 to Military Detrts
^ta fronJMrc
JCS (JlOA)Programs Memo 20 July 1953 to Military Depts from Dir., JCS/JlOA

PART II - RECURRING REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND/OR REPORT COWTROL SYMBOLS CANCELLED 1 January - 31 March 1955












Marine Cdrpe Organized Ground
Reserves
Quarterly Estimate of MDAP
Shlpnents
Current Requirements for Sub-
sistence for Civil Affairs/
Military Government, Military Aid
and Other Assistance Programs
Termination of Negotiation
Actions
DD Major Rate Negotiations
Disposition of Machine Tools
Not Reciuired and Unsuitable for
Use in i^nd Item Production
DD Directive 7730.2, 21 July 1953, amended I6 Oct 1953,
3 Dec 1953 and 28 Dec 195^*
Memo 21 May I95U to Depts of Army and AF frcm Deputy
Comp. (Budget); mem© 3 March 1955 to Depts of Army
and AF from OASD(Coiiip)
Memo 19 Sept 1951 to Navy from Asst. Comp. for
Budget, OSD; memo 1? Sept I95I to Asst. Comp. for
Budget from BB; memo 9 Mar I955 to Dept. of Navy from
OASD(Comp)
Memo 23 March 1953 to Military Depts from Dlr., PRSD;
nemos 26 Sept 1952, 1 May 1952 to Military Depts
from Dir., OPRS; memo 12 Oct 1951 to Dept. of Army from
Dir., OMA; memo 27 April I95I to Dept. of Army from
Dir., OPRS; memo 1 April 1953 to Military Depts. from
Dir., PRSD.; memo 21 Dee 1953 to Mil. Depts from Dir., PRSD)
DD Instruction 2110.17, 1"+ Feb I955
DD instruction U235.2, 31 March 195U, amended
21 March 1955
DD Directive 14.520.2, I9 July I952, amended I7 March 1955-
memo 8 March I955 to Military Depts from ASD(S&L)
Memos 23 April & 8 April 1953 to Military Depts . fron
Dlr. Transportation; memo 8 March I955 to Military
Depts from ASD(sacL)
DD Directive 14-215.11. 26 Dec iq'52.
amended 2 Feb I955
Air Movement and Baciaog Report Memo h March 1955 to Dept. of AF from JCS











MDAP Supply Operations Report
Negotiations with Commercially
Operated Rail, Motor ana Air
Carriers
DD Instruction 6OI5.IO, 1 Feb I955
Memo 23 March I953 to Military Depts from Dlr., PRSD;
memo 1 May 1952 to Military Depts from Dlr., OPKS;
memos 25 Oct -Army, 26 Oct -Navy and 25 Oct 1951-Air Force
from Dir., OPRS; memo 12 Oct I95I to Military Depts.
from Dir., CMA; memo 21 Dec 53 to Military Depts
from Dir., PRSD; DD Instruction 2110.17, 11* Feb I955




Inventory of Department of
Defense Owned Machine Tools
St Other Production Equipment
DD Directive 1+215.12, 5 June 1953, amended
18 June 1953, 19 Aug I954, I7 Sept I951+,
and 17 Feb I955
10

PART m - OIB-TIMB (HOff-RSCORRIMG) REPOBTIIP REQUIMMaTO
APPROVED 1 January - 31 March 1955
RCSyBbol
9onB KtMibAr Title of S«port Dlrftetlve




Social Science Research In
the DOD




In 1955 Edition of Statistical
Abstract of U.S.
Memos 10 Jan 1955 to Depts of Navy and Air Force
and 27 Dec 1951^ to Dept. of Army from DASD(M&P)
Memo k Jan 1955 to Dept of Anqy from OASD(Coiq>)
DD-Comp(0T)lt-26
No form
Request for Selected Data for
Individual Contracts of $5
Million or More for MDAP Equipment
or Supplies
Memo lb Jan I955 to Military Depts from Dir., PRSD;
memo 6 Jan 1955 to Military Depts from ASD(Comp)
DD-Comp(0T)UW
No Form
Number of In-Patient Personnel
at AF Hospitals, by Function




and Battle Casualties, by State,
World Wars I and II




Transfer of Military Equipment
to Japan as Authorized by Sec
.
108 of Mutual Security Act of I95I*
Memo 16 March 1955 to Depts . of Amy and Navy
from Dir., PRSD





Certain MDAP Contracts for Memo 21 Oct 195^ to Military Depts from Dir., PRSD
Engineering Pees and Services
Required to Insure Compliance
with See. 103, Mutual Security
Appropriation Act of 1955
Projected Value of Deliveries Memo 2k March I955 to Military Depts from Actg.
Dir., OMA
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Personnel)
DD-M&P(0T)427
No Form





Number of Deaths Among Military Memo 28 Jan 1955 to Military Depts from Dir., PRSD
Personnel Outside Continental U.S.
CY 1953
Review of Recruiting Activities Memo 16 Feb 1955 to Military Depts from 0AGD(M8eP}
DD-M&P(Crr)Ulj-6
No Form
Cost of Reviewing Certain
Physical Disability Retired
Cases




Construction and Management of
Real Property




Afislstoat Secretary of Sefenee (Sitpply and Logistics)
DD-S8eL(OT)425
GSA Form T 95
DD-S&I,(ar)U30
No Form
GSA Form T 95 (Motor Vehicle
Survey)







Inventory of Commercial and
Industrial-Type Manufacturing
Facilities

























July - December 1954
Overseas Storage Operations
Workload Report
Sources of Parts for B-U7
Assemblies
lemo 17 March 1955 to Military Depts from ASD(SciL)
Memo 22 March 1955 to Dept. of Air Force from
oasd(s&l;
Memo 30 March I955 to Dept. of Air Force from
0ASD(S&L)















Bid Prices for Airfield Pavement
Projects
Real Property Actions - Re-
location of Military Activities
and Leasehold Cancellations
for FY 1955
Real Property Action - Rentals
Paid in the State of Delaware
and the District of Columbia
Real Property Actions -
Acquisition Projects Com-
pleted During CY 195'i-
Real Property Action - Leasehold
Renewal; Columbus , Ohio
Relocation of ReadqtMTters




Memo 1 Feb 1955 to Military Depts from Deputy
ASD(P&I}
Memo it Feb I955 to Dept. of Army from 0ASD(P8:I)
Memo 9 Feb 1955 to Military Depts from 0ASD(P2cl)
Memo 2 Feb 1955 to Military Depts from ASD(P8ci;
Memo 10 Niarch 1955 to Dept. of Army from ASD(PSa:)
Memo i^ March I955 to Dept. of Air Force from
ASD(P8:I)





Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health and Medical)
DD-H&M(0T)424 Medical, Dental and Allied Memo 7 Jan 1955 to Military Depts from Dlr., PRSD
No ronn Specialists -Estimated Monthly
Strengths
DD-H&M(OT)U35 Average Length of Stay In Memo Ik Feb 1955 to Military Depts from Dlr., PRSD
No Form Continental U.S. Military
Facilities
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Legislative and Public Affairs)
DD-L&PA(ar)i+33 Armed Forces Day-1955 Memo 8 Feb I955 from Coordinator, Anaed Forces Day





OFFICE OF tip: assistant secretary of defense




DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AUDIT POLICIES
WITH RESPECT TO ORGANIZATION AND MISSION
1. GENERAL
The term internal audit as used in the Department of Defense in
its broad sense encompasses both (a) the audit of activities and opera-
tions occurring within the Depeurtment, and (b) the audit of outside
enterprises in connection with contractual matters. For purposes of
simplicity in identifying these areas herein, they will be referred to
as "internal" audit and "contract" audit respectively.
IT. DEFINITIONS
A, Internal Audit.
Internal audit is the independent appraisal activity within
an organization for the review of the financial, accounting, and re-
lated operations as a basis for protective and constructive service
to management. It is a type of control which functions by measuring
and evaluating the effectiveness of other types of control. It deals
primarily with financial matters but it may also deal incidentally




Contract audit is the analysis and verification, through
review and examination (usually on a selective basis) of systems, con-
trols, accounts, and supporting evidence, of the accuracy and propriety
of a contractor's representations regarding costs involved in the per-
formance of a contract. It includes the responsibility for providing
advice to procurement personnel on these matters as appropriate,
III. ORGANIZATION
A. Office of Secretary of Defense Level.
Audit functions at this level will be accomplished by a staff,
the chief of which will be directly responsible to the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Comptroller),
B. Military Department Level.
,rr^n^^'r .,
' -^i^^^vcr, une size, organ'iVation structure'," and"'"'''
IntLnfl ."^^'''T




EXHIBIT H (Continued )
the Assistant Secretary for Financial Management. In any instance in
which that Assistant Secretary is not also designated as Comptroller,
this statement is not intended to prohibit the head of the audit or-
ganization from reporting conciirrently to the Caraptroller of the
department.
2. Such field offices may be established as will most effec-
tively and econonically carry out the mission of the audit organization.
The field organization may include resident auditors at installations,
contractors' plants, and procxarement centers where the volume of audit
or procurement liaison work or the need for particularly prompt audit
service warrant.
3, No separate audit organizations will be established at





Internal auditing is a staff function which, to operate
effectively, must be completely independent of line operations. The
internal auditor's responsibility is to observe, review, appraise,
evaluate, and examine financial and accounting policies, systems, and
procedures, and performance thereunder, respecting all resources and
operations (including reporting) for the purpose of reporting findings
and recommendations for corrective action to management. The existence
of an internal audit staff in no way relieves other personnel of duties
and responsibilities assigned to them. Full responsibility is vested
in the operating groups for proper protection and use of the assets of
the organization; for compliance with policies, procedures, and objec-
tives; and for the accuracy, propriety, legality, and reliability of
their actions.
The internal auditor does not have the authority to make
changes, or order changes made, in the procedures or operations of the
activities audited. The internal auditor is not responsible for develop-
ing systems, methods and procedures, nor for the performance of duties
constituting a part of regular line operations. Such responsibilities
would tend to give him a biased viewpoint when, in the course of his
audits, he would be required to appraise his own work. The auditor,
based upon his independent examinations, reviews, and appraisals,
provides an advisory service and makes recommendations to management
for improvements in existing organizations and systems, and for the
correction of deficiencies. It is the responsibility of management
to determine what action will be taken and to give the required correc-
tive orders. This, however, does not relieve the internal auditor of
the responsibility for following up on his recommendations to determine
whether they were given adequate consideration and that management's
orders to accomplish changes and correct deficiencies were effectuated.
2, Contract Audit.
_
The status of the C.crnf.Vf^r.f. anrHtOf ult-.Viln +.h«a nAr«-r+.Tnon+.
—
10 is -cne responsibility of the contract auditor to provide technical
advice and assistance on accounting and financial matters in the nego-
tiation, repricing, and settlement of contracts; and to make recommenda-
tions concerning the allowability of costs claimed under cost-type
rr
c
TiXHIBIT H (Continued )
contracts, the adeqiiacy of contractors' accounting systems and internal
controls, the acciiracy and i-eliability of contractors' cost representa-
tions and property reports, and the adequacy of contractual provisions
of a financial nature.
To assure uniform cost interpretations, efficient adminis-
tration, and objective reporting, the function of contract auditing
is placed under central direction and control independent of personnel
responsible for procurement functions.
B. Office of Secretary of Defense Level.
The audit staff at this level, under the authority, direc-
tion, and control of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),
will assist him in providinf^ policy direction, and will coordinate the
audit activities of the military departments and furnish audit service
as appropriate at the Secretary of Defense level. Its activities will
include: (a) the develoment of policies and plans with respect to
internal and contract auditing; (b) the analysis and evaluation of audit
organizations, audit programs, and audit reports prepared by the mili-
tary departments; (c) the coordination of audit matters within the
Department of Defense and with outside agencies such as the General
Accounting Office; and (d) the dissemination of audit findings and re-
commendations to interested elements within the Office of the Secretary
of Defense,
Audits will be performed directly by this group only in
unusual circumstances. If necessary, staff assistance will be fiunished
by the military departm.ent audit organizations upon request by the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) . He likewise may request
the performance of special audits by the military department- audit or-
ganizations.
C. Military Department Level.
1, Subject to the authority, direction, and control of the
respective Assistant Secretaries for Financial Management, the head of
each departmental audit organization will develop and execute plans,
policies, and programs necessary to discharge audit responsibilities,
a. Internal Audit — To accomplish the over-all
objective of assisting management at all levels
in achieving efficient and economical adminis-
tration, internal audit activities will include:
(1) Examining and appraising policies, systems,
procedures, and records relating to budgeting,
accounting, financial or business transactions,
and matters of a related nature,
(2) Ascertaining the extent of compliance with
established policies, procedures, regulations,
laws, etc, in these areas.
(3) Ascertaining whether resources are properly
accounting and supporting statistical data
and reports developed within the department.
cc
EXHIBIT H (Concluded)
(5) Examining and evalxiating, from a financial
standpoint, procurement and property manage-
ment policies, procedures, and transactions,
(6) Observing inefficiency and waste in these areas.
(7) Reporting the facts ascertained and making re-
commendations in connection therewith to ajv-
propriate levels of management, including the
Office of Secretary of Defense,
b. Contract Audit — Activities in this area will include;
(1) The examination and appraisal of the accounting
systems, books, records, reports, and claims of
contractors and subcontractors under proposed,
current, completed, or terminated contracts
and subcontracts as appropriate.
(2) Providing technical accounting advice and assist-
ance to procuring activities in the negotiation,
pricing, administration, and settlement of con-
tracts and subcontracts.
D. Other Levels,
As stated in section IIIB above, no internal or contract
audit groups a re authorized to be established (independent of the cen-
tral audit organization) at any echelon below the departmental level.
However, loose usage of the terms "audit" and "auditing" cover a
variety of activities, some of which do not constitute audit or audit-
ing as defined herein and consequently are not intended to be covered
by this statement. These are as follows:
1, Administrative examn?tions or "audits" of transactions,
vouchers, etc., which are a part of the regular operations constituting
a normal element of internal control.
2. Inspections and investigations performed by Inspector
General personnel in accordance with their normally assigned responsi-
biliti-^s. However, close coordination should be maintained between the
audit and inspection organizations to exchange information where appro-
priate, and to avoid duplication of effort.
?. Audits of nonappropriated fund activities. Regular
audits of such activities may be performed by the central audit organi-
zation; however, it is preferred that the responsibility for performance
of such audits be assigned to commands, subject to the technical super-
vision and review of the central audit organization.
4-, "Trouble-shooters." This policy is not designed to pre-
clude the establishment at other echelons of groups which, while not
performing independent or comprehensive audits on the formal basis
contemplated for the departmental level, might apnear to have some of
the same characteristics. Such of these groups as are established
should be more in the nature of "trouble-shooters" who will make
special analyses in comiJtroller areas and assist in correctiner defi-
overseas, will be carried out by a single central audit organization
in each department in order to assure independence and to avoid dupli-
cation. The head of each audit organization shall be responsible to

